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I. INTRODUCTION : LEGAL ISSUES TO BE CONSIDE RED

On December 16, 1966, the United Nations Covenant on

El Civil and Political Rights [hereinafter the United Nations Cove—

nant] was opened for signature. Thereafter, on November 22, . I
LI 1969 , the American Convention on Human Rights [hereinafter the

U American Convention ] was signed in San Jose , Costa Rica . Both

agreements provide for the guarantee of certain basic human ~~~~

[1 rights . The American Convention goes further in enforcement of

that guarantee by providing the right of individ ual petition to
Li an international commission for alleged state party violation of

[] basic human rights .2 Individual petition is permitted under the

United Nations Covenant only under an optional protocol.3

fl On March 17, 1977, before representatives to the United

U 
Nations in the United Nations General Assembly Hall, President

Jimmy Carter stated his intention to forward the United Nations

El Covenant to the Senate for advice and consent to ratification.4

On June 1, 1977, at the office of the Secretary-General of the

El Organization of American States, President Carter signed the

American Convention.5 Neither has yet been transmitted to the

U Senate for advice and consent to ratification.

II The State Department Assistant Legal Advisor for Inter-

- 
national Agreements has undertaken a prf liminary study of the

II 1

ll~
_ 

- - 
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United Nations Covenant and the American Convention. The purpose

El of that effort is to ascertain what, if any, portions of those
- 

U two agreements might present problems regarding United States

practice. The study is still in the drafting stage.6 Unfortu-

nately, the State Department review of United States ’ judicial

practice omits one entire segment of the judicial system——that

fl of military justice. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

a e
- ~~~~ .paper, 1~hen, will examine the United Nations Cove-El ~~~~nant and the American Convention o e what impact ratif i—

El cation of these two agreements would have on the military justice

— - -— system in the United States Air Force. For simplifica tion, the - . —

• LI Air Force military justice system ~~~l—b~ considered in three - •

U 
parts: the criminal sanctioning process [courts—martial and

court—martial procedure], confinement procedures, and the non—

criminal sanctioning process [nonjudicial punishment under

Article 15, Uniform Code of Military Justice b -~.4~~feinafter •

[f (JCMJ)I. The scope of this paper precludes consideration of the

potential impact of the agreements on other nonjudicial measures,

such as administrative discharge boards. However, the reader •

k.~ u should bear in mind that all administrative measures which re—

suit in loss of a civil or property right may well be subject

to review under international human rights agreements .

At the outset , several problem areas and possible de—
..j U ficiencies should be noted. The present examination of the

a Air Force milita ry justice system in light of the United Nations

- 
Covenant will be largely academic . Without adoption of the •

-

I 
_  _

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~.
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1
optional protocol guaranteeing a right of individual petition,

I] - 
it is unli kely that the subject of human rights in the military

ci justice system would ever be raised in the United Nations. The

• same may be said of the American Convention should the United

States fail to recognize , ipso facto, the jurisdiction of the

Inter-American Court of Human Rights8 [hereinafter the Inter—

- [I American Court] . However , even without recognition of the Inter—

U 
American Court’s jurisdiction, the right of individual petition

to the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights [hereinafter

the Inter-American Commission] would not be effected .9

.• . The American Convention has not yet been ratified by a

sufficient number of signatories to come into force. There is,

— ~ therefore, no jurisprudence of the Inter—American Court or Inter—

American Commission to contribute to the examination of the

United States military justice system vis—a-vis the human rights

guarantees of the American Convention. There is, however, a

wealth of jurisprudence in the decisions of the European Court

of Human Rights [hereinafter the European Court] and the European - -•

[1 Commission of Human Rights [hereinafter the European Commission] .

True, these decisions interpret the provisiors of the Convention

for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms
- U thereinafter the European Convention]. Obviously, such inter- - 

-

-

pretations would not be binding on the Inter-American Court and

El Inter-American Commission or the United Nations Committee on

II Human Rights [hereinafter the United Nations Committee]. How-

ever, much of the language of the European Convention is similar ,

- 0 if not identical , to the provisions of the American Convention

-~~~ 

-

~~~~~~~~~~ a~~-~~-~~~--’~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~j~~~~~~~~~~~ _ • ~~~
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U and the United Nat ions Covenant . Thus , the jurisprudenc e of - - -:

the European Court and European Commission may prove exceedingly 
- :

U persuasive before the Inter—American Court, Inter—American Corn-

mission, and United Nations Committee. In areas, then, where

El t~e language of the United Nations Covenant and the American

fl Convention is unclear or capable of multiple interpretations,

- - 

reference will be made to the jurisprudenc e of the European - -

fl Court and European Commission for interpretive assistance, re-

alizing tha t such interpretatio n will not necessarily be control—

ling. -

_  -.- .- - - “-- • - • -—.- - — . . - . -
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II. EFFECT OF PJTIFICATION OF CERTAIN INTERNATIONAL

- - AGREEMENTS ON THE PRESENT CRIMINAL SANCTIONIN G

~~~ 

PROCESS IN THE UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
• •

• ~~1I~-~-

The American military court - system has been crit icized

for past excesses , both real and imagined . Some shortcom ings,

such as undue - command influence, have been pro perly pointed

- .~.___oUt and attem pts have been - made .to remedy them. Many proced- . . . .  -

ural changes , — such - as removal of defense counsel and military

judge s from the comman d struct ure , have strengthened the in—

U . dependence of the milita ry judic iary . In the view of many ob-

servers , these -chan ges have now- enable d the American military

Court to take its rightf ul~plaCe as an equal within the federal - 
- .

-jud icial - system. Unfortunat ely , a number of people not entirel y 
-

familia r with - the - present - system still conside r the military

cour t - solely a disciplinary.- trib unal , as opposed to a ju dicial

tribunal. - Because of this regret~ble classification, it - is

submitted that the military court system must 
assiduously guard

against even the appearance of impropriety in the 
area of pro- . 

-

tectioü of basic human rights. Against this background, the

I - court— martial and its procedure will be examined in light ,

first , of the United Nations Covenant and , then, in light of 

the American Convent~Ofl. 
- 

Before going further, however, an

overvi ew of the court -martial and its proc edure may be helpful

5 
. 

-

j 1.. • - - .  
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I 
to. the reader unfa miliar with the criminal sanctioning process in

the United States Air Force. -

I - A. Survey of Courts—Mart ial and
- - Court-Martial Proc edure

The Uniform Code of Military Justice was enact ed as par t

I of the Act of May 5 , 1950. 10 Thereafter , by Act of August 10,

1956 ,1] it was revised , codified , and enacted into law as part

of Title 10 , United States Code . The UCMJ underwent a substantial

0 revision by. the Milit ary Justice Act of October 24, 1968.12

- - — There have also been sever al minor amendments not releva nt to

B 
the present discussion . The UCMJ, as revised , consists of 140

articles, 58 of which are punitive ; that is, violation of which

may subject military personnel to the criminal or non-crimina l

sanctioning processe s . The remainder of the articles may , with

some caution , be classified as procedural . In add ition to the

ft UCMJ, forme r President Richard Nixon issued Executiv e Order

1l476~~ on June 39,  1969 which prescribed the use of the Manual . 
- -

U for Court s-Ma rtial , United States, 1969 (Revised Edition) t here—

inafter MCM (1969, Rev .) ] .  It furnished additio na l guidance

and information explanatory of the provision s of the UCMJ. The

[I MCM (1969 , Rev.) was amended on January 27 , 1975 by Executive

Order 11835,14 however, that change is not relevant for purposes
U 

- 

- of this paper . Both the UCNJ and the MCM (1969 , Rev.) are
authoritative for and binding upon the conduct of trials by

-- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
-

There are three types of court s—martial: general , special

~~~~~~~~~~~~ _~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ .~ • ~~~~~~~~ . • •  -.~~~- .-. . . — 
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and suim~~ry. The latter has particularly fallen into disuse in

the Air Force. Its surviving relics are found moat often in

cases where military members have refused punishment under

Article 15, UCMJ, but have not deman ded trial by special court— —

El martial . The jurisdiction of each of the three types of courts-

martial is not based direc tly on the offense char ged, but on the
U nature -and duration of the punishment provided in the MCM (1969,

El Rev.) and thought appropriate by the convening authority. Thus,

a larceny under Article 121, UCMJ, could be referred to a gen-

[1 eral, special or summary court—martial • The determining factors

I 
I]

Thould probabl y be the amount stolen , circumstances of the the ft , - -

and the rank and previous record of the accused .

U 

Only a general court—martial can adjudge, inter alia, a

sentence of death, dismissal (officers only), dishonorable dis—

1] charge (warrant officers and enlisted personne l only) , or con—

~~ finement at hard labor in excess of six rnonths.~
5 A special

court—martial is limited to a maximum sentence of , inter alia ,

bad conduct discharge (enlisted personnel only) and confinement

at hard labor not to exceed six months. A su1n~~ry court-

[1 martial may not try, inter alia, officers, nor may it adjudge,

inter alia , any type of discharge or confinement at hard labo r

I] -. in excess of thi rty days.17

[I A convening authority , pr ior to referring charges to

• trial, would consult the tabi. of maximum punishments
18 to deter—

[~~ 

mine what sentence could possibly be adjudged. Referring to - j
-— the pr.vious example, if the larceny was of prop erty having a j

L~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ k~ 1Z~~~~~ L~~~~~~~~~~ t~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ :.- SA ~~.a_ . S . ~tS_t
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U 

value of $50 or less, the maximum punLahment authorized would be

a bad conduct discharge and six months confinement, plus atten—

- dant pay forfeitures • Thus, no purpose would be served in re—

ferririg the case to a general court-martial if the accused were

[I enlisted, because the maximum sentence could be adjudged by a

U 

special court-martial. However, if the theft was of property

. having a value of more than $100, or of any motor vehicle, air-

I craft or vessel , the maximum sentence would be dishonorable die-

charge and five year’s confinement, plus attendant forfeitures

LI of pay. In that case , charges would probably be referred to a

~~ general court—martial, in the absence of mitigating circumstances.

Li Only a general court—martial can adjudge dismissal or confinement _
~ 

-

of a commissioned of ficer)9 Cases involving officers, there—

fore , are normally referred to general courts—martial.

[] A general court—martial is composed of a military judge

Fl and not less than five members, or a military judge alone. A

LI special court-martial is composed of a military judge and not

9 

less than three members , or a military jud ge alone. A summa ry

court-martial is composed of a single off icer.2°

[1 Although admittedly brief, the foregoing summary should

- 
- - - 

fl : - 
give the reader who is unfamiliar with the military court aye—

LI tern some basic background information . Attention will now be

directed to review of the court-martial system in light of the

• human rights guarantees of the United Nations Covenant.

2
_ _ _  . . , -
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II B. Effect of Selected Articles of the

United Nations Covenant on Civil
U and Political Rights

II Article 6 of the United Nations Covenant deals, inter

alia, with the subject of capital punishment. Paragraph 5
U therein prohibits imposition of the death penalty on persons

II below eighteen years of age and carrying out the death penalty

on pregnant women. It is true that the over-riding majority

[I of military personnel have reached their majority and are not

U

_ 
-pr~egnant. Still, a scenario can be imagined where a young re - 

-

cruit, enlisted with parental consent under age eighteen, or a

U pregnant kit Force member might be sentenced to death. Such a

- sentence could not be carried out after ratification of the

fl United Nations Covenant. Execution of such a sentence even now
- is highly unlikely . Among other reasons , the youth of the

of fender or the condition of the pregnant member in itself would

U 

probably be sufficient mitigation to result in commutation of

the death penalty, except perhaps for the most heinous and pre-

[J meditated of crimes. Nonetheless, the United Nation s Covenant , 
- —

if ratified, would result in a limitation of the jurisdiction

U of Article 18, UCMJ.21 It would also impose a 
~~ 

jure addition

U 

to paragraph 126 , 14CM (1969, Rev.), dealing with limitations

on imposition of the death penalty.

II The guarantees of Article 7 of the United Nations Cove— - -:

~~~~~ relating to protection against torture or other cruel
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punishment, are well stated in Article 55, UCMJ.22 It prohibits,
L inter alia, flogging, branding, and the use of irons, except

for the purpose of safe custody. In addition, paragraph 125,

14CM (1969, Rev.) prohibits, inter alia, such antiquated methods

[1 of torture as shaving the head, placing in stocks, or tying up

U 

by the thumbs • Some comment regarding medical and scientific

experimentation, prohibited by Article 7 of the United Nations

- U Covenant, will be made under Section III of this paper.

Article 9, paragraph 2, United Nations Covenant, dictates

I] that any person arrested or detained be informed promptly of the

~~~~~

_

~~

_
reasona for his arrest or detention and of the charges against -

-

him. These guarantees are sufficiently protected by Article 10, - 
1

U ~~~~~~ It states, “When any person subject to this chapter is

placed in arrest or confinement prior to trial, immediate (em—

1] phasis supplied) steps shall be taken to inform him of the

~~ specific wrong of which he is accused and to try him or dismiss

the charges and release him”.

U Article 9, paragraph 3, United Nations Covenant, requires

a person arrested or detained on a criminal charge to be brought

Ii before a judge or other officer authorized by law to exercise

U 

judicial power. The usual role of United States District Courts

in habea s corpus proceedings has been preempted in military

El pretrial confinement situations . In two recent decisions , 24

• th United States Supreme Court has held that United States

~~ 0 
Distric t Courts may not review pretrial confinement in military

faeilitiu prior to completio n of court-martial proceedin gs, in- -

II~ cluding appellate 
r :~~~~~~~

l
25
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The current Air Forc e practice of having initial con-

U finement reviewed by the special court-martial convening author-

ity and pretrial confinement in excess of -thirty days reviewed I:

by the general court-martial convening authority does not ap-

[ U pear to comply with the spirit of the requirement of the United - -
.

Nations Covenant. It may well not even comply with the req uire-

El ments of the United States Court of Military Appeals regarding

review by a neutral and detached magistrate.26 At a minimum,

F the current Air Forc e system fails to give at least the appear—

9 

ance of impartiality by retaining review within the command

____  -- system. .~~~ ~~~~~~. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ • - 

9 The remaining provisions of Article 9 , paragraph 3 , of

U 

the United Nations Covenant basically state that detention be-

fore trial should be the exception, rather than the rule. Para—

U graph 20(c), 14CM (1969, Rev.), expresses the rule well: “[d on-

- 
finement will not be imposed pending trial unless deemed neces-

[j gary to insure the presence of the accused at the trial or be-

cause of the seriousness of the offense charged”.

Article 14 of the United Nations Covenant states the

9 

basic human rights of accused persons at trial. On the whole,

the right to a fair and public hearing by a competent, indepen— -

I— i -

LI dent and impartial tribunal is secured under the UCMJ. The

- presumption of innocence mandated by Article 14 , paragraph 2 ,

Ii - United Nations Covenant , is protected by paragraph 73b(l) , 14CM

[J (1969 , Rev.). It requires the jury in a court—martial to be

instructed , “ [TJ he accused must be presumed to be innocent until 
-[1 his guilt i~ established by legal and competent evidence beyond

L ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - - - - -~ -
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reasonable doubt”. - ‘1
U The right to be informed promptly of charges, guaranteed

in Article 14, paragraph 1(a) , United Nations Covenant , is em-

bodied in Article 30(b) , UCMJ. It states, “lUipon the pre—

ll ferring of charges , •.. the person accused shall be informed

of the charges against him as soon as practicable.” The 14CM

U (1969, Rev.) provides a double protection in this regard. It

-

~ U 

requires the immediate commander to inform the accused of the

charges against him before they are forwarded to the suI~vn*ry

I] court—martial authority.28 It then requires the Summary Court-

~~Nartia1 authority to insure that the accused has been 80 in — --- -

1] formed .29

9 

The right to adequ;~te time for preparation of a defense —

is imposed by Article 14, paragraph 3(b), of the United Nations

9 
Covenant. Article 35, UCMJ,3° prohibits trial by special court—

U 

martial within three days and by general court-martial within

five days after service of charges upon the accused. This re-

9 
~~riction is effective only in time of peace. In addition, - I
Article 40, UCMJ,31 permits the military judge to grant a con—

9 
tinuance “for such time, and as often, as may appear to be just”.

The right to trial without undue delay is contained

Li in Article 14, paragraph 3(c), of the- United Nations Convenant.

This right is stated both negatively and positively in the UCZ47

U 
• and MCM (1969, Rev.). Negatively, Article 98, UCMJ,32 makes it 

- •

~ 0 
a court-martial offense to delay disposition of any case of a ~:- :1

person accused of an offense. Positively, paragraph 25, 14CM

~i l l  
~-~~~~~ -~~~~~~~ •--------‘-—--- ~~~~— -~~ ~~~- —-,--.~~~~ l~~.

_ -_--_~ .___ ~~~~~~ •__. - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
- - - - - 
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(1969), Rev.) directs that when any person is placed in arrest

U or confinement prior to trial immediate steps shall be taken to

try him or dismiss the charges and release him. It also states

that when it is intended to prefer charges, they should be pre-

[1 ferred without unnecessary delay. It does, however,- permit

reasonable delay. Such delay might be proper to permit a suspectD -
-

to continue a course of conduct so that a ringleader or other

conspirators might also be discovered . Still, even such reason—

able delay is not permitted if the person concerned is in arrest :
or confinement.

---—.---—--—-----~--—T1ie United States Court of Military Appeals has also — •-- - - — -

Ii legislated in this area by judicial fiat. It has declared that,

u in the absence of defense request for a continuance, ‘any pre-

trial confinement in excess of three months will place a heavy

U 
burden on the government to show diligence. In the absence of

- 

such a showing, the charges must be dism issed .33 Additionally,

ft any delay in excess of ninety days between the end of the trial

El and the execution of the sentence will similarly place a heavy

burden on the government to show diligence. Again1 in the ab—

9 

sence of such a showing, the charges must be dismissed.34 These

strict time standards are enforced by the appellate military

[1 courts. Because of this, the military should have no difficulty

1 in meeting the requirements of the United Nations Covenant re—

garding trial without undue delay. On the other hand , their

civilian counterparts may find compliance burdensome. Crowded

- - 
civilian dockets can often result in much more lengthy delays

I
——~~- —-—~~~~~~~~~~•—~~- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - — —a— — — ~~~~~~~~ —~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ •.  -—
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~~~~than present military standards permit.

- The right of the accused to be tried in his presence

ii established in Article 14, paragraph 3(d), of the United
- 

Nations Covenant. It finds fulfillment in paragraph 30, MCM

1 (1969, Rev.), which states, “[T]he presence of the accused —

1 throughout the proceedings in open court is ... essential”.

Only in the event the accused voluntarily and without author-

] 
ization absents himself from the trial may the trial proceed

without the accused. Even then, it may only continue if the

] accused was present from the commencement of the trial until his

arraignment. Any voluntary - and unauthorized absence thereafter

is considered a voluntary waiver of the right to confrontation.

The accused’s right to defend himself in person, 
- 
guaran-

teed by Article 14, paragraph 3(d) , United Nations Covenant , is

recognized by paragraph 48a, 14CM (1969, Rev.). It permits the

1 accused , if he so desires, to conduct hiè own defense without

J assistance of counsel. On the other hand, the same article of

the United Nations Covenant grants an accused the right to legal

assistance of his own choosing. That privilege is- granted miii—

tary members, with r-3gard to both civilian counsel and military

counsel, by Article 38(b), UCM3.35 The only requirements are

~L1 that th. accused pay for civilian counsel himself and that re-

U 

quested military counsel be reasonably available. If an accused

• does not desire either civilian counsel or individually requested

[] military counsel , Article 38 (b) grants him the right to be de— - -

- -- —---~~ -fended without char ge by app ointed military counsel in general

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
-

~~~~~~~~~
---- -—

~~ 
;~~_~~-~——~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~

-
~~~~~~~~

-
~---~~

-—--- --
~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ —‘—-~~-‘-~~
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II and special courts—martial. Air Force practice also grants

that right in summary courts-martial.

U Article 14, paragraph 3(e), United Nations Covenant,

is the section guaranteeing cross-examination of prosecution

witnesses and the accused ’s right to call witnesses in his own

1111 behalf. An identical provision in the European Convention has

been construed by the European Court not to levy the absolute

right to call witnesses, but only to insure “equality of arms”

between the prosecution and defense.36 Against this background,

III the protections offered by Article 46 , UCMJ,37 appear adequate.

It guarantees equal opportunity to obtain witnesses to trial 
-

~~~ 

-

counsel, defense counsel, and the court itself.

•1] Article 14, paragraph 3(f) of the United Nations Cove-

nant, guaranteeing the right to the free services of an inter-

El preter, is well protected by paragraph 53i • MCM (1969, Rev.).

The standards of the accused’s right of not being corn— -

pelled to testify against himself or confess guilt, as stated in

9 
Article 14, paragraph 3(g), United Nations Covenant, are ex-

- 
ceeded by Article 31, UCMJ.38 By virtue of that section, the

LI accused may not be compelled to incriminate himself or answer •

any question which may tend to incriminate him. Any statement 
~~~~~~~~~~ - :  -

obtained through coercion , unlawful influence or unlawful in—

II ducement may not be received in evidence against him. The

accused may not even be compelled to make a statement or pro- •

duce evidence which is not material and may tend to degrade him.

i 
- - - Additional protection against being compelled to confess guilt -——-- - - -  

-

- —.-~.--~•-~-•-------—~~~~•---—-“- —-- —- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ —.~- _~ _________ ~~_____ a ~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - 
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~j J is offered by the requirements set down by Article 45, UCMJ,39

- and paragraph 70a, 14CM (1969 , Rev.) .  Those sections and the

Eli guidelines set down by the United States Court of Military

Appeals4° insure that any guilty plea is knowingly, intelli-

gently and voluntarily made. Should the accused at any time

during the trial set up matters, either orally or through

documents, inconsistent with his plea of guilty, the military 
- 

-

[1 judge is bound to enter a plea of not guilty.
41

9 

Article ’ 14, paragraph 5, United Nations Covenant , - 
- 

- -

guarantees the right to appellate review of convictions. 
- 

- -

Under the Ame;ican military court system, the record of trial

of every summary , special and general court—martial must be

- Li reviewed by the convening authority.
42 In the cases of gen-

U 

eral courts—martial and special courts—martial which adjudge

a bad conduct discharge, the record of trial must be reviewed

[1- -by a staff judge advocate -or legal officer prior to action - - 
- :

being taken by the general court-martial authority.43 In

[1 other cases, the record of trial receives a ‘egal review after

9 

promulgation of the action.44

Even if this initial review complies with the letter

9 

of Article 14, paragraph 5, United Nations Covenant, it is

questionable whether or not it complies with the spirit of

independent (emphasis supplied) review conta ined in the cited

section . The problem lies with the inte rpretation of the

II phrase “higher tr ibunal” . The difficulty is heightened by

II
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- 
-

U the lack of interpretive precedent of the European Convention.

U 

In the case of review either by the convening authority or

the general court-martial authority, it is questionable - -

9 
whether they are a “tribunal” in the sense of the United

- 
Nations Covenant. In the vast majority of cases, they are

not lawyers or specially trained in legal matters. Even in

U 

those cases where the record of trial receives prior review

by a staff judge advocate or legal officer, the convening

9 

authority or general court-martial authority usually does not

-- possess the legal acumen to independently evaluate the legal - - -

9 
review. It is difficult to classify the convening authority

Li 
or general court—martial authority, therefore, as a tribunal

— 
in the sense that word is apparently used in the United Nations

9 

Covenant .

Even if the initial reviewer is classified as a

El “tribunal”, it is questionable whether or not he is “higher”,

U 

particularly in those cases where the initial reviewing

authority is both the convening authority and the general

[J court-martial authority. It is true that he has authority

to reverse any conviction, in whole or in part, and to modify

U 
sentences , so long as his modification is less arduous than

the sentence originally imposed.45 However, he is also the

LI same person who originally ordered the accused tried and,

impliedly therefore, considered the evidence of guilt suff i-

U cient to warrant court—martial. In the civilian setting,

1 1 1  -
- - - - - - I 

- - - - - -~ - - - - - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

~~~~~~ I- - - - ’-
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the closest analogy would be review of a felony conviction by - 

- 

- 
-

- 

-

~ 9 
the grand j ury which indicted the accused , or review of a

-
~~ - 

misdemeanor c~’iviction by the state ’s attorney who prosecuted

[1 on information. To label the review by the convening author-

U 

ity or general court-martial authority a review by a “higher

tribunal” presents at least the appearance of lack of impar—

9 

tiality. As has been previously pointed out , such appear—

ances ought to be guarded against even more strenuously in

Li - - the military ju stice system than in the civilian justice —

~~~~~system, because of the part -real and part imagined past ex- 
- -- --- - — --

Li cesses of conunand influence. It is submitted, therefore,

9 

- that initial review of a conviction - and sentence by the con—

- 
- 

vening authority or general court-martial authority ought not

[1. - - be considered review by a “higher tribunal”.

Following that assumption, other sections of the

Li UCMJ and MCM (1969, Rev.) must aow be examined for protec—

tion of appellate review guarantees. Under Article 66, -

ucz~i,
46 every conviction involving a general or flag officer

9 
or extending to a sentence of death, dismissal, dishonor—

able or bad conduct discharge, or confinement for one year

or more must be reviewed by a Court of Military Review. There

appears no doubt that such review is sufficient to comply

with the requirements of Article 14, paragraph 5, United 
- 

- -

Nations Covenant, for the particular cases brought before

it. - Article 67(b), UCMJ,47 provides for review by the United -

- I I  
- --
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9 
States Court of Military Appeals of convictions affecting - -

general or flag officers or extending to death, cases referred

III to it by The Judge Advocate General after review by a Court

of Military Review, and cases reviewed by a Court of Military

Review in which petitioner’s request for certiorari is granted.

9 
Such review is further evidence of compliance with the guarantees

of Article 14, paragraph 5, of the United Nations Covenant.

I] Lastly, general court-martial cases which do not affect

- 

[j general or flag officers and do not result in a sentence of

_ _ _  

de th, dismissar, dishonorab le or bad conduct discharge, or 
- -- -

4 9 confinement for one year or more are reviewed under Article 69 ,

• UCMJ,48 by the office of The Judge Advocate General. If any

I] part of the findings - or sentence is found unsupported in law

U 

or if The Judge Advocate General otherwise so directs, the

record is reviewed by a Court of Military Review.49 In the

case of any conviction~ not reviewed by a Court of Military Re—

view, The Judge Advocate General himself may vacate or modify

9 
a conviction or lessen a sentence on the grounds of newly—

11 discovered evidence, fraud on the court, lack of jurisdiction

~ Li over the accused or the offense, or error prejudicial to the

9 

substantial rights of the accused.5° Unfortunately, Article 69,

UCMJ, does not give The Judge Advocate General authority to

11 - - modify a sentence which is otherwise legally proper and within

the limits of the Table of Maximum Punishments,53 but simply

0
Q ‘ 

-- - 
____ 

- -- —--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -—- - ~~~
— 
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9 

disproportionate to the offense, all factors considered.

A much more basic problem in the area of review under

9 
Article 69 , UCMJ , is whether or not such review by The Judge

Advocate General is review by a “higher tribunal”. Initial re—

[I view by a convening authority or general court—martial author- —

U 

ity must be distinguished, however, from review by The Judge

Advocate General . It has been submitted that the former is

9 
not review by a “higher tribunal” for two reasons . First , the

reviewing authority is not normally a 1 wyer or specially trained

[] - in legal matters so as to be able to independently evaluate the

-~ legal review of the staff judge advocate or legal officer. - - -

-~ Secondly , he is so intimately connected with the command sys-

9 

tent that his review may lend itself to at least the appearance

of lack of impartiality. On the other hand, The Judge Advocate

9 
General is a lawyer and is independent of the command system

which initiated the court-martial. It is submitted , therefore,

that his review fulfills the requirement of Article 14, para-

9 

graph 5, United Nations Covenant, for review by a “higher tn-

~ ç~~- bunal”. The only caveat is that he lacks authority to review

9 
the sentences in certain cases on clemency grounds only.

The prohibition against double jeopardy contained in

Eli Article 14, paragraph 7 , of the United Nations Covenant is the

last section of that agreement which will be considered as

directly affecting the military court system.52 In general, - -
.

El Article 44 , uczsij,53 prohibits trial for a second time for the

- same offense, without the consent of the accused . However, - -

0
L ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ________________________________
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U ~ trial for serious offenses is permitted after an accused has
5

~~ already received nonjudicia l punishment for the same offense.

9 

As will be discussed later, nonjudicial punishment under Arti-

cle 15, UCNJ, may well be interpreted as a “conviction” . Thus ,

9 
a later trial by court-martial for the same offense may be

- 
considered violative of the United Nations Covenant prohibition

U against double jeopardy .

9 

Another problem in this area is trial by court-martial

for the same offense after trial by a civilian court. If the

U civilian court is a federal court, subsequent trial by court—
- 

- -—- —-- -martial is prohibited. i~, - however , the former proceedings

Ii were held by a state or local court , trial by court-martial for - -

U 

the same offense is not prohibited.56 The theory is that the

criminal laws of two different sovereigns , the state or local

9 
government and the United States government,’ have been violated .

This problem extends beyond the court—martial system and af-

fects the entire United States judicial system because of our

federal form of government. Because the Air Force restricts

subsequent courts—martial after non-federal convictions for

U essentially the same of fense57 and because the United States

Supreme Court has imposed limits on courts—martial for non-

9 
service connected crimes,58 it is believed this problem will

not arise in the military court system.

U 
— *~~~~~~~~~~~ _ _ _  — _.- — —.- .___ _. — — — - -
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9 
C. Effect of Selected Articles of

U 

the American Convention

on Human Rights

I] Many of the basic human rights guaranteed by the Am en -

U 
can Convention are similar, if - not identical, to the protections

of fered by the United Nations Covenant. For example, the Amer-

U 
ican Convention prohibition against imposition of the death

penalty on persons who were under eighteen at the time of com-

9 
mission of an offense, or on pregnant women, is similar to that

contained in the United Nations Covenant. ‘~-‘-Article 5, paragraph 2,

I I of the American Convention, regarding prohibition of torture and

9 

cruel, inhuman or degrading punishment , is almost identical to

Article 7 of the United Nations Covenant. Likewise, Article 7

9 
of the American Convention , respecting the accused ’s right to

be informed of the reasons for his detention and charges against

El- him, his right to a prompt trial, and access to habeas corpus

9 

remedies, corresponds to Article 9 of the United Nations Cove-

nant. Finally, Article 8 of the American Convention grants

[] similar protections to Article 14 of the United Nations Covenant -

in the following areas: presumption of innocence, prompt expla—

[I nation of the charges, adequate time for preparation of a de-

U 

f.ns., right to trial without undue delay, right to defend in 
- 

-
- 

person or through counsel including free state-appointed counsel ,

El right to cross—examine state witnesses, right to the free ser -

vices of an interpreter, right to freedom from self-incrimina- 
-

0 tion, and the right to plesd not guilty.

IL~~ - - - _ _— ~~~~ ~~~~ — ~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ _____
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Inasmuch as nothing would be gained by reexamination - 

- 

-

~1’ U of the military court system regarding these guarantees, the

El reader is directed to comments previously made. In several

cases, however , the protections of the American Convention dif—

9 
icr from those of the United Nations Covenant and these cases

will now be examined in light of the provisions of the UCMJ

and MCM (1969, Rev.) .

U 

Article 8, paragraph 2f, of the American Convention

guarantees the accused’s right to obtain the appearance at

9 
trial of experts and other persons who “may throw light on the

_~ _ iacts”. ~~t differs from Article -14, paragraph 3(e) , United

iJ Nations Covenant, in that it contains no reservation regarding

“equality of arms”. Paragraph ll5a, MCM (1969, Rev.) places

Li responsibility on the trial counsel for the attendance of de—

I- I fense witnesses. It also vests in the trial counsel discretion
Li

- - - as to whether or not a defense witness is material and necessary .
ri - 

- 
-

- It further provides that application may be made to the con-

- vening authority prior to trial or to the military judge after
- [1 - - trial begins, or to both, should a trial counsel decline a dc-

9 

fense request for a particular witness. Final determination

- is vested in the military judge. 
- 

-

9 
If the terms of Article 8, paragraph 22 , of the Amen -

can Convention were literally read, failure of the trial coun-

Eli sd ,  convening authority and military judge to order the appear-

ance of defense witnesses could be construed to be violative
U 

- 

of the provisions of the American Convention. The European

ft experience does not provide interpretive assistance. While
U

- - 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

—
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the European Court did construe the “right to call witnesses”

provisions of the European Convention as implying only “equal-

9 
ity of arms”, its interpretation was based on Article 6(3) (d)

- 

U 

of the European Convention. That article contains restrictive

language similar to the United Nations Covenant and not the

El American Convention.

One must therefore either construe the terms of Ax—

9 
tid e 8, paragraph 2f , literally, or imply an “equality of arms”

interpretation. The former process would result in an unman-

9 ageable procedure which could deprive the judge of all discre-

— tion regarding materiality and necessity of certain witnesses.

I It would apparently leave to the defense the determination of 
-

who ‘may throw light on the facts”. If, however, one were to

imply an “equality of arms” interpretation, the decision as to

[] who “may throw light on the facts” reverts to its proper func—

-- tionary, the judge. If the latter interpretation is applied,

then the guarantee afforded by Article 8, paragraph 2f, of the

American Convention is well protected by the equal opportunity
59rul, of Article 46 , UCI4J, and paragraph ll5a , MCM (1969, Rev.) . -

9 
A much n~ re pressing problem arises with regard to the

right to appellat. review, contained in Article 8, paragraph 3h,

-j Ii of the American Convention. Article 14, paragraph 5, of the - : 
- 

-

0 United Nations Covenant provided only for review of conviction

and sentence by a ‘higher tribunal”. Article 8, paragraph 2h ,

II of th American COnvention, on the other hand , provides for the

right to appeal the judg.’ient to a higher court (emphasis sup-

II plied) . It is clear that neither initial review by the convening

---a~~~ —----- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ —.-- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -
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authority or general court-martial authority, nor by The Judge

Advocate General under Article 69 , UCZ47, complies with the

9 
terms of Article 8, paragraph 2h , of the American Convention.

Only review by a Court of Military Review or the United States

[1 Court of Military Appeals would satisfy the requirement. To the

U 

extent that review by these appellate courts is not provided

for in specific cases by the UCMJ or MCM (1969, Rev.), the Amer-

ican military court system appears to be violative of Article 8,

paragraph 2h, of the American Convention.

9 
Of all the possible difficulties which could be engen—

dered by ratification of the American Convention, the problem

Li of appellate review appears to be the most serious and most ripe

for a serviceman ’s complaint to the Inter-American Commission. -

- Should the United States accept the jurisdiction of the Inter—

9 
American Court,6~ the case could be tried there, based on a

petition by the Inter-American Commission.

III The last area of the American Convention to be consid—

— ered which differs from the united Nations Covenant is the area

of double jeopardy.62 Article 14, paragraph 7, of the United

9 
Nations Covenant prohibits another trial for the same offense

after either conviction or acquittal . On the other hand, -

LII Article 8, paragraph 4 , of the American Convention extends that

protection only to a subsequent trial after a person is ac—
ii - quitted. Nonetheless, some of the doubl. jeopardy problems

II which were encountered under the United Nations Covenant are

-
~~ present with regard to the American Convention. The reader is

~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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U 

referred to previous examination of those problems under the

United Nations Covenant.

U

U 
-
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III. EFFECT OF RATIFICATION OF THE UNITED NATIONS

COVENANT ON CIVIL AND POLITICAL RIGHTS AND

-] THE AMERICAN CONVENTION ON HUMAN RIGHTS

ON PRESENT UNITED STATES AIR FORCE] CONFINEMENT PROCEDURES

This section of the paper will be the shortest, for

~ little is said in both the United Nations Covenant and the

American Convention regarding the subject of confinement pro—

9 

cedure. The only notable protections are that torture or cruel,

inhuman and degrading treatment will not be used,
63 and that

9 
the aim of the penal system shall be the reform and social re-

habilitation of prisoners.
64 While both agreements forbid -I] forced labor, each excepts hard labor legally imposed as a

[1 punishment for crime.65 
- 

-

U The Air Force military confinement system may be divided

U 
into two categories: pretrial confinement, usually at a local

-
~ base , and post—trial confinement at one of three types of

facilities. These latter facilities may be described as local ,

Ii 
centralized for apparently restorable prisoners and those non-

r.storable prisoners who have received short sentences, and

I~J long term for nonrestorable prisoners who have received Long

sentences. Local facilities are utilized for prisoners re—

ceiving short sentences without punitive discharge. The major 
-

i centralized facility of the Air Force is designated the -3320th - - - -~- ----

- 27
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Correction and Rehabilitation Squadron. It is located at Lowry

r Air Force Base, - COlorado, and maintains minimum, medium and max-

~fl iinum confinement areas. It also serves as the focal point for
-
~

— Air Force prisoner rehabilitation efforts. The long term

El facility, the United States Disciplinary Barrac1c~B at Fort

Leavenworth, Kansas , is under operational control of the United

~LJ States Army. It receives nonrestorable Air Force prisoners who

fj have at least cix months remaining on a sentence without a

punitive discharge or four months remaining on a sentence which

~1J includes a punitive discharge.

~~~~~~~~ There áre few decisions of the European Court afld Com—

mission in the confinement area and only one of any direct con-

fi sequence. The case67 concerned a British law requiring prison—

ers to secure permission from the Home Secretary prior to con-

Ti sn1t~ing counsel. - Golder, a prisoner, was denied the right to

consult counsel for the purpose of insti~tuting a libel suit

~LJ against one of his jailera. The European Court held that de—

- fl nial deprived Golder of his right to a fair and public hearing

in the determination of his civil rights, under Article 6(1)

of the European Convention. Similar language appears in Ar-

tcle 14, paragraph 1, of the United Nations Covenant, and Ar

ii t i d e  8, paragraph 1, of the American Convention.

Air Force directives do not contain any requirement to

obtain permission before consulting counsel . However , while

II they do permit civilian (emphasis supplied ) attorneys to visit - - 
- 

- 
- 

-

prisoners or rehabilitees at any reasonable hour of the day, ‘-

II
I

- ~M 
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- no mention is made of visits by military counsel.68 The right

to consult military counsel is so ingrained that it was probably -

U taken for granted. The omission, therefore, is most likely one -

- 
of form, rather than of substance. Nonetheless, from the point

9 of view of an international body reviewing a complaint of dc-

El nial of access to counsel, it would be more desirable if Air

Force directives specifically stated the right of military 4— 
—

9 
counsel to visit prisoner-s and rehabilitees on the same basis

at least as civilian attorneys.69

H 
Another potential problem in the counsel area is inter—

0 

~~ference - with the attorney—client privilege. Paragraph 4-4a-(2) -- 
of Air Force Regulation 125-18 commendably states that corres—

9 

pondence emanating from prisoners to civilian or military counsel

is privileged and not subject to inspection. However, incoming -

9 
mail from such counsel is subject to opening and inspection, -

admittedly solely for the purpose of insuring authenticity.

Nonetheless, this opens the door to possible abuse and at least

:1 
gives the appearance of interference with the attorney-client -

relationship.

I Another potential problem area involves segregation of 
-

convicted persons from those in pretrial confinement and segre—
1

gation of juveniles from adults. Paragraph 2-11(a), Air Force

Regulation 125—18 , permits the housing of convicted prisoners
L with those in pretrial confinement. Paragraph 2—11 (b) , Air 

-

9 
Force Regulation 125-18, recommends segregation only if space

is available and the configuration of the facility permits it. - -  -

El
III _ 
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U 
Both Article 10, paragraph 2 (a)  of the United Nations Covenant,

and Article 5, paragraph 4 , of the American Convention , contain 
—

9 
identical language that, “ (Ajccused persons shall, save in cx-

ceptional circumstances, be segregated from convicted persons - -

Iii ... . Whether - or not lack of space or detention facility de-

U 

sign would be considered “exceptional circumstances” must await

international decision. There are no reported cases of the

[j European Court or Commission which furnish guidance in this re-

gard.

[j The fact that pretrial confinees quartered with convicted —

- 

~~~~~ persons may receive sentencing credit for the period spent in ----- - - - - - - -- --
~~-- - -

pretrial confinement does not necessarily alleviate the problem.

9 
The European Court has held that even those receiving sentencing

credit for human rights violations relating to imprisonment are

[j- - : . -
- still entitled to pursue a remedy for monetary compensation.7°

- 

No provision is made in Air Force regulations for the - 
-

I segregation of juvenile prisoners from adult prisoners. Usual- - - -

. 

-

[1 ly, more than ten percent of the prisoners at the 3320th Correc— - 
- 

-

- - tion and Rehabilitation Squadron are in the seventeen and 
— - -

U 
eighteen year old age group. Unless the Air Force segregatei

prisoners under eighteen from the remainder of its prison pop-

ulation, it would be in violation of the United Nations Covenant

~
] 

and the American Convention.

Turning to the subject of torture or cruel punishment, 
-

Article 55, UC~IJ ,7
~ prohibits flogging , branding, and use of

- - irons except for safe custody . Paragraph 125, MCZ4 (1969, Rev.) ,

0
L -- ~~~--~~~~~-~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~   

- 
- 

~
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prohibits shaving the head, placing in stocks, or tying up by

the thumbs. Additionally, confinees in Air Force confinement

facilities are protected by paragraph 4—14, Air Force Regulation

- 
125-18. It prohibits, inter: alia, lock step, making prisoners

U hold their arms in a folded position or in an extended , strained

position for prolonged periods, assigning tasks that serve no

useful purpose, the use of balls and chains, and requiring

prisoners to sleep on boards or without mattresses,- except for 
- 

-

medical reasons.

Lastly, mention must be made of Article 7 of the United

Nations Covenant which prohibits subjecting prisoners to medical

i~ and scientific experimentation without their free consent. The

9 
3320th Corrections and Rehabilitation Squadron, as part of its

-
- 

- mission, provides higher headquarters with special studies in - 

-

9 
the human behavior field.72 It is inconceivable that such

studies would involve physical experimerttation. However, the

3320th Corrections and Rehabilitation Squadron must guard against 
-

[J psychological (emphasis supplied) experimentation without full

knowledge and consent of its inmates. Otherwise, it will run

[1 afoul of Article 7 of the United Nations Covenant. 
-

U
LI
II
II 
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IV. EFFECT OF RATIFICATION OF CERTAIN INTERNATIONAL

I.] AGREENENTS ON THE PRESENT NON-CRIMINAL 
- 

— - 
-
- 

-

- - 
9 

SANCTIONING PROCESS IN THE

UNITED STATES AIR FORCE

- The Air Force separates the non—criminal sanctioning

9 

process into non—punitive disciplinary measures73 and nonjudicial

_yunishment under Article 15, UCMJ.74 The non-punitive disci-

9 
plinary measures do not result in deprivation of liberty and

are not imposed as punishment for an offense.75 Hence , - they do

~ J - - not fall within the scope of either the United Nations Covenant

or the American Convention. Conversely, nonjudicial punishment
H 

may well result in restrictions on freedom of movement and must

state an offense under the UCMJ S 76
- - - 

An argument can be made that nonjudicial punishment also

[1 ought not be subject to the provisions of the United Nations

F Covenant and the American Convention. Such an opinion would be

— 
I based , in part, on the fact that nonjudicial punishment does

9 
not result in a “conviction” under the domestic law of the

United States.~ Another possible basis is that any nonjudicial

[I punishment which might constitute deprivation of liberty is

“voluntarily” accepted . The “voluntariness” proceeds from the

fact that any accused, except one attached to or embarked on 
-- 

- 
- ,
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a vessel,77 can refuse nonjudicial punishment and demand trial

- l  Li 
- 

by court—martial .78 This latter justification would thus be in

the nature of estoppe]. against the complainant.

As sound as these arguments may appear , it is submitted

- 

- [1 that they are not dispositive of the issue. In the Cases of

Engel and Others, discussed Infra, the European Court construed

a determination under the nonjudicial punishment system of the

U- - 
- - Netherlands Armed Forces as a “conviction” for purposes of re—

view under the European Convention. As in tb-c American system,

9 
nonjudicial punishment was not considered a “conviction” under

— -—--Dutch municipal law. - With regard to the “voluntary” nature of ---

L nonjudicial punishment, it should be noted that demand for

court—martial may result in far more serious penalties than ac-

ceptance of nonjudicial punishment. Thus, acceptance is not

9 
truly “voluntary”, but is made to avoid more stringent punish-

ment. More importantly, however , it is urged that the military

- - Elf disciplinary process must be viewed as an entity in itself,
- without reference to alternative criminal procedures. If mili-

tary personnel are to be deprived of their liberty or property,

U - through a system of nonjudicial punishment, that system ought to ~ 
-

fl comply in every detail with fundamental human rights guarantees.

111 This paper will proceed , therefore, on the assumption that the -

Air Force n~uj~dicial p mi;hmcnt sy2tem may be requIred to cnn—

Li form, or at least ought to conform, to the human rights guaran— 
—

U 
tees of the United Nations Covenant and the American Convention. - 

I

El 
-
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A. S~~vey of the System of Nonjudicial -

- 

H 

Puni shment in the United - 

-

States Air Force

Li The Air Force procedure for imposition of nonjudicial

- 

U 

: punishment provides that the offender’s commanding officer makes
___ - 

- - preliminary inquiry into the facts of the charges. He then de-

termines whether he will impose punishment himself or recommend

punishment to a superior commander. If the commander deter—

[1 mines to impose punishment himself, he notifies the of-fender of
- -the nature of the offense and of the offender’s--right -to coun—

sd ,80 right to a hearing before him, right to have that hearing

open to the public,81 and right to demand trial by court— -

82- martial. If the commander determines to recommend punishment

[} to a superior commander, the same rights apply except if the

superior commander is located so far away that a personal hear—

~ ing would be impractical. In that case, the offender may have -

- 

1 ~
j a hearing, public or private, held before the local commander.

A non-verbatim record is made of that hearing and forwarded to

9 
the superior connnander. 83

In either case, at the hearing the offender has the
- 1] right to present evidence and matters in defense, extenuation

~~4 1 and mitigation. lie also ha~ U~a right to c~11 those wItnesses

~~
j 

- who are reasonably available locally and can be presented with— — -

— 

U 
out the necessity of legal process.84

-: — Any offender who considers his punishment unjust or

:11
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disproprotionate to the offense may appeal to the next superior - 
-

U authority .85 On appeal , the of fender is entitled to the assis— 
- 

- -

[} tance of legal counsel in deciding whether to appeal 86 and in

preparing a written appeal . There is no provision for a hear— -

ing on appeal , public or otherwise . The decision of the appal-

late co”””~nder is final and not subject to further review.87 
1

U Under Article 15, UCMJ, the nature and severity of the

[11 available punishments depend both on the rank of the punishing

officer and the rank of the offender . They may be enumerated I

as follows: - 
-

— A . ~~ On commissioned or warrant officers, by any 

UI commander :

III 1. admonition or reprimand -

- 2. restriction to certain specified -limits, -

II~ with or without suspension from duty, for not

more than thirty days - 
- -

~llJ B. On commissioned or warrant officers, by a corn—

n manding general officer or an officer exercising -

- 

general court-martial jurisdiction: 
- 

—

~11 1. admonition or reprimand

2. forfeiture or detention of pay --

[j 3. restriction to certain specified limits, - - 

-

with or without euw aion from duty, for not

Li more than sixty days

II 4. arrest in quarters for not more than thirty

days - (may not be required to perform full mill.’- 

I tary duty)88 
- 

~~~
- 

-

I —_________  _____
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Ej 
C. on other than commissioned or warrant officers ,

by any commander:

9 1. admonition or reprimand

2. forfeiture or detention of pay

[] 3. extra duties for not more than fourteen

U 
consecutive days

4. reduction in rank

9 

5. restriction to certain specified limits,

with or without suspension from duty, for not

9 more than seven consecutive days

9 
- - - 6. - confinement on bread and water or diminished — -- -

- rations for not more than three consecutive

- 
- days89

7. correctional custody for not more than seven

9 
consecutive days -

D. On other than commissioz~ed or warrant 
officers, 

- 
-

lit by a commanding officer of the grade of major or

above:
U 1. admonition or reprimand

9 
- :  

- 

2 • forfeiture or detention of pay

3. extra duties for not more than forty-five

consecutive days 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~*~ -: - 

-

4 • reduction in rank i
- 5. restriction to certain specified limits,

II with or without suspension from duty , for not 

- more than sixty days - - - - - -

I 
- 

~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~ 
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-

U 6. confinement on bread and water or diminished

ration5 for not more than three consecutive days9°

U 
7. correctional custody for not more than thirty

consecutive days -

[1 The United Nations Covenant and the American Convention

do not provide any criteria for determining what constitutes

deprivation of liberty in the armed forces. Indeed , military
-

~ 9 
service itself , particularly in the form of conscription, con-

stitutes a very real deprivation of personal freedom of movement.

-

: I] Yet , ~t is sanctioned by the United Nations Covenant in Article 8,
- 

~a~~~~~ph 3(à) (ii) and by the American Convention in Article 6, -

LI paragraph 3b. Another problem i* whether nonjudicial punishment

constitutes “determination of a criminal charge” under Article

14, paragraph 1, of the United Nations Covenant , or “substantia-

9 tion of any accusation of a criminal nature” under Article 8, —

U 

paragraph 1, of the American Convention.

Fortunately, the European Court has decided a case,

9 
and Others,9

~ reviewing non-criminal disciplinary pro-

ceedings in the armed forces of the Netherlands. Those pro-

9 
c.sdings closely approximate nonjudicial punishment under ;--

Article 15, UCI4J . Examination of this case may lend some in—

-LI sight into bow the operative provisions of the United Nations 
- ~~~~ 

- . -

1] Cov pant and the American Convention may be interpreted in re—
- gard to nonjudicial punishment in the United States Air Force. - •

First, however, some bac~qround information on the Dutch miii  -

tary discipline system may be b lpful. .-- --~~
-- - .---—,~~~ - - -  * -~~~~~~~~ -~--— -_~~ -- 
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B. Survey of the System of Nonjudidial

fl 
Punisheent i-n the Armed Forces

of the Netherlands

Like the United States, the Netherlands separates the

(] military justice system into two distinct areas: the criminal

sanctioning process and the non-criminal or disciplinary sanc-

9 
tioning process. Under Dutch law, disciplinary offenses are

- 
defined as all acts not included in any criminal legislation ,

I] but which are contrary to any official order or regulation or

[1 inconsistent with military discipline. Also included are crim-

inal acts which fall within the jurisdiction of the military

9 
judge, but are so trivial that they can be dealt with through

the non—criminal process. Separate proceedings are provided for

[1 disciplinary and criminal offenses . The nature of disciplinary

proceedings can best be described as administrative with judi—

LI cial review.

9 Under Dutch disciplinary proceedings , the offender ‘a

- - - - comnanding officer may impose punishment after investigation and

[] a hearing at which the accused serviceman may testify and ra-

U 

quest the appearance of witnesses and experts. Appeal is to

the complaints officer, who is the immediate superior of the

U 
commanding officer who imposed the punishment. There is another

hearing at which the accused, the punishing officer, witnesses

fl and experts may be questioned. The decision of the complaints

officer, accompanied by reasons therefor, is communicated to —
~~~~

—— - ----- ‘
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-
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U 
the accused and to the punishing off ic.r .

Final appeal is to the Supreme Military Court . It is
- 

[1 
a six member court sitting at the Hague and consists of two

civilian judges, one of whom is President, and four military

Li officers. The Court sits in camera and there is therefore no

- - - - 
- - 

hearing. However, the judgement is pronounced at a public sea-

L! - sion. There is no “right” to legal counsel in disciplinary pro—

- 
U 

ceedings. Nonetheless, practice is to afford legal counsel

before the Supreme Military Court where special legal problems

I are presented. This applies particularly to cases where the

- ---European Convention is invoked. - - --~~ -- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ —~ - —~~--  -- -

LI The types and nature of punishment available under

9 

Dutch disciplinary proceedings depend on the rank of the offend-

er and may be enumerated as follows:92

9 
1. reprimand (for all ranks)

2. loss of wages (for all ranks)

3. restriction to camp during the night (not

0 

provided for officers)

4. light arrest up to twenty-one days (up to

U fourteen days for officers)

5. aggravated arrest up to fourteen days (not pro-

9 vided for officers) - -~

6. •tr2at arrest up to £uuLtuvu days (for all

LI ranks

II 7. cci ittal to a disciplinary unit (not provided

- 
for officers and NCOs)

I
L - . - - -



9 
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- 
The nature of light arrest , aggravated arrest and strict

I] arrest varies also according to rank, but as relevant here, may

be defined as:

1. light arrest: served during non-duty hours——

9 
officers and NC—3s who normally live off—base are

confined to quarters——ordinary servicemen are con—

Li fined to base-—all perform normal duty

H 

2. aggravated arrest : served during non-duty hours——

confinement to a particular place set aside for the

[ I  purpose on base——all perform normal duty

- - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ strict arrest :. served during both duty and non-

Li duty hours—-officers confined to quarters--NCOS and

LI 
ordinary servicemen locked in cell on base——ex-

cluded from performance of duty~

U 
Those servicemen who are committed to a disciplinary unit

are placed in a special detachment and their movement and privi—

~ leges are restricted for a period from three to six months.

U C. The Case of Engel and Others: International

3u43cLal Review of the System of

[I Noniudicial Punishment in

the Armed Forces of 
-

the Netherlands

Ther. were five cases decided sub nomifle Eng~l by the

- I] European Court. All involved enlisted Dutch conscripts. Perhaps

— - - 
a brief survey of the cases will be of assistance in understand—

ing the Dutch non-criminal sanctioning process. - 
- 

-

- 

-

I -
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U 1. Facts of the cases and Dutch military proceedings

U Engel received four days light arrest for absenting him-

self from his quarters, where he was on sick leave, to attend - -

a military union meeting at which he was elected vice-presi—

dent. He violated the light arrest by leaving the base at

U 
night and received further punishment of three days aggravated —

arrest. He again violated the restrictions placed on him by

LI leaving the base at night, was arrested by military police,
- 

- and imprisoned provisionally for two days. The maximum per-

mi tted by law was one day. He was thereafter punished with

U three days strict arrest for the previous violations of light

and aggravated arrest. 
-[I He appealed to the complaints officer who reduced the

Li punishments to a reprimand , three days light arrest , and two

days strict arrest, respectively. The two days strict arrest 
- - 

-

was deemed served by the two days provisional imprisonment

- 
previously imposed. The basis for this reduction was that Engel

1] was under stress due to his forthcoming doctoral examination. 
- 

-

- - On appeal to the Supreme Military Court, the punishment
- - as reduced by the complaints officer was affirmed. Engel did

U 
not receive legal counsel at any stage of the proceedings , but

.&R I M P  ~ 14 ~~~~~~~ I.. £I~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~%lI .% IA4$O~~~&•  £ £&~~ ~~ MI~~

[J - Military Court decided that Article 5( 1) (b) of the European

Convention, regarding detention to secure the fulfillment of

an obligation prescribed by law, was applicable and held that
- 

Bagel’s detention was lawful. -

- - .  

-
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LI Van der Wiel had trouble with his car on the way to work. 
-

He could have reported on time, but elected to have his car

H repaired immediately . He then reported to duty four hours late.

He received punishment of four days light arrest. He appealed

[I ~~ 
to the complaints officer, invoking Articles 5 [right to liberty),

U 

- - 6(1) (general right to a fair hearing), 6(3) (b) [right 
to ade— —

quate time and facility for preparation of defense], and 6(3) 
(c)

U (right to defend in person or through legal assistance of choice]
.

The complaints officer rejected his appeal under the European 
- - -

Li Convention.

- 

~
j 

-
~~ Van der Wiel then appealed to the Supreme Military Court, -

which upheld the original punishment of four days light arrest.

~ 9 

The Supreme Military Court held that the whole of Article 6 of

the European Convention was inapplicable to disciplinary pro- 
j

- 9 ceedings because they involved neither determination of a crim-

inal charge nor determination of civil rights and obligations. - 
-

- 
[I As to Article 5, the Supreme Military Court reached an alterna-

tive decision. It held that light arrest did not constitute

deprivation of liberty or , even if it did , that it was imposed

9 
to secure the fulfillment of an obligation prescribed by law,

as in the Bagel case. Van der Wie]. did not receive legal

LI counsel before the punishing officer or the complaints officer ,

H 

although he requested it , but did receive legal counsel before

— - the Supreme Military Court.

- 

I 
- 

De Wit received committal to a disciplinary unit for - =
three months for driving a jeep in an irresponsible manner over 

- 

— 
~~~~~~-- :/-~
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- 
uneven terrain at a speed of forty to fifty kilometers per hour. 

-

He was also charged with failure to immediately carry out his

U 
assigned mi~liion. He apparently had a record of repeated mis-

behavior and failure to observe discipline.

[I Be appealed to the complaints officer with legal counsel

assisting and invoked unspecified provisions of the European

• Convention . One of the three witnesses he requested was ex—

amined by the complaints officer , as well as five witnesses 
- - 

- . 
-

against him. The complaints officer confirmed the adjudged

i LI penalty and rejected the allegations under the European Conven— - -

tion; De Wit then appealed to the Supreme Military Court, again -- -- -

with the assistance of legal counsel. Without addressing de

9 
Wit’s previous record of misbehavior , the Supreme Military Court

- - 

reduced the punishment to twelve days aggravated arrest.

~ [1 
Dona and Schul were both editors of a military union

• publication, ALARM, and collaborated in the preparation of an

- r article critical of a general of ficer.
94 They were accused of

undermining discipline and sentenced to a disciplinary unit for

- three and four months, respectively. Schul’s punishment was

[I - more severe because of aggravating circumstances involving the — 
- 

- I

publication of another prohibited bulletin. When they refused

El to refrain from further publication of that kind pending their

appeals, - they were placed under aggravated arrest (interim - 
- 

- 

- - 
-

custody) . 
-

[} Their appeals to the complaints officer , based on Ar- -

~cles 5, 6, and 10 [freedom of expression
] of the European -

Ii 
~--— -—-.- - ___

~~~~~a_--~~~--- — - 
~~~~~~~~~
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Convention, were rejected and they were retained in custody. They - 

-

- - 

- - ,

I then appealed to the Supreme Military Court. It ordered their

1 
release pending decision on their appeal, provided they not

participate in further publication in the interim. The Supreme

j  
Military Court eventually confirmed Dona’s conunitinent for three

months, but reduced Schul’s commitment from four months to three.

-] With regard to the allegation of violation of Article 5,

Li the Supreme Military Càurt held that coimnittal to a disciplinary

unit did not constitute deprivation of liberty or, in the alter-

I 
native, that Article 5(1) (b) was applicable, as in Engel and

______ van der Wiel. ~ The Court rejected the argument 
regarding Article

6 on the same grounds as in the van der Wiel case. As to Ar-

0 

d1cle 10 regarding freedom of expression, the Supreme Military

Court held that paragraph 2 of Article 10 applied, in that the

9 

restriction on Dona ’s and Schul’s freedom of expression was

necessary in a democratic society for the prevention of disorder

in the military context. Finally, the Supreme Military Court

held that it had no competence to decide if interim custody was -

U consistent with Article 5(1) (c) of the European Convention.

[
I That article justifies detention for the purpose of bringing a

person before a competent legal authority on reasonable sus—

picion of his having committed an offense or fleeing after hay-

ing done so. The Supreme Military Court also held it had no

[1 competence to decide if Dona and Schul were entitled to comp.n-

u sation under Article 5(5) of the European Convention.

I t

II
II 

- 

- -
~~~—~~~~~~~~~~~~— ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~—
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9 
2. Proceedings before the European Commission of Human Rights

After exhaustion of their military appeals, Engel, van -

U 
- der Wiel, de Wit, Dona and Schu]. applied to the European Commis—

9 

sion which joined their applications. All five claimed depriv-

ation of liberty contrary to Article 5 of the European Convention .

9 
They also claimed that disciplinary procedings did not comply

with Article 6 (guarantee of a fair hearing], and that their-

111 punishments were discriminatory and in breach of Article 14
— 

U 

(guaranteeing enjoyment of rights and freedoms without discrim-

ination based on, inter alia, status] read in conjunction with -

Articles 5 and 6.
— 

- 

In addition, Engel alleged breach of Article 5 in con-

junction with his provisional arrest and breach of Article 11

(right to join a trade union). Dona and Schul contended that - -

their interim custody was in disregard of Article 5 and that 
—

punishment imposed for publishing and distributing articles - -

deemed to undermine military discipline contravened Articles 10, 1 1

[1 11 and 14 of the European Convention. All five demanded compen-

- cation. All applications were found admissible, except the
- allegation of Engel regarding breach of the right to join aj 

U 
trade union. It was rejected as being manifestly ill-founded.

The Conunission rield: -

II 1. that the light arrest of Enge]. and van der Wiel - - 
-

did not amount to deprivation of liberty within the -

i 
- - - - - 

-~-~ -- - --—~-- -~~~----~~~~~-----~~~ -~~~ —- -—- -  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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-

- 
- 

meaning of Article 5 of the European Convention

- 
- - 

2. that the other disciplinary punishments of - -
-

Engel, de Wit, Dona and Schul infringed Article -

5(1) and that their appeals violated Article- 5(4)

Li - in that they were not decided speedily

U 

3. that Engel’s provisional arrest violated

Article 5(1) since it exceeded the statutory arrest

[] period of one day

4. that the interim custody of Dona and Schul did

Li not violate Article 5

- 
— —-—— -—— ~-- -5. - - - that with regard to Dona and Schul there- had -

~~
—— -- -  -

LI been no violation of Articles 10 or 11

~ U 

- 6. that no violation of Article 14 had occurred - 
- -

7. that Article 6 was inapplicable to disciplinary

II proceedings

3. Proceedings before the European Court of Human Rights

Both the Netherlands government and the European Conanis-

LI sion applied to the European Court. The selected chamber

El 
- -

- yielded jurisdiction to the en banc Court. The basis for this

- 
action was the magnitude of the questions presented and the

U effect the interpretation of the Convention could have not only - -

on the applicants, but on service personnel of the armed forces

U 
- of all member states of the Council of Europe.

LI In first addressing the issues regarding Article 5 — . 
~~~~~ -

- [r ight to liberty],  the Court stated that determination of what

II 
-

L~. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _ - __
-_____t~_~~~~~~___ _ . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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constitutes deprivation of liberty is not identical for -8cr-

b] vice personnel and civilians.- In determining what constitutes

~JJ 
deprivation of liberty in the military context, the Court held

that the penalty or measure must take the form of restrictions

that clearly deviate from the normal conditions of life within

the armed fQrces of the Contracting States. Thus, an action

111 applied across the board by one state’s military rules might not

violate the European Convention. The same action, applied selec—

tively as punishment for breach of disciplinary rules in another

[1 state, might be in violation of the Convention. The answer to

—-----—— --what is - deprivation of liberty in a particular military setting,

U therefore, is a multifactored analysis, taking into account items

such as the nature, duration, effects and manner of execution

of the penalty or measure in question.

9 
The Court then applied these criteria to the various

forms of restriction imposed on the applicants. With regard to

ft the light arrest imposed on Bagel and van der Wiel, the Court

Li found no deprivation of liberty. Although they were confined -

during off-duty hours to dwellingsor military buildings or prem-

[1 ices, they were not locked up and continued to perform their
- 

duties. They remained, therefore, more or less within the

9 
ordinary framework of army life. Similarly, the aggravated

arrest of de Wit, Dons and Schul did not constitute deprivation

- of liberty. Although they served arrest in a specifically desig-

[] nated place and could not visit the canteen, cinema or recreation

rooms, they were not kept under lock and key and performed their

Li 
- -~—-~ .___________ 

____________-. ~~~~~~~~~~ 1 ~~~~~~~ -- 

- -
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9 regular military duty.

Engel’s provisional strict arrest and Dona’s and Schul’s

LII committal to a disciplinary unit were deemed to be deprivation

0 

of liberty. Engel was locked in a cell and excluded from the

performance of his duties. Dona and Schul were not entitled

9 
to leave the establishment for the first month and their over-

all restriction amounted to three months. They were also locked

in a cell, although this was not necessarily the procedure for

- Li 
- others assigned to a disciplinary unit.

The Court then proceeded to determine if the deprivation

U 

of liberty suffered by Engel , Dona and Schul was in violation

of Article 5 of the European Convention. As regards Dona and

[I Schul, the Court held their deprivation of liberty resulted from

conviction by a competent court; viz., the Supreme Military Court.Eli This is certainly reasoning by analogy since no “conviction” can

ft result from disciplinary proceedings in the Dutch penal system.

However , the Court construed the term “conviction” broadly and

— U 
applied it to the final decision of either a criminal or disci-

plinary tribunal. As regards Engel, the Court found his pro-

Eli visional strict arrest to be violative of Article 5 in two

0 

particulars. First, it exceeded the statutorily permissible

- 
length of provisional arrest of twenty-four hours and was,

II therefore, not “lawfu1~ under Dutch municipal law. Second, it

could not be construed as deAgned to secure fulfillment in ~~~
future (emphasis supplied) of his obligations to the military.

- - - To be sure, the term “in the future” is not part of the European -

I -

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~ja-.~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Convention. The Court reasoned, however, that the sense of this

provision of the European Convention was not to punish past

U 
misdeeds, but insure compliance with future obligations.

Turning to Article 6 of the Convention, the Court dis- -

- I [j agreed with the decision of the Commission that Article 6 was

- - inapplicable to disciplinary proceedings. It held that whether

such proceedings concerned “any criminal charge ” did not depend

[j on the status of such proceedings in municipal law. Rather, it

- depended on whether or not the punishment resulted in deprivation

- 

of liberty. Hence, in van der Wiel’s case, his approved sen—

--tence amounted only to light arrest, which had been construed - ~.— - --- - -

Li as not constituting deprivation of liberty. Thus, the Court

- held , his disciplinary proceedings did not amount to determina—
- tion of a criminal charge . Likew~be , the Court found Engel’s

[j approved punishment of two days strict arrest of too short a

duration to belong to the criminal law. It appears, however,

the Court was greatly influenced by the fact that the Supreme
-

- [I
_ 

Military Court deemed his punishment to have been served by his -

- 
- -
. - - - 

- provisional arrest. Thus, the question of additional imprison-

ment was mooted.

As to de Wit, Dona and Schul, the Court found the charges

against them came within the criminal sphere since the potential

punishments in all three cases amounted to serious deprivation

of liberty. The Court then examined the proceedings against de -:

9 
Wit, Dona and Schul and determined that there had been a viola-

tion of Article 6(1) of the Convention in that there was no

II _ _ _

El —
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-
-

- 9- public hearing before the Supreme Military Court .

- 

The Court next considered the alleged violations of

[I Article 10 put forth by Dona and Schul . The Court found that
1 

0 
the military rules proscribing the publication of material

detrimental to military discipline were an interference with

U 
free speech, but one justified in the military context. It

held the concept of ordre publique applied not only to society

- U 
as a whole, but also within the confines of a specific social

- - group, such as the armed forces. The Court further stated that

the peculiar characteristics of military life and the specific

• 
Li 

duties and responsibilities of members of the armed forces gave

a somewhat greater “margin of appreciation” to the state in pun—

ishing the abusive exercise of freedom of expression.

The Court then considered Article 11 and found no cvi— -:1] dence that Dana and Schul were actually punished for union

ft activities, but for abuse of freedom of expression with a view

toward undermining military discipline.

U 
The Court next went on to discuss Ar~ticle 14 as it re—

- 
- - -• . lates to distinctions between service personnel and civilians

[1 and among service personnel of different ranks. As to the first

~

-- dichotemy, the Court found no breach of Article 14, because
L the condition and demands of military life were by nature dif—
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Li differentiation according to rank, had been recognized in various

international agreements ; e • g., the Geneva POW Convention • Thus ,

9 
the Court felt that states were allowed a considerable “margin

- 
of appreciation” and that the Netherlands government had not

[j abused the latitude permitted under the European Convention.

U 

The distinctions in punishment based on rank in the Netherlands’

armed forces had been abolished subsequent to the punishments in-

n 

flicted in the present case. The extent to which the Court was

influenced by that fact is not ascertainable in its decision.

9 It was, however, probably significant.

--  ~~~~~~~ At the time of its original decision, the Court did not -—

discuss reparations under Article 50 of the European Convention

U 

for the breaches it found . Subsequently, it determined that

1mg.]. should receive a token award of one hundred Dutch guild—

El] crc for his unlawful imprisornnent. It did not, however, grant

any monetary compensation to de Wit , Dona and Schul for their

El lack of a publ ic hearing on appeal.

~ I D. Comparison of the System of Nonjudicial - 
- -

Punishmezit in the United States Air

Force with the System of 
- - 

-
~

1 
Nonj udicial Punishment

in the Armed Forces of

I the Netherlands

I The United States Air Force procedure for imposition of

- - - nonjudicial punishment is similar to the Dutch model, with the •

~

-L 

L~~
I

~ ~~ - -~ 3 -~~~~~~ 
_
~~~~~~

_ , _ __ - _ 
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[] 
- exception of judicial review. Based on the decision of the

European Court in Bagel, it can be concluded that only the

- 
9 

punishments of restriction , arrest in quarters, confinement on

bread and water or diminished rations,. and correctional custody

1] under Article 15, UCMJ, could possibly be considered depr ivation

9 

of liberty in the sense of Article S of the European Convention.

Restriction under Article 15, UCMJ, most closely approx- - 
--

- 
9 

imates, in the Dutch model , restriction to camp during the night,

and light or aggravated arrest. The sole distinguishing feature

[] is that restriction under Axticie 15, UCMJ, may entail suspen—

U 

lion from ‘duty , as opposed to - the Dutch system where those under -

restriction and light or aggravated arrest perform their normal

[J duties. It does not appear that this distinction effects any

greater deprivation of liberty on the part of United States set-

[1 vice personnel than Dutch servicemen. Applying the criteria of 
-

-

Bagel , it follows that restriction as a punishment under Ar—- 
- 

-

~.c1. 15, UCM3, would not constitute deprivation of liberty

El under Article 5 of the European Convention.

Arrest in quarters under Article 15, UCM3, is an exact

9 
counterpart to strict arrest under Dutch law, except it is ap—

plied only to officers in the American setting . Under both

I] systems, personnel are restricted from performing normal - duties.

9 

Applying the criteria of Enge]., it follows that arrest in

quart ers , as a punishment under Article 15, UCN, would coniti—

El ~~te deprivation of liberty under Article 5 of the European Con-
_~_- _vsntion.~ Although there is no Dutch count.rpart to confinement

El
- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~--~~ - - - -~~~~~~~-.- ---—-“-~ .—“——— — ‘—~~~~ -~~~~~~ - — -  • ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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ll on bread and water or diminished rations, the very nature of - - - -

th. punishment appóars to leave no doubt that it meets the

9 - 

criteria of ~~gç~ and constitutes deprivation of liberty.
Lastly, correctional custody under Article 15, UCMJ,

11
U most closely approximates committal to a disciplinary unit in

0 

- the Dutch system. True, the length of confinement is less under

American law than under Dutch Law. In addition, correctional

~ U 
custody under Article 15, UCMJ, does not necessarily entail re-

moval from performance of normal duties95 and is normally served

[] at the base of assignment. In this regard, it has some of the

I] -features of Dutch aggravated arrest which was held by the Court - -

in ~~~~~ not to constitute deprivation of liberty. Nonetheless,

U 
correctional custody is physical , not moral, restraint96 and

clearly deviates from the normal conditions of life in the Air

[J Force, and , it may be forcefully argued , thus qualifies under

- the 
~~~~~ 

criteria as deprivation of liberty. Inasmuch as cot-
- - 4

H rectional custody is not an exact counterpart to any punishment

~ fl in the Dutch system, a determination that it would constitute
I i

deprivation of liberty under Article 5 of the European Convention 7

Li is certainly not conclusive. Still, it is believed that it is

- more closely related both in purpose and attributes to committal 
-

‘U - to a disc iplina ry unit than to aggravated arrest. This paper ,

1 

then, will proceed on the assumption that correctional custody
3 would be construed as deprivation of liberty under Article 5 of

1] 
- - 

- the European Convention. 
- 

-: - 
-

-~~~

_
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E. Evaluation of the System of Nonjudicial

[1 
Punishment in the United States

Air Force in Terms of the

- 
Li Engel Decision

U 
- Consideration will next be given to the applicability

of Article 6 of the European Convention. It requires, inter

[] alia, a fair and public hearing within a reasonable time by an

independent and impartial tribunal. It further requires the

Li assistance of legal counsel and the right to call and examine

witheases. If the E~qe1 criteria is to be 
- 

used to determine -

the applicability of Article 6 of the European Convention, it

[j must first be ascertained whether or not punishment under

-- - Article 15, UCMJ, constitutes the “determination of any cn n—1] - inal charge” .
-- As the European Court indicated in Engel, the classifi- -

cation of punishment under municipal law is not controlling.

[j Thus, for example, a statement in an Air Force directive that

- “correctional custody is not confinement”97 is not binding in

U determining whether or not correctional custody meets the

U 

criteria for deprivation of liberty as set forth in Bagel.

The very basis for imposition of Article 15, UCMJ, punishment 
- 

—

9 
is the cosinission of one or more offenses made criminal by the - - -

UCMJ . It i. for this reason tha t legal review by a judge advo’-

[1 cate is required to insure that “an offense was properly alleged
- as a violation of the Uniform Code of Military Justice . ” .98 - - 

-

~

- 
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Li One part of the Bagel Court ’s multifactored analysis of what

constitutes “any criminal charge” is therefore met: the pro-

- 

U 
vision defining the offense beiongs to the United States miii— - 

-

tary criminal law.

Li The second part of that analysis is the seriousness of 
-

~

Li the punishment involving deprivation of liberty. It is possi-

bly met in the American setting only in the cases of arrest in

H 
quarters, confinement on bread and water or diminished rations,

and correctional custody . It should be remembered that the

Li Court held Engel ’s strict arrest to be deprivation of liberty

Li - - 

---under Article 5 of the European Convention, but not reviewable - -----

under Article 6 of the European Convention because of its short

U duration. It appears , however, that there may have been Un—

stated reason for not considering Engel’s strict arrest as

[1 determination of “any criminal charge”. It is submitted that

the Court ’s real reason for its determination was the fact

[F that Engel’s punishment had been deemed served by his illegal

El provisional detention. There was, therefore, no further possi-

bility of deprivation of liberty. If this is not the case, -

[1 how can the lawfulness of the detention be determined under

- 
Article 5 if the procedure which imposed the detention is not

Eli reviewable under Article 6? - -

[J It should also be recalled that the Court found tht~
- offense for which Bagel was punished to belong not to the Dutch

J] criminal law, but to the Dutch disciplinary law. Al-i offenses

- under Article 15, UC1~~, belong to the criminal law. herefore,

j o -
—,

~

--,-r -
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on the bases of the principles enunciated by the Court in Engel,

it is submitted that Article 6 of the European Convention would

9 
be applied to review of all punishments of arrest in quarters ,

confinement on bread and water or diminished rations, and

[J correctional custody imposed under Article 15, UCMJ. —

9 

- 
Attention wiU be given next to consideration of whether

or not arrest in quarters, confinement on bread and water or - 
-

9
diminished rations, and correctional custody conform to the

requirements of Article 5 of the European Convention. There

[} are two operative provisions to be considered in this deterinina-

-

U 

tion.—Article 5(1) (a) legitimizes “lawful detention of a per- —- --

son after conviction by a competent court. ” Article 5(1) (b)

U 
- legitimizes “lawful ... detention of a person ~~.. in order to

- 
4 

secure the fulfillment of any obligation prescribed by law.”

9 
-

- As to the former provision, there is no judicial review

-[F available within the strict confines of the American non—cn n-

inal sanctioning process.99 Therefore , Article 5(1) (a) of the

Li European Convention cannot be the basis for justification of

deprivation of liberty as a result of Article 15, UCMJ, pun—

El ishment . This is so because there is no conviction by a con—

- petent court , even in the very broad sense construed by the

LI Engel decision.

U 

With regard to Article 5(1) (b) of the European Conven-

tion, punishment under Article 15, UCMJ, is for the stated

II purpose of rehabilitation of the offender.~
0° Nonetheless, it

: :::::: ITTITI’°I 5JI
~Jv
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the case in Engel , it is not designed to secure the fulfillment 
- 

-
~[I in the future of an obligation prescribed by law. As was said

9 
in Bagel:

Perhaps this measure (deprivation of

[] liberty] also has on occasion the in—

- 
cidental object or effect of inducing

i~ 
1] a member of the armed forces to comply

U 

henceforth with his obligations, but

only with great contrivance can it be

U 
brought under sub-paragraph (b) (of - 

-

- - 
- -

~~

_- .

~~

_. 
~~~~~- Article 5(1) of the European Convention] .

Li If the latter were the case, this sub-

paragraph could moreover be extended

to punishments stricto sensu involving

~ [j 
deprivation of liberty on the ground

of their d~eterrent qualities. This

[F would deprive such punishments of

their fundamental guarantees of sub-

paragraph (a) [of Article 5(1) of the

1 U European Convention).

It is submitted , therefore, that punishments under

9 Article 15, UCMJ, involving arrest in quarters, confinement on - -
br ad and water or diminished rations, and correctional custody

ii would constitute deprivation of liberty in violation of Ar-

II ~ cle 5 of the European Convention.

It has been previously suggested that Article 6 o f  
- -

- I 

- - ~ - -

________________________ ~~~



Li the European Convention would be applied in reviewing all pun-

ishments under Article 15, UCMJ, resulting in deprivation of

9 
liberty. It is now necessary to review nonjudicial punishment

procedures in the Air Force to determine if they would meet the

standards imposed by Article 6 of the European Convention.

El Article 15, UCI4J, provides for a fair and public hear-

ing, at least initially. It does not, however, provide for

9 
that hearing by an independent and impartial tribunal, but

rather by the officer imposing the punishment. There are also

[1 cases where a commander only recommends punishment to a superior

I] 
- -commander, as opposed to imposing it himself. — Where the superior

commander who will impose punishment is located at such a dis- - -

9 
tance as to make a personal appearance impractical , the hearing

is held before the commander recommending punishment, not the

El] commander imposing punishment.102 There is no provision for .a

hearing, public or otherwise, on appeal.- Lack of review of 
- 

-

Article 15, UCNJ, punishments by an independent and impartial

U 
tribunal, therefore, would constitute the most glaring breach

of Article 6 of the European Convention.

U 
Under Article 15, UCMJ, the offender has the right to

- 
submit matters in defense1°3 which must be considered before

ii imposition of punishment .104 He is not , however , either by

0 

statute or regulation presumed to be innocent, although failure

to demand trial by court—martial is not considered a plea of

guilty to the described of fense .1°5 It appears that offenders

- are provided adequate time and facilities for preparation of a

El - j
—
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u defense. They are allowed three duty days, or longer on written

justification, to reply to the letter of notification of intent

H 
to impose punishment)06 They are also given a reasonable time

- 
to appeal.107

[1 The right to defend in person , guaranteed by Article

Li 6(3) (c) of the European Convention, is not granted either where

the punishing officer is located so far away as to make a per—

— 

U 
sonal appearance impractical, or on appeal. The right to con—

- 

suit legal counsel, free of charge, is granted prior to initial

[I punishment and on appeal. However, counsel may be, but is not

- 

~ iirèd to be7 made available to actually participate in the 
- -

~

hearing.108 To the extent that counsel is not made available

to represent the offender at the hearing, the requirements of

Article 6(3) (c) of the European Convention would not be met.

El Lastly, the offender is granted the right to call wit-

• nesses in his behalf , provided they are available locally and
! L .

U can be presented without legal process )°9 The commander is

U 
not required to present evidence to establish the- commission -

110of the offense. In fact, no live witnesses are usually pre— 
-

U 
sented against the offender at the hearing before the commander. -

Therefore, any restriction on the offender ’s right to produce

[1 witnesses in his own behalf would not appear violative of - -
Article 6(3)(c) in that the basis for the article is to pro— -

vide, in the words of the Engel Court , “equality of arms.” How— 
-

II ever, the lack of ability for cross-examination of those whose I
statements are used against the offender would appear to 

L&I 
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-
~ U violate the spirit of Article 6(3) (c) of the European Convention.

- F. Effect of Selected Articles of the United

~ [1 Nations Covenant on Civil and

U 
Political Rights

The operative provisions of the United Nations Covenant -

- will now be examined to determine what effect, if any, they - —

- - 9: - - .  

would have on nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ.
- 

- 

Article 9 of the United Nations Covenant is the corresponding

[I provision to Article 5 of the European Convention, Article 5

Li - Cl) (a) of the European Convention permits deprivatioi~i of liber— 
-

ty after conviction by a competent court (emphasis supplied)

H 
only. On the other hand, Article 9, paragraph 1, United Nations

Covenant, provides that deprivation of liberty is . lawful on

El such grounds and in accordance with such procedure as are es—

tablished by law. Thus, whereas deprivation of liberty result- -

ing from Article 15, UCMJ, punishment would run afoul of the

El 
European Convention by virtue of lack of a court—imposed con-

viction, it does not necessarily contravene Article 9, para—

U graph 1, of the United Nations Covenant.

El Article 14 of the United Nations Covenant reflects the

essence of the rights guaranteed by Article 6 of the European - -
9 

Convention. Applying the interpretive criteria of the Engel

decision, any nonjudicial punishment resulting in punishments - t

9 of arrest in quarters, confinement on bread and water or dimin-

- - - - ished rations, or correctional custody would constitute - - - —- ---- :-~~-~ 
. - 

- 

-
— ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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[} L~

. “determination of any criminal charge.” Thus, the guarantees -

- - - - - - - 

provided by Article 14 of the United Nations Covenant would be - -

1 brought into effect. The rights to be promptly informed of

the charge ,~~~ to have adequate time and facilities for prepar-

F 
- ation of defense ,~~

2 to communicate with counsel of choice,1~
3

fl to be tried without undue delay,114 to obtain the attendance 
4 

-
- and examination of witnesses under the same conditions as the

[I state,115 and not to be compelled to testify in an incriminating

manner or confess guilt116 appear to be adequately protected by

Article 15, UCMJ, and Air Force Regulation 110—19. -

U 
Other guarantees of Article 14 of the United Nations 

-
~

Covenant are not so protected. For example, Article 14, para— 
—

- 

~- 
graph 1, provides for determination of any criminal charge by 

-

a competent, independent and impartial tribunal. The Court in

[I Engel found the Dutch Supreme Military Court met these criteria.

[1. 
The United States Air Force does not provide for judicial review

of nonjudicial punishments. Neither the officer imposing the -

Li 
punishment nor the appellate authority seem to be able to meet

- -- 
the criteria of independent and impartial, or at least the ap- --

- LI pearance thereof , because they are so closely tied to the miii— -

- - tary command structure.

In those cases where a superior commander is located

so far away as to make a personal appearance impractical, the

military member would not be afforded the right to be tried and

9 to defend in person. This would result in a breach of Article

14, paragraph 3(d) of the United Nations Covenant. Likewise, - -  -

11

- - - - --~- —~——---- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ __________________ _____________________ - - --
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1 7
9 

failure to permit a military member to cross-examine withesses

against him could result in a breach of Article 14, paragraph

9 
3 Ce), of the United Nations Covenant. —

-- 
9 

G. Effect of Selected Articles of the American

- - 
Convention on Human Rights —

Consideration need now be given to examination of non—

U 
judicial punishment in light of the American Convention. Ar-

tide 7 of the American Convention is the rough equivalent of

J I] Article 5 of the European Convention, while Article 8 of the

ii american Convention may be compared to Article -6 -of the European --

U Convention.

H 
Under Article 7, paragraph 2, of the American Conven-

tion, “No one shall be deprived of his physical liberty except - :

for the reasons and under the condition established by the con—

~~ stitution of the State Party concerned or by a law established

pursuant thereto.” Again, unlike Article 5(1) (a) of the Euro— -

[j pean Convention, deprivation of liberty need not be based on
- 

conviction by a competent court (emphasis supplied). Thus, as
- with Article 9 of the United Nations Covenant, punishments of

- arrest in quarters, confinement on bread and water or dimin— -

- ished rations, and correctional custody are not , per se, il—

U 
legal.

- 
However, Article 8 of the American Convention also con-

9 tains a requirement for a hearing by an independent and impar—

tribunal. whi on~udicia1~~unis~~~~t unde tic1e l5.~~~~~~~
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UCMJ, lacks • In the same area, ~he phrase ‘determination of

1] any criminal charge” contained both in Article 6 of the Euro-

9 
pean Convention and Article 14 of the United Nations Covenant

is not used. Instead, it is replaced in Article 8, paragraph 1, -

[] of the American Convention by the phrase “substantiation of any

accusation of a criminal nature,” and in Article 8, paragraph 2,

El by the phrase “accused of a criminal offense.” This language

El 

would appear even more broad than the wording of the European

Convention and the United Nations Covenant. Thus, it would

U 
seem to make the American Convention applicable to review of

.._nonjudicial - punishment without even the interpretive assistance

[] of the Engel decision.

Li Article 15, (JCMJ , procedure appears to meet the re-

quirements of the American Convention regarding prior notifica—

U 
tion of charges,117 adequate time and means for preparation of

a defense, right to counsel of choice or provided by the

9. state,12° right against self-incrimination , and right to plead

- not guilty.121

LI On the other hand , Article 15, UCNJ, procedure may well

U 
conflict with certain paragraphs of Article 8 of the American

Convention. In particular , it may contravene paragraph 2 (d)

9 
- concerning the right to personally defend and paragraph 2 (h) - -

guaranteeing the right tó appeal the judgement to a higher

court (emphasis supplied) . - 

—

The problem of cross-examination of prosecution wit-
U nesses does not appear to arise inasmuch as Article 8, - 

~~
-
~~~~~~

-
_

‘—4. -— -— ——— — — —
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- 
- - paragraph 2 ( f) , of the American Convention guarantees that right

U only as to those witnesses ‘present in court.” As previously

U 

stated, in most cases of nonjudicial punishment, live witnesses

- 
do not appear before the commander imposing punishment. Whether

U 
that phrase would be construed to extend to those witnesses

whose statements the - commander uses in deciding whether to im-

[1 pose punishment is an unanswered question.

U

u
_ _  _  _

U ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

U . 
-

U -
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-
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
-

The purpose of this paper has been to alert the United

U - States Armed Forces, and the United States Air Force in partic—

ular , to some of the repercussions they may expect should the

Li - United Nations Covenant and the American Convention be ratified.

Ij 
While the problems are now only potential , they could in the

not too distant future become very real.
- Little would be gained by repeating herein every possi—

- 
ble problem in the military justice area that would be en—

countered should these agreements come into force. - There ,

-
~ however, certain very significant areas of conflict between the

present military justice system and the provisions of the United

Ei~ 
Nations Covenant and the American Convention. This section of

- the paper, then, will be used to highlight those areas and to

[I make some suggestions about how the difficulties might be solved

through executive or legislative action.

A. Concernin~g the Present Criminal SanctioningLI Process in the United States Air Force

9 - 
The problem of imposition of death sentences on persons

who were below eighteen years of age at the time of commission

Li of an offense, and on pregnant women, can be easily solved by

65 

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~. : - - - -;
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- executive action . Inasmuch as all death sentences under the

UCNJ must be approved by the President, he need only commute -:

such sentences to avoid conflict with the United Nations Cove- -

nant and the American Convention.122

The problem of lack of judicial review of pretrial con-

finement can be rectified by adopt ion of a system of independent
Li magistrates, similar to the system currently in force in the

F Li 
-

- 
- -  ‘ United States Army. This solution would also have the immediate

- 

- 
- 

effect of unquestionably complying with the requirement of the

-~ - 
LI United States Court of Military Appeals for review of pretrial

- - 

- “
~confinement by a neutral and -detached magistrate.

- 
~
- Lack of appellate review of certain courts—martial pre-

U sents a problem under both the United Nations Covenant and the

American Convention. Under the former, the difficulty can be 
—

9 
- solved, for the most part, by having each such case reviewed

~ by a “tribunal’ consisting of The Judge Advocate General or a

designee in his office. The same problem under the American

Li 
Convention is not amenable to other than legislative reform,

because that agreement requires review by a court (emphasis
-: 

I] supplied) , not a ‘tribunal .’ -
~~~~

- - 
The problem of double jeopardy extends beyond the miii-

[1 tary because of our federal form of government. It is submitted

that the solution to this dil.~”'” in the military is to pro-

hibit trial after nonjudicial punishment for the same offense.

1 ~ 
Put succinctly, the government should only subject an individ—

ual to punishmøj~t Once .for any particular offense.. . If the - -

Lii 
_

- - _IIJ — ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ --~-~-~-
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government or its agent elects to punish a military member by

nonjudicial punishment, it should thereafter be estopped from

infliction of further punishment by means of a court-martial •

B. Concerning Present United States Air

Force Confinement Procedures -

The provisions of Air Force Regulation 125-18 permit — . - 

-

J 
- 

confinement personnel to open prisoners’ incoming mail for the

purpose of determining authenticity. This opens the door to 
- - 

- -j
abuse of the attorney-client privilege. There appears no way to

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

judgement of ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

‘- - 
-

confinement personnel in not tampering with correspondence

which from the envelop appears to be from an attorney to his - 
-
~

prisoner client. -

In the event the United Nations Covenant and the Amen - - -
can Convention are ratified, the Air Force must undertake corn-

plete segregation. of convicted persons from pre-tnial confinees

and adult prisoners from those under eighteen. In the aiterna-

tive, the Air Force must be prepared to sustain an argument 
-

that lack of space and configuration of its confinement facili-

ties an. exceptional circumstances warranting exemption from -

those requir.~.nts.

0 
Air Force confinement procedures app ar, for the most

part, well within the guidelines of the United Nations Covenant

and the American Convention. The Air Force should r.alize, - 

- ‘

- - - however, tha t ratification of those two agr.~~,nts viii subj ct - - ~~~. 

- - ~~~~~ ~ _ , ~,, -- - - _______________
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U 

its confineae’it policies and procedures to independent scrutiny

by international bodies upon complaint by incarcerated Air Force

U 
personnel.

-

~ 

-j C. Concerning the Present Non-criminal 
-

- Sanctioning Process in the

F United States Air Force
Li - -

~

U 
- .  - None of the punishments available under Article 15, UCM7,

appear illegal, per Se. However, the procedure under which they

LI are imposed appears to violate at least some of the provisions

- 

-

- of Article 14 of the United Nations Covenant and Article B of ---——--—- -

- I the American Convention. There are several alternatives avail—

- U able to the Air Force to remedy the deficiencies in Article 15, 1

UCM7 , procedure.

V [1 
The first would be to change the procedure to comply - 

-

- 
fully with the requirements of the human rights agreements. This

[1 would prove difficult, particularly in the area of court review

H 
required to meet the criteria of an independent and impartial

tribunal . This would most likely require legislative action . - - -
-

[I The second means of compliance would be to do away with

- 
the punishments of arrest in quarters, confinement on bread and L~

U 1*ter or diminished rations, and correctional custody. Based - -~ 
-
~~ 

-

I] 
on the interpretation of “any criminal charge” given in- Engel,

thi. would remove nonjudicial punishment from the classification

[J 
of “determination of any criminal charge” stated in the United 

-

. - 

-

- - Nations Covenant. Thus , Article 14 of the United Nations ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

-

~ II • 
________
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(II 
Covenant would be inapplicable to nonjudicial punishment. How- -

- 

-

ever , it would not necessarily remove nonjudicial punishment - - 
- - -~~~

Iii from consideration under Article 8, paragraph 1, of the Amen - - - 
- 

—1 -

can Convention. That provision requires only an “accusation of

U a criminal nature’ and not “any criminal charge.”

Another alternative would be to scrap nonjudicial pun- -:

ishment under Article 15, UCMJ, entirely, in favor of use of

U 
the court—martial system. Besides placing an unmanageable bur—

den on the effective functioning of the military justice system,

El this avenue would also be grossly unfair to military members who

Lj are àharged with iinó~ infractions àf disciplinary rülèS~and -

would end up with a federal conviction and possibly more severe : —

9 
penalties than under the present Article 15, UCMJ, system.

Considering all the alternatives, the best solution -

I] might be a mix of previously suggested alternatives. First,

U 

abandon the use of arrest in quarters, confinement on bread

and water or diminished rations, and correctional custody.

- Refer to court—martial those cases so severe as to warrant

deprivation of liberty. Secondly, either abandon the refer-

9 ral of nonjudicial punishment to superior officers located so

~~ far away as to make a personal appearance of the accused in—

- 
practical , or grant an accused TDY travel to make a personal

U . 
appearance before the superior officer. Lastly, grant an

- - 

accused his r quest to cross—examine an adverse witness whose

[I statement is being used against him, and always allow an ac-

~

—- - -  cused ’ s counse l to represent him at the h.aring before the ~~~~~~~~ ----~~

~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~ -
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~L’

_ _ 
- : . .; comeander imposing nonjudicial punishment. - 

- - 

-

- 
-

- All of these suggested reforms in the last paragraph

may be accomplished by regulatory reform and do not require

legislative action. While these suggested reforms will not

solve all the problems presented ,- they will go f an toward

U - 
- bringing nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ, into

- - - conformity with the human rights guarantees of the United 1-
- Nations Covenant and the American Convention. - - - -

- -

-- I ;-
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directly in conflict with the decision of the United States

- - Supreme Court in Feres v~United States, 340 U.S. 135 (1950) •
- - H - That decision denied the right of military personnel to sue

- 
- for compensation for injuries incurred incident to service

Li .
- and limited them to compensation provided by the Congress - 

-

- 
- under appropriate laws relating to veterans’ benefits. While 

-
-

suit under the Federal Tort Claims Act for false arrest and - -
false imprisonment occasioned by federal officers is now per-

mitted , the Air Force has taken the position that a military - H - ~ 
-

member who may be unlawfully detained or arrested by federal -

a~~ h~~iti~~ may not recov compensation for s h  a violation 
- - -

- 
-a. ’ 

- 
of his rights by virtue of the Feres deci3ion. - See Novak, j -

~~

- :9:’~- ::
- Tort Liability for Security Police Conduct , 1 SECURITY POLICE -

-
~ 

DIG. 15 (1976) (A.F. Recurring Pamphlet 125—2]. Without the

~ LI~:-* ability to be compensated for arrest and detention violations

- I under the laws on veterans’ benefits, and prohibited from - 

- 

-

- 
L .  recovering therefor under the Federal Tort Claims Act, miii— -

- 

- - 
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tary members ar~ £‘resentiy denied an enforcable right to

compensation. Congress may, however, waive the Peres pro— -

• 1 hibition in individual cases by special 1egis~.ation in the • -

form of a private relief bill. If the United Nations Covenant - -

is ratified, such special legislation would be necessary

should a military member substantiate an arrest or detention I 1

violation by federal authorities. -

U.S.C. 1 i44 (1970) . -
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Guard and Marine Corps and has little, if any, applicability

to the Air Force.
78Art. 15(a), UCMJ, 10 U.S.C. 1 815(a) (1970); and 14CM (1969,

- - 
Rev.), para. 132. -

- 

- 79Any commander has the right to impose punishment. The nature

- - - 

- 
and severity of the punishment, however, depends on the rank

[1 both of the commander and the accused. Thus, a commander of

U 
- relatively low rank, faced with a serious breach of discipline,

might well refer the case to a higher ranking superior corn—

- mender who could impose a more serious penalty.-
~- l~i 80Right to counsel in this context has been interpreted to mean

[1 the right to consult military legal counsel, free of charge,

on an attorney—client basis, to determine whether to accept

nonjudicial punishment or demand trial by court-martial. If

[1 nonjudicial punishment is accepted, legal counsel may assist - . -

- 
in the preparation of matters in defense, extenuation or

Li mitigation. Military counsel may be, but are not required

to be, made available for purpose of representation at the
U personal hearing before the commander. -

El
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~—••— -~--~—- - -~—---~--- ~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ A_~ _ ~~ il~i~
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81Air Force Regu1ati~ ’ 111—9, para. 6a(l).
821d

- 83w,,, ~ -~~~ . 
- ~~~~~~~~~ para. ,a~..., . -

- 

841d., para. 6e.

U 85Art. 15(e), UCMJ, 10 U.S.C. 1 815(e) (1970) ; 14CM (1969, Rev.),

9 

- para. 13-5; Air Force Regulation 111—9, para. 8a(-l).

86Air Force Regulation 111-9, para. 8c.

-; U 
- - -  87Art. 138, UCMJ , 10 U.S.C. 1 938 (1970), provides for redress

of wrongs and could be applied against both the punishing and

[I appellate commanders. However, it furnishes merely another

ieviIóf àdministrátive - revieW and is, strictly t~peakingj~not 
- 

-

within the non-criminal sanctioning process. In addition, as

9 
provided in 32 C.F.R. U 865.1 — 865.19 (1976), under certain

- 
circumstances, •a serviceman may further appeal Art. 15, UCNJ,

El punishment to the Air Force Board for the Correction of Miii— -~

tary Records. This Board, being established in the Office of 
-

- the Secretary of the Air Force, does not appear to quality —

[1 
as an independent and impartial tribunal .

Air Force Regulation 111-9, Table 1, rule 2, col. E.

9 
89Applies only if attached to or embarked on a vessel; hence is

- 
designed primarily for the Navy , Coast Guard and Marine Corps

- and has little, if any, application to the Air Force.

9 
~~xd.

Cases of Engel and Others, supra note 36 •

Eli 92Under a law enacted subsequent to the Engel decision, strict

- arrest and other punishments were made uniform for officers,I I .-
- 

- - 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ - 
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NCOs and ordinary servicemen.

93At this point, perhaps a word is in order concerning the

military union of the Netherlands. The V.V.D.M., which

translates to Conscript Servicemen’s Union, was created in

1966 and recognized by the government as the bargaining

agent for conscripts. Approximately two-thirds of the con—

scripts of the Dutch army are members. Apart from the facts

relating to Dona and Schul, there had been a pattern of

conflict between the government and the union. This pat-

- 
tern of conflict is important as it may lend some insight

into the nature and sever ity of the punishments afforded con-

scipts in general and union leaders in particular.

j 94sbortly after the Dona and Schul cases, by ministerial -
•

decree all publication cases were to be submitted to the

military criminal courts and not handled as disciplinary

matters .

(1969, Rev.), para. l3lc(4).
961d 

•

Force Regulation 111—9, Table 1, note 4.
981d., para . 13..

theory, recourse may be had to United States District 
- 

-

Court for issuance of a writ of habeas corpus. However,

given the relatively short periods of deprivation of liberty

provided for under Article 15, UCMJ, that relief is more

El theoretical than practical since the legal process would 
- -

consume most, if not all, of the detention time In many

- ‘~-~~

J 
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cases, therefore, the issue would be rendered moot. The

U Navy and Marine Corps have experienced several court chal-

U 
lenges to the imposition of disciplina ry punishmen t , but

- 
- such court review is not within the ordinary framework of

the nonjudicial disciplinary process.

~
00Air Force Regulation 111—9, Para. 2.

14CM (1969, Rev. ) ,  para. 129b.

- Force Regulation 111—9, para. 6a(3).

Id. , para . 6..

U ~°4Id., para. 6h.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _  

~~~~

- - - -  - -  - —

- 
106Air Torcs Regulation 111-9, para . 6f , encourages offenders

- 
- 

- to take full advantage of this tim. to consult with legal

V Li
counsel , decide whether to accept nonjudicial punishment

and , if so, prepar e 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

in defense, extenuati on or

mitigation. 
-

[ 
~

07Air Force Regulation 111—9, Para . 6f , states , “Unless ther•

U 
are special circu mstances , an appeal must be submitted not

later tha n 15 days after the punishment was imposed to be

[ 1  within a reasonable time .”

- 

2’°Air Forc e Regulation 111—9, para. 6e.

1] 1°91d.

ii
LI 

~~
1United Nation s Covenant , Art. 14 , para. 3(a), supra note 63.

I] 
1121d., para. 3(b). 

‘131d., para. 3(c). - — - - -

~ - rn
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pare. 3(4).

pare . 3(s).

1] par .. 3 (9) .

~~~rican Cc~~~~ tioa, Art. S. pare. 2(b), ~~~~~ ncte 2.
11934,  pare. 2(c) .

~~~~ ~~~~~~~ pars. 2(4).

Li 
W 

i2O~~~ , ~.. 3 (•) .
- UI 121~~•, pars. 2(~).

133~~~ 71(s). UCII7, IS L $.C. I 571 (a) (1979) .
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APPENDIX A

~~NV~~~~~
FOS T141 PUDrICUON Or IUMAN R3QI~1

• Aim FW &M STAL PRZEDO~~

Ibe Qm~~~uai. ~~~ Wry hereto, beIa Membm ci a. CmecU ci Isrops,
caaia.~~ a. ~~lur.al ~~s1sratiae ci Rims. *~~t. proclaimed by lb. Os.-sent Mss.My ci lb. (Ma.d Nst1~~ as 10* ~~s..b.r 104$;

sate ~~elarsUes aims at .msrte a. esiroresi sad eSeetirs
- chs.i-n11t. ci a. ~~~~s a.r.sa dicland

C ider-~~ lbet a. aim ci lb. CmecIl ci Rirop. Is a. aMs~sset ci pester
b~~~~~u... Re M.ar-..s -- a.t me ci a. slbode by which that aim Is

to be ~~ .s.d Is lbs ~~~—~---~~~tu Iurth.r reslimlios ci I!— -- -— l~~~s sad
P ~~~r~~I Pres’de

Rs~~Irate~ a.t, prd~~~ beiW to Ihs.. Fs.dimeaisl Freedoms which ar. a.
.— - ‘-- ci _ _ _  

- p.sc. to a. wan e e a,. ~~~ lb.
me ~~ d bp s. .S.e *. p~~~I”.I democracy sad as a. olber by a commes

s.d churvaa.. ci a. .t— -- 
~~~ s opas which thcy du~~~

Rete u.u$ud, as lb. Osasr..iM. ci a.spss. ~~~~~ which are 1lb.ala ~•i
— - be,. a ,.~~~ berRep ci p.1Mw 1 tr~~~Ic.s, Idsale, Ir.. *~~ sad lb.

ret. ci ~~~~~~~, t. a. fIrst steps Is, a. collective eciorcemest ci certais
cia. ~~~~~. stotee to a. lM$masl D.clatMlss

Revs ~~rosd as Isilirs:

An d .  1
‘me —- cass,actto p.,u.. ubsil secure to .v.ryas. wi~ is a.t, )eris~ c-

tic, a. r1 sad freedom. d.ila.d to Realist I ci this Casvesftv .

SECTIOII I

Articl.2
(1) Everyone’s ~I t  to lii. shall be protected by law. No ass shall b. di-

primd ci his UI. Intentionally save In the exeantios ci a sentence of a court £01-
Ier~~ his conviction ci a crime for which this penalty Is provided by law.
(2) ~~pistion of life shall not be reprded as Inflicted is contravention of

this Articl, when it results from the use of force which Is no more than ab.o-
lidely necessary:

(a) In defence of any person from unlawful violence;
L~ 

(b) in order to effect a lawful arrest or to prevent the escape ci a person
lawfully detathed

(c) In action lawfully taken for the purpose of quelling a riot or lnsurrec- 
*lion 
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ArticleS 

-
-

No one shall be subjected to torture or to lnhum~n or degrading treatment or
p~m4.hment.

LI 
Article4

(1) No one shall be held In slavery or servitude.
- (2) No one shall be required to perform forced or compulsory labour.

I J (3) For the purpose of this Article the term ~~~~~ or compulsory labour’
shall ~~ include:

(a) any work required to be done In the ordinary course of detention Im-
posed according to the provisions of Article 5 of this Convention or during condi-

~ j ~1oenl release from such detention;(b) any service of a military character or, in case of conscientious objec-
lois In countries where they are recognised, service exacted Instead of compul- -

sory military service;
(c) any service exacted In case of an emergency or calamity threatening

a.life or w.fl-bslng of the community; -- — — -
- (~ any work or service which forms part of normal civic obHgatI~~~.

Article 5
(1) Everyone has the right to liberty and security of person.
No one shall be deprived of his liberty save In the following cases and In ac-

cordince with a procedure prescribed by law:
(a) the lawful detention of a person alter conviction by a competent court;
(b) lb. lawful arrest or detention of a person for non-compliance with the

lawful order of a court or In order to secure the fulfillment of say obligation pro-
scribed by law;

(a) the lawful arrest or detention of a person effected for the purpose of
bringing him before the competent legal aidhority on reasonable suspicion of hav-
ing committed an offence or when It Is reasonably considered necessary to pie-

~
- -

j  vent his committing an offence or fleeing alter having done so;
(~~th, detentionofaminorby lawful order forthepurposeof educationalsspervlsiost or his lawful detention for the purpose of bringing him before the

competent Legal authority;
(e) the lawful detention of persons for the prevention of the spreading of

Infectious diseases, of persons of unsound mInd, alcoholics or drug addicts or
vagrants;

(I) the lawful arrest or detention of a person to prevent his effecting an
insuthorlsed entry Into the country or of a person against whom action is beIng
taken with a view to deportation or extradition.

(2) Everyone who Ii arrested shall be informed promptly,in a language which

U 
be unders’~~’4~, of the reasons for his arrest and ci any charge against him.

(3) Everyone arrested or detained in accordance with the provisions of para-
graph 1 (c) of this Article shall be brought promptly before a judge or other offi- —
cci authorlsed by law to exercise judicial power and shall be entitled to trial

II within a reasonable time or to release pending trial. Release may be conditioned
LI 

- - - by guarantees to appear for trial. -

- — - 

~- - (4) Everyone who is deprived of his liberty by arrest or detention shall be
fl - entitled to take proceedings by which the lawfulness of his detention shall be di-
U cided speedily by a court and his release ordered If the detention is not lawful. - -

- 
- 

- -

~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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(5) Everyone who has been the victim of arrest or detention In contravention 
-

‘

U 
of the provisions of this Article shall have an enforceable right to compensation.

Article 6

U 
(1) In the determination of his civil rights and obligations or of any criminal

charge against him, everyone Is entitled to a fair and public hearing within a rca- : -

- 

- 

sonable time by an Independent and impartial tribunal established by law. Judg-
ment shall be pronounced publicly but the press and public may be excluded from

J all or part of the trial in the interests of morals, public order or national secu-
rity in a democratic society, where the Interests of juveniles or the protection of

- - the private life of the parties so require, or to the extent strictly necessary in the
opinion of the court in special circumstances where publicity would prejudice the

L interests of justice. -

(2) Everyone charged with a criminal offence shall be presumed Innocent

LI until proved guilty according to law.
(3) Everyone charged with a criminal offence has the following minimum

rights: 
- - - - -~ -

- (a) to be informed promptly, in a language which he understands and in
detail, of the nature and cause of the accusation against him;

J (b) to have adequate time and facilities for the preparation of his defence;
(c) to defend himself in person or through legal assistance of his own

- - choosing or, If he has not sufficient means to pay for legal assistance, to be given- it free when the Interests of justice so require; -

- (d) to examine or havb examined witnesses against him and to obtain the
attendance and examination ci witnesses on hIs behalf under the same conditions
as witnesses against him;

(e) to have the free assistance of an interpreter if he cannot understand or
speak the language used in court.

- 

Article 7
(1) No one shall be held guilty of any criminal offence on account of any act

- or omission which did not constitute a criminal offence under national or interna-
tional law at the time when It was committed. Nor shall a heavier penalty be irn-

- posed than the one that was applicable at the time the criminal offence was corn-
- mitted.
1 (2) This Article shall not prejudice the trial and punishment of any person I -J for any act or omission which, at the time when it was committed, was criminal

according to the general principles of law recognised by clvilised nations.
V- Artlcle 8 I , :

(1) Everyone has the right to respect for his private and family life, his home

[I and his correspondence.
- (2) There shall be no interference by a public authority with the exercise of

this right except such as Is In accordance with the law and is necessary In a
democratic society in the Interests of national security, public safety or the eco-

U 
nomic well-being of the country, for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the
protectior of health or morals, or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of
others.o

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Article 9
- 

- 
- - (1) Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; - 

-
-- 

- 
-
- this right Includes freedom to change his religion or belief and freedom, either

1 -- - alone or In community with others and In public or private, to manifest his reli-
Li glon or belief , in worship, teaching, practice and observance.

(2) Freedom to manifest one’S religion or beliefs shall be subject only to
ri- -- - such limitations as are prescribed by law and ate necessary in a democratic 50-

- 
- 

ctety In the interests of public - safety, for the protection of public order, health
-~~ - - - - - or morals, or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of others. -

U 
- Article lO 

—

— - - 
- (1) Everyone has the right to freedom of expression. This right shall include

- freedom to hold opinions and to receive and impart information and ideas without

Li 
- interference by public authority and regardless of frontiers. This Article shall 

-

not prevent States from requiring the licensing of broadcasting, television or c m -
erna enterprises. - 

:~~~- - - - -— ~~~~~~~ - -

1 (2) The exercise of these freedoms, since it carries with it duties and re-
j sponsibilities, may be subject to such formalities, conditions, restrictions or -

~

penalties as are prescribed by law and are necessary in a democratic society, In
- the Interests of national security, territorial integrity or public safety, for the - :

fl prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of health or morals, for the
protection of the reputation or rights of others, for preventing the disclosure of -

- Information received in confidence, or for maintaining the authority and imparti-
- - - ality of the judiciary. - 

-[_1 - 

Article 11 1
(1) Everyone has the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and to freedom of - 

-

association with others, including the right to form and to join trade unions for
the protection of his interests. - 

-

- 
- 

(2) No restrictions shall be placed on the exercise of these rights other than -

U 

- such as are prescribed by law and are necessary In a democratic society in the

- 
- - Interests of national security or public safety, for the prevention of disorder or

- - - 
- 

- crime, for the protection of health or morals or for the protection of the rights

I” 

- 
- - and freedoms ci others. This Article shall not prevent the Imposition of lawful

restrictions on the exercise of these rights by members of the armed forces, of - -
- the police or of the administration of the State.

H 

- Article 12 - -
- - 

- Men and women of marriageable age have the right to marry and to found a - 
-
-

family, according to the national laws governing the exercise of this right.

1] - Article 13
Everyone whose rights and freedoms as set forth in this Convention are yb-

fl 
lated ehall have an effective remedy before a national authority notwithstanding
that the violation has been committed by persons acting in an official capacity.

- - Article 14

U The enjoyment of the rights and freedoms set forth In this Convention ahall - - - -

- 
- 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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- ll be secured without discrimination -on any ground such as sex, race, colour, lan- - -

guage, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, association
with a national minority, property, birth or other status.

- 
U 

- 
- Articlei5 - -

(1) In time of war or other public emergency threatening the life of the nation
- any High Contracting Party may take measures derogating from Its obligationsI under this Convention to the extent strictly required by the exigencies of the situ-

- LI - ation, provided that such measures are not inconsistent with Its other obligations junder international law. -

(2) No derogation from Article 2, except In respect of deaths resulting from
- L lawful acts of war, or fr om Articles 3, 4 (paragraph 1) and 7 shall be made under - -

this provision. -

- (3) Any High Contracting Party availing, itself of this right of derogation shall - 
—

U
- - keep the Secretary-General of the Council of Europe fully informed of the mea-

— - - - sores which it has taken and the reasons therefor. It shall also inform the
- - ~ Secretary-General of the Council of Europe when such measures have ceased to -- --------

operate and the provisions of the Convention are again being fully executed. -

- 
- Article 16 

- 

-

- Nothing in Articles 10, 11 and 14 shall be regarded as preventing the High
- U ~

- Contracting Parties from Imposing restrictions on the political activity of aliens.
- 

- Article 17 - - - ~~~~ --
U 

- Nothing in this Convention may be Interpreted as implying for any State,
group or person any right to engage in any activity or perform any act aimed at
the destruction of any of the rights and freedoms set forth herein or at their

[]. limitation to a greater extent than is provided for in the Convention. -

ArtIcle 18

[I 
The restrictions permitted under this Convention to the said rights and free-

doms shall not be applied for any purpose other than those for which they have
been prescribed.

[I SECTXON II

U 
ArtIcle 19 

- - 
- - - -

To ensure the observance of the engagements undertaken by the High Con-
tracting Parties in the present Convention, there shall be set up:[I (1) A European Commission of Human Rights hereinafter referred to as ‘theCommission’,

(2) A European Court of Human Rights, hereinafter referred to as ‘the
Court’. 

- 

- 

:1
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U 
SECTION III

- Article 20

p The Commission shall consist of a number of members equal to that of the
- 

U High Contracting Parties. No two members of the Commission may be nationals
of the same State.

U - Article 2l
(1) The members of the Commission shall be elected by the Committee of

Ministers by an absolute majority of votes, from a list of names drawn up by the
-
~ 

U 
Bureau of the Consultative Assembly; each group of the Representatives of the
High Contracting Parties in the Consultative Assembly shall put forward three
candidates, of whom two at least shall be Its nationals.

ri (2) As far as applicable, the same procedure shall be followed to complete
• the Commission in the event of other States subsequently becoming Parties to

this Convention, and in filling casual vacancies. -

- Article 22
-- - (1) The members of the Commission shall be elected for a period of six

years. They may be re-elected. However, the members elected at the first
election, the terms of seven members shall expire at the end of three years.

- (2) The members whose terms are to expire at the end of the initial period of
three years shall be chosen by lot by the Secretary-General of the Council of Eu-

- 
rope immediately after the first election has been completed.

(3) A member of the Commission elected to replace a member whose term of
- 

\ office has not expired shall hold office for the remainder of his predecessor’s - 
-

/ ! term. - -

/ -- (4) The members of the Commission dhall hold office until replaced. After
- // having been replaced, they shall continue to deal with such cases as they already

~ /  have under consideration.
- I 

_ / t Article 23
The members of the Commission shall sit on the Commission in their m di—

Ii vidual capacity. —

LI - Article 24

U 

Any High Contracting Party may refer to the Commission, through the
Secretary-General of the Council of Europe, any alleged breach of the provisions

- of the Convention by another High Contracting Party.

U
- Article 25 -

(1) The Commission may receive petitions addressed to the Secretary- 
- 

-

General of the Council of Europe from any person, non-governmental organisation

fl 
or group of Individuals claiming to be the victim of a violation by one of the High - 

—

- 
Contracting Parties of the rights set forth In this Convention, provided that the

- High Contracting Party against which the complaint has been lodged has declared
that It recognises the competence of the Commission to receive such petitions.

- - Those of the High Contracting Parties who have made such a declaration under-
take not to hinder in any way the effective exercise of this right

~ Li~~~~~- -—---~L - _________ - - - _ _ _- — - -.~~~- -—-a- ~~ ---—- _ —_•
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(2) Such declarations may be made for a specific period.
J (3) The declara tions shall be deposited with the Secretary-General of the

Council of Europe who shall transmit copies thereof to the High Contracting Par-
ties and publish them.

(4) The Commission shall only exercise the powers provided for in this Ar-
ticle when at least six High Contracting Parties are bound by declarations made
In accordance with the preceding paragraphs.

[J Article 28
The Commission may only deal with the matter after all domestic remedies

U . have been eabausted, according to the generally recognised rules of International
law, and within a period of six months from the date on which the final decision
was taken.

[j Art Icle 27
(1) The Commission shall not deal with any petition submitted under Article

I]
. 25 which ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

~~~~~ , .

(a) is anonymous , or
(b) is substantially the same as a matter which has already been examined

by the Commission or has already been submitted to another procedure of inter-

U national investigat ion or settlement and if it contains no relevant new information.
• (2) The Commission shall consider inadmissible any petition sUbmitted under

Article 25 which it considers incompatible with the provisions of the present

U 
Convention , manifes tly Ill-founded, or an abuse of the right of petition.• (3) The Commission shall reject any petition referred to it which it consid-
ers inadmissible under Article 26.

Article 28
In the event , of the Commission accepting a petition referred to 1t
(a) it shall , with a view to ascertaining the facts , undertake together with the

representatives of the parties an examination of the petition and , if need be, an
investigation , for the effective conduct of which the States concerned shall furni sh

• all necessary facilities , after an exchange of views with the Commission;
(b) it shall place itself at the disposal of the parties concerned with a view to

securing a friendly settlement of the matter on the basis of respect for Human
Rights as defined In this Convention.

• 

‘
~ Article 20

U (1) The Commission shall perform the functions set out in Article 28 by
means of a Sub-Commission consisting of seven members of the Commission.

F ‘
~ (2) Each of the parties concerned may appoint as members of this Sub-

L Commission a person of its choice.
(3) The remaining members shall be chosen b lot In accordance with ar-

rangements prescribed in the Rules of Procedure of the Commission.

L Article 30

~~ 

If the Sub- Commission succeeds in effecting a friendly settlement in accor-
dance with Article 28, it shall draw up a Report which shall be sent to the States
concerned , to the Committee of Ministers and to the Secretar y-General of the 

.., ~
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[I 
Counc il of Europe for publication. This report shall be confined to a brief state-
ment of the facts and of the solution reached.

El 
Article 31

(1) If a solution Is not reached , the Commission shall draw up a Report on
the facts and state its opinion as to whether the facts found disclose a breacL by

Ij the State concerned of Its obligations under the Conventi on. The opinions of all
the members of the Commission on this point may be stated In the Report.

(2) The Report shall be transmitted to the Committee of Ministers. It shall
also be transmitted to the States concerned, who shall not be at liberty to publish

[1 it.
Li (3) In transmitting the Report to the Committe e of Ministers the Commission

may make such proposals as it thinks fit.

[]
(1) If the question is not referred to the Court In accordance with Article 48

F - of ~~s Convention wi~~n a period of three months from the date of the transmis-
sion of the Report to the Committee of Ministers, the Committee of Ministers
shall decide by a majority of two-thirds of the members entitled to sit on the
Committee whether there has been a violation of the Convention.

ii (2) In the affirmative case the Committee of Ministers shall prescribe a pe-
J nod during which the High Contracting Party concerned must take the measures

required by the decision of the Committee of Ministers.
(3) If the High Contracting Panty concerned has not taken satisfactory mea-

I 1 sures within the prescribed period, the Committee of Ministers shall decide by
Li the majority provided for in paragraph (1) above what effect shall be given to its

original decision and shall publish the Report.
~~ (4) The High Contracting Parties undertake to regard as binding on them any

decision which the Committee of Ministers may take In application of the preced-
- lug paragraphs.

[] Article 33

F - The Commission shall meet in camera.

1 U d 3 4
The Commission shall take its decisions by a majority of the Members pres-

ent and voting; the Sub-Commission shall take its decisions by a majori ty of its
members.

Article 35

U The commission shall meet as the circumstances require. The meetings
shall be convened by the Secretary-General of the Council of Europ e.

Article 3$
U The Commission shall draw up its awn rul •s of procs~ zr..

~ Article 3Y
ii ‘yb, sscretani*t of the Commission shall be provided by the Secretary .

General of the Council of Europe. 

-
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El SECTION N

Article 38
The European Court of Hnm~n Rights shall consist of a number of judges

U equal to that of the Members of the Council of Europe. No two judges may be
nationals ~ the same State.

• Article 39
U (1) The members of the Court shall be elected by the Consultative Assembly

by a majority of the votes cast from a list of persons nominated by the Members
= 

[‘ 
of the Council of Europe; each Member shall nominate three candidates, of whom
two at least shall be its nationals.

• (2) As far as applicable , the same procedure shall be followed to complete
the Court in the event of the admission of new Members of the Council of Europe,

• and In f4llIng casual vacancies.
(3) The candidates shall be of high moral character and must either possess

Ui. qualifications required for appointment to high judicial office or be jüniscon-
suits of rec~~ dasd competence.

H 
. 

Article 4o 
-

fl (1) The members of the Court shall be elected for a period of nIne years.
• They may be re-elected. However , of the members elected at the first election

th. terms of four members shall expire at the end of three years , and the terms

U . of four more members shall expire at the end of sIx years .
(2) The members whose terms are to expire at the end of the Initial periods

of three and sIx years shall be chosen by lot by the Secretary-General immedi-
ately after the first election has been completed.

[I (S) A member of the Cour t elected to replace a member whose term of office
has not expired shall hold office for the remainder of his predecessor’s term.

(4) The members of the Court shall hold office unt il replaced. After having

U been r th shall continue to deal with such cases as they akeady have
- en consideration.

Article 41
[1 The Court shall elect its Presiden t and Vice-President for a~ 4 three
U . years. They may be re-elected. -

[J - - 
Article 42

The members of the Court shall receive for each day of duty a compensation
to be determined by the Committee of Ministers.

[1 Art icle 43
For the considera tion of each cue brought be(ore It the Cour t shall consist

fl of a Chamber composed of seven judges. There shall sit as an ex officio mem-
U her of the Chamber the judg. who Is a national of any State party concerned, or ,

if ther• Is none, a person ci its choice who shall sit in the capacity of ju dge; the
names of th. other Judges shall be chosen by lot by the President before theII ~~~~~~~~~ Ii. cu.. 

:

• i 
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Li - .

~~~lv the High C~~~~ct~~ Parties and the Commission shall have the right to

• z -

. • -~~
- -  bringacase befO~~ th~ COurt. -

• 
- 

- ~ Article 45
• • 

~ - ::~ - The jurisdiction of the Court shall extend to all cases concerning the Inter-
- 

- Li’ - - - . pretation and application of the present Conventio n which the High Contracting
• 

• 
. Par ties or the Commission shall refer to it In accordance with Artic le 48.

2 ii 
- 

- 
• 

. • •

Li (1) Any of the High Contracting Parties may at any time declare that it rec-
ognises as compulsory ipso facto and without special agreement the jurisdict ion
of the Court In all matters concernin g the interpretation and application of the
present Convention.

(2) The declaratio ns referred to above may be made unconditiona lly or on
______— 

‘
—~-—— condition of -reciprocity on the part of several or certain other High Contracting

Parties or for a specified period.
(3) These declarations shall be deposited with the Secretar y-General of the

Council of Europe who shall transmit copies thereof to the High Contractin g Par-

H tIes. 
.

U 
- 

• Article 47
- The Court may only deal with a case after the Commission has acknowledged

• 
• the failure of efforts for a friendly settlement and within the period of three

• months provided for in Article 32.

[j. • ~

• The following may bring a case before the Court, provided that the High Con-

• tra cting Par ty concerned , if there is only one, or the High Contracting Parti es
concerned, If there Is more than one, are subject to the compulsory jurisdiction
of the Court or , failing that, with the consent of the High Contracting Party con-

- 
cerned , If there is only one, or of the High Contracting Parties concerned U there

• 
.
~ ~~

. 
• - is more than one:

• 1] 
(a) the Commission;

• • - 
~

•. • - • 
• 

(b) a High Contracting Party whose national is alleged to be a victim,
• • • (c) a High Contracting Party which referred the case to the Commission;

[J 
(d) a High Contracting Party against ‘which the complaint has been lodged.

• Article 49

il k the event of dlap.t. as to whether the Court has Jurisdiction, the matte r
• shall be seWed by th. decision Of the Court.

D 
Article 5O

If the Court finds that a decision or a measure taken by a legal author ity or
any other sathority of a High Contractin g Party is completely or partially In con-
flict with the obligations arising from the present Convention, and if the internal

U law of the said Party allows only partial reparation te be made for the conse-
• quences of this declaion or measure, the decision Of the Court shall, if necessary,

afford just satisfaction to the injured party. — 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ —-•~—‘•——-- -•-——.—-
~~~~~~ 
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U (1) -Reasons shall be given tar the judgment of the Court.
(2) If Ui. judgment does not represent In whole or In part the uiiajthnous

- 
- opinion of the judges, any judge shall be entitled to deliver a separate opinion.

U .-•--

- 

- The judgment Of the Court shall be final. -

U Artlcle 53 -

The High Contracting Parties undertake to abide by the decision of the Court
- In any casetowhichtheyarePerties. • • -

~~
• -

~~~~~~~
- - -

- 

• 

- Article 54 
- 

• -

U -
• The judgment Of the Court shall be transmitted to the Committee of Minis-

ters which shall sopervlse its execution.

- ——-——~~~—— - —----—--Article 55- —-——--—-—---——-—- -—— —~— ——-——-- -  —

The Court shall draw sp its own rules and shall determine its own procedure.

- 

Article 56

U (1) The first election of the members of the Court shall take place after
the declarations by the High Contracting Parties mentioned in Article 46 have
reachedatotal of eight.

{j (2) No case can be brought before the Court before this election.

~~~~~ 

- SECTION V

• Article 57

U ~~i receipt of a request from the Secretary-General of the Council of Europe
any High Contracting Party shall furnish an explanation of the manner in which
its internal law ensures the effective implementation of any of the provisions of
this Convention.

[I 
• - 

-

The expenses of the Commission and the Court shall be borne by the Council

U of Europe.

Article 59

— U The members of the CommI~$ion and of the Court shall be entitled, during
the discharge of their functions, to the priv ileges and immunities provided for in
Article 40 ci the Statut Of the Council Of Europe and in the agreements made
thereunder. 

- 

- 

• • • -

~~~ U Article O
- - - • • 

-• in ~~s Conve~~oa shall be construed as limiting or derogating from -

- • - 
- - 

any of the lmm~~ rights and fundamental freedoms which may be ensured under

IL 
_ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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H the laws of any High Contracting Party or under any other agreement to which it
- H - Is a Party.

- Article 6l

Li - 

— - I • Nothing In this Convention shall prejudice the powers conferred on the Com-
mittee of Ministers by the Statute of the Council of Europe

Li
The High Contracting Parties agree that , except by special agreement, they

- j - • - -
• 

•- 

• - - will not avail themselves of treaties , conventions or declarations in force be~~een

Li 
- - 

- them for the purpose of submitting, by way of petition , a dispute arising out of-the
- - - interpretation or application of this Convention to a means of settlement other

- - than those provided for In this Convention. 
- 

-

Li Article 63
_____ * ——-- —— — (1) Any State may at the time of its ratification or at any time thereafte r

- - 
- - 

- - - declare by notification addres sed to the Secreta ry-General of the Council of Eu-
rope that the present Convention shall extend to all or any of the territorie s for
whose International relations It Is responsible.

(2) The Convent ion shall extend to the territory or territories named In the
- notification as from the thirtieth day after the receipt of. this notification by the
- - I Secret ary-General of the Council of Europe~

- -
- - - (3) The provisions of this Convention shall be applied in such territories with

- - due regard , however , to local requirements. -

(4) Any State which has made a declarat ion in accordanc e with paragraph I of - 
-

- - - this Article may at any time thereafter declare on behalf of one or more of the
- 

territories to which the declaration relates that It accepts the competence of the
Commission to receive petitions from individuals, nongovernmental organisations
or groups of individuals in accordance with Article 25 of the present Convention.

L] • - - 
- V Article 64

- - ~-I-~ (1) Any State may, when signing this Convention or when depositing its In-
• 

- etrum ent of ratification , make a reservation in respect of any particular provi-
ii - - - slon of the Convention to the extent that any law then In force In Its territory is
L i  not in conformity with the provision. Reservations of a general character shall

not be permitted under this Article.
r 1 - 

- (2) Any reservation made under this Article shall contain a brief statement
[j - 

- - of the law concerned. - -

- Article 65
(1) A High Contracti ng Party may denounce the present Convention only after

L the espiry of five years from the date on which It be~ame aPar t yto I t and after
six month’s notice contained In a notification addressed to the Secretary-General

Ii of the Council of Europe, who shall inform the other 111gb Contracting Parties .
Li (2) &ich a denunciation shall not have the effect of releas ing the High Con

- - tracting Party concerned from Its obligations under this Convention In respect of

fl 
- any act which, being capable of constituting a violation ci such obligations, may

hav, been performed by it before the date at which the denunciation became ef-
• fecuve.

• ~~~~~~~~~~ —- - --~~~~-~~~~~~•, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ 
•
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Li (S) Any High Contracting Party which shall cease to be a Member of the
Council of Euro pe shall cease to be a Party to this Convention unde r the same
conditions. -

• - 
(4) The Convention may be denounced In accordance with the provisions of

[ the preceding paragraphs In respect of any territory to which It has been de-
d ared to extend under the term s of Article 63. -

U Article 66 
-

(1) This Convention shall be open to the sIgnature of the Member s of the

Li 
Council of Eur ope. It shall be ratified. Ratifications shall be deposited wIth the
Secretary-General of the Council of Europe.

- 

- 
• (2) The present Convention shall come Into force after the deposit of ten In-
• struments of ratification. -

1’  
- (3) As regards m y  signatory ratifying subsequently, the Convention shall

come Into force at the date of the deposit of Its instrument of ra tifIcation.
(4) The Secretary-General of the Council of Europe shall notify all the Mem-

U 
--- -~~~~ bern of the Council of Europe of the entry Into force of the Convention , the names

of the High Contracting Parties who have rat if led It, and the deposit of all instru-
ments of ratifica tion which may be effected subsequently.

• [ 1  Done at Rome this 4th day of Nov- •

ember 1950 In English and French ,

U 
both texts being equally authentic, in
a single copy which shall rema in de-

- posited in the archives of the Council
- of Europe. The Secretary-General

shall transmit certified copies to
J each of the signatories.

1] 
V V -

[1 -
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-

- PROTOCOL NO. 1
- - to the Conventio n for the Protection of Human Rights

U I and Fundamental Freedoms -

• The Governments signatory hereto , being Members of the Council of Europe , -

Li Being resolved to take steps to ensure the collective enforcement of certain
I rights and freedoms other than those already Included In Section I of the Conven-

tion for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms sIgned at
r- - Rome on 4th November , 1950 (here l~after referred to as 9he Conventions),

[ I Rave agreed as follows:

- -~~~~~~ . - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
{] V Every natural or legal per son is entitled to the peaceful enjoyment of his -

possessions . No one shall be deprived of his possessions except In the public
interest and subject to the conditions provided for by law ~wd by the general pr in-

Ii I ciples of international law.
U The preceding provi sions shall not, however , in any way impa ir the right of a

- State to enforce such laws as It deems necessary to control the use of property In

U accordance with the general Interest or to secure the payment of taxes or other
- V contributions or penalties. - -

Art icle 2 -

- No person shall be denied the right to education. In the exercise of any func-
i tions which It assumes in relation to education and to teaching, the State shall rs

spect the right of parents to ensure such education and teach ing in conformity -

Li - I with their own religious and philosophical convictions .

- I - - - 
•
~ - 

- 
Artl cle 3 • -1

U The High Contracti ng Parties undertake to hold free elections at reaaonabl~
intervals by secret ballot, under conditions which will ensure the free eWression
of the opinion of the people In the choice of the legislature.

U Article 4
• Any High Contract ing Party may at the time of signature or ratification or at -

U any time thereafter communicate to the Secretary-General of the Council of Eu-
rope a declaration stating the extent to which it undertakes that the provisions of
the present Protocol shall apply to such of the territories for the International
relations of which it is responsible as are named the rein.

[J 
Any High Contra~dng Party which has communicate d a declaration In virtue -

of the preceding paragraph may from time to time communicate a further decla-
ration modIfying the terms of any former declaration or terminati ng the app lica-
tion of the provisi ons of this Pro tocol In respect ci any territory.

A declaration made in accordance with this Article shall be deemed to have
been made in accordance with Paragraph (1) of Article 63 of the Convention. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ V ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ V~~~~~~~~ V__V _~~~~~~~
V V V V
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U Article S
As between the High Contracting Parties the provisions of Articles 1, 2, 3,

- - 1 and 4 ci this Protocol shall be regarded as additional Articles to the Convention

U and all the provisions of the Convention shall apply accordingly.

V 

- Article -6

U This Protocol shall be open for signature by the Members of the Council of
Europe , who are the signatories of the Convention; It shall be ratified at the same
time as or after the ratifica tion of the Convention. It shall enter into force after

Li - 
the deposit of ten instruments of ratification. As regards any signatory ratifying
subsequently, the Protocol shall enter into force at the date of the deposit of Its
Instrum ent of rat ification.

The Instruments of ratification shall be deposited with the Secretary -General

Li of the Council of Europe, who will notify all Members of the names of those who
have ratified.

- —-•-•--.-—- - - - - —. ----— - - -  - —--—- — ~~~~~ -- - --••-•—-.—-— -V-rn—-——.— V - V -

[I - Done at Paris on the 20th day of
March 1952, In English and French ,

V both texts being equally authentic in -

U a single copy which shall remain de-
posited in the archives of the Coun- -

cli of Europe. The Secretary-General V

shall transmit certified copies to

L I each of the signatory Governments.

1_~

[7
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-- 
PROTOCOL NO. 4

LI to the Convention for the Protectio n of Human Rights and Fundamental Fre edom1
securing certain rights and freedoms other than those alread y included in the -

- Convention and In the first Protocol thereto

The Governments sIgnatory hereto , being Members of the Council of Europ

Li Being resolved to take steps to ensure the collective enforcement of cert a
rights and freedoms other than those already included in Section I of the Convei

- tion for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms signed

U
. Rome on 4th November 1950 (hereInafter referred to as ‘the Convention ’) and :

- Arti cles 1 to 3 of the First Protocol to the Convent ion, signed at Par is on 20
March 1952, -

--T~T - ~~~ 
- —~ Have ngreed as foliows: ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

/ 
Article l

- 
— No one shall be deprived of his liberty merely on the ground of Inability U

Li - 
- / - 

-
~ fulfill a contractual obligatIon. - -

- Article 2 
—

Li - 1. Everyone lawfully within the territory of a State shall, with1~ that terr
tory, have the right to liberty of movement and freedom to choose his residenc

2. Everyone shall be free to leave any country, Including his own. - -

3. No restrictions shall be placed on the exercise of these rights other th
such as are In accordance with law and are necessary in a democratic society

V the Interests of national security or public safety, for the maintenance of ord

I public, for the prevention of crime , for the protection of health or morals, or f
I the protection of the rights and freedoms of others.
Iii 4. The rights set forth in paragraph 1 may also be subject , In particul

- - - I areas, to restrictions imposed in accordance with law and justified by the pubi
- 

- - I Interest in a democratic society. -
-

- - ArUcle 3 -
- 1. No one shall be expelled, by means either of an individual or of a coll~
- tive measure, from the territory of the State of which he is a national.
- 2. No one shall be deprived of the right to enter the territory of the State

U 
which he is a national.

Artlcle 4 
- 

:~,

Collective expulsion of aliens is prohibited.

- 
Art icle 5 - - -

- 
- 

- 

- - - 
~~

- - - 1. Any High Contracting Party may, at the time of signature or raUflc~~fl .. of this Protocol, or at any time thereafter , communicate to the Secretary-Gen~
ii ci the Council of Europe a declaration stating the extent to which it underta~

if 
-

- - - - • .  ~~. -~~ - - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~ - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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fl that the provisions of this Protocol shall apply to such of the territories for the
ii I International relat ions of which It is responsible as are named therein .

r 2. Any High Contracting Party which has communicated a declarat ion in vlr-
tue of the preceding paragraph may, from time to time, communicate a furthe r
declaration modifyIng the terms of any former declaration or terminating the
application of the prov isions of this Protocol in respect of any territo ry.

3. A declaration made In accordance with this Article shall be deemed to
have been made in accordance with paragraph 1 of Articl e 63 of the Convention.

4. The territo ry of any State to which this Protocol applies by virtue of rail-
- fication or acceptance by that State , and each territory to which this Protocol is

applied by vIrtue of a declaration by that State under this Article , shall be treated

U as separate territories for the purpose of the references in Articles 2 and 3 to
- the territory of a State.

1] - 
-

~~

- I U 1. As between the High Contracti ng Parties the provisions of ArtIcles 1 to 5 —

- of this Protoc ol shall be regarded as additional Artic les to the Convention , and
[1 all the provisions of the Convention shall apply accord ingly.

2; Nevertheless , the right of Individual recours e recognised by a declaration
made under Article 25 of the Convention , or the acceptanc e of the compulsory in-
risd iction of the Court by a declaration made under Article 46 of the Convention ,

jj shall not be effective in relation to this Protocol unless the High Contracting
Party concerned has made a statement recognising such right , or accepting such

- Jurisdiction, in respect of all or any of Articles 1 to 4 of the Protocol.

[I I Article ? -

I 1. This Protocol shall be open for signature by the Members of the Council
of Eur ope who are the signatories of the Convention; It shall be rat ified at the

- same time as or after the ratific ation of the Convention. It shall enter into force
after the deposit of five instruments of ratification . As regards any sIgnatory

~
i- I - ratifying subsequently, the Protocol shall enter into force at the date of the de-

posit of ~ts Instrument of ratification.
2. The Instru ments of ratification shall be deposited with the Secretary-

General of the Council of Europe , who will notify all Members of the names of] those who have ratified. - 
-

In witness whereof , the under-
signed, being duly authorised thereto ,
have signed this Protocol .

Done at Stra sbourg, thIs 16th day
ci September 1963, In English and In

- 
.~ French, both texts being equally an-

11 thoritative, in a single copy which
II shall remain deposited in the ar-
U chives of the Council of Europe. The

Secretary-General shall transmit
-: fl certified copies to each of the signa-

LI tory States.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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APPENDIX B
- \

Li
UNITED NATIONS COVENANT ON CIVIL AND POLITICAL RIGHTS

fl Opened for Signature on December 16, 1966. *

TH E STATES PARTIES TO THE PRESENT COVENANT,
- Considering that , in accordance with the principles proclaimed in the Charter

i— - of the United Nations, recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal and In-
- 

- 
alienable rights of all members of the human family is the foundation of freedom ,
Justice and peace in the world , —

Recognizing that these rights derive from the Inherent dignity of the human
person , - - - -  - - — 

Li RecognizIng that , in accordan ce with the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights , the ideal of free human beings enjoying civil and political freedom and
freedom from fear and want can only be achieved If conditions are created
whereby everyone may enjoy his civil and political rights, as well as his eco-

Li ! fbmlc, social and cultu ral rights,
- Considering the obligation of States under the Charter of the United Nations

to promote universal respect for , and observanc e of, human rights and free-
i i  doms,
U Realizing that the Individual, having duties to other Individuals and to the

communi ty to which he belongs, is under a responsibility to strive for the promo-
- - - tion and observanc e of the rights recogniz ed In the present Covenant ,

- Agree upon the following articles:

PART IU -

1. All peoples have the right of self -determination . By virtue of that right
- they freely determine their political status and freely pursue their economic,

social and cultural developm ent.
- 2. All peoples may, for thei r own ends, freely dispose of thei r natural wealthLi and resources without prejudice to any obligat ions arising out of Inte rnational

economic co-operation , based upon the principle of mutual benefit , and Intern a-
- 

tional law. In no case may a people be deprived of its own means of subsis-

Li tence.
3. The States Parties to the present Covenant , Including those having re-

sponslbllity for the administration of Non-Self-Governing and Trust Territories ,
shall promote the realization of the right of self-determination , and shall respect

- that right , In conformity with the provisions of the Charter of the United Na-
- 

tions.

•Aj ’nex to General Assembly Relolutlon 2200 (XXI). 
~~

-
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II PART II

Article 2 - V

V 
- 

- - 1. Each State Party to the present Covenant undertakes to respect and to en-
-
~~ sure to all individuals within Its territory and subject to its Ju risdiction the rights

- - - recognized in the present Covenant , without distinction of any kind, such as race,

U - I colour , sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social
- 

- 
- origin, property, birth or other status.

-: - - 2. Where not already provided for by existing legislative or other measures, —

each State Party to the present Covenant undertakes to take the necessary steps,
in accordance with its constitutional processes and with the provisions of the

Li present Covenant, to adopt such legislative or other measures as may be neces-
sary to give effect to the rights recognized in the present Covenant. -

Li
. 3. Each State Party to the present Covenant undertakes: 

(a) To ensure that any person whose rights or freedoms as herain recog- 
nized are violated shall have an effective remedy, notwithstanding that the viola-

V ~~
- — ion baa been committed by persons acting in an official capacity; -~ .

- Li - (b) To ensure that any person claiming such a remedy shall have his
- _ - 

- 
right thereto determined by competenc ju dicial, administrative or legislative an-
thorities, or by any other competent authority provided for by the legal system of

— Li the State, and to develop the possibilities of Judicial remedy;
(c) To ensure that the competent authorities shall enforce such remedies

- when granted. 
- 

-

Li 
- 

Article 3 
-

- - The States Parties to the present Covenant undertake to ensure the equal
right of men and women to the enjoyment of all political rights set forth in the

- 
- present Covenant. -

ArticLe 4
1. In time of public emergency which threatens the life of the nation and the

F I existence of which is officially proclaimed, the States Parties to the present
Covenant may take measures derogating from their obligations under the present

- Covenant to the extent strictl y required by the exigencies of the situation, pro-
vided that such measures are not Inconsistent with thei r other obligation s under

- international law and do not Involve discrim ination solely on the ground of race ,
colour , sex, Language, religion or origin.

— 11 2. No derogation from Articles 6, 7, 8 (paragraphs 1 and 2), 11, 15, iB and 18
LI may be made under this prov ision.

3. My State Party to the present Covenant availing itself of the right of

U derogation ahall Immediately Inform the other States Parties to the present Coy-
enant, through the intermediary of the Secretary-General ci the United Nations,
of the provislons from which it has derogated and of the reasoos by wbich it was
actuated. A further communication shall be made, through the same interme- - 

-

[I diary, on the date on which it terminates such derogation.

Article 5

U
- 1. NothIng in the present Covenant may be Interpreted as implying for any

- - - - - State, gronp or person any right to engage in any activity or perform any act

~~~~~~~~~~ r _ _ _ _
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- 
~- aimed at the destruction of any of the rights and freedoms recognized herein or

at their limitation to a greater extent than is provided for In the present Cove-
nant.

- -  

- 2. There shall be no restriction upon or derogation from any of the funda-
mental human rights recognized or existing in any State Party to the present

I Covenant pursuant to law, conventions, regulations or custom on the pretext that
- - - - - - the present Covenant does not recognize such rights or that it recognizes them to

V - - 
- a lesser extent.U

- PART Ill - 

—

Li Article 6
1. Every human being has the inherent right to life. - This right shall be pro-

Li
- tected by law. No one shall be arbitranily deprtved of hls llfe.

2. In countries which have not abolished the death penalty, sentence of death
may be imposed only for the most serious crimes in accordance with the law In 

--- force at the time of the commission of the crime and not contrary to the provi-

ll slons of the present Covenan t and tothe Convention on the Prevention and Punish-
- ment of Cr ime of Genocide. This penalty can only be carried out pursuant to a

final judgement rendered by a competent court.
3. When deprivation ci life constitutes the crime of genocide, it Is under- 9

stood 
- 
that noth ing in this article shall authorize any State Party to the present

Covenant to derogate in any way from any obligation assumed under the provi- V

sions of the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Cr ime of Geno-
[1 d de. - 

‘ -

Li - 4. Anyone sentenced to death shall have the right to seek pardon or commu-
tation of the sentence . Amnesty, pardon or commutation of the sentence of death
may be granted in all cases.

[J 5. Sentence of death shall not be Imposed for crimes committed by persons
- below eighteen years of age and shall not be carried out on pregnant women.

- 
- 6. NothIng In this article shall be invoked to delay or to prevent the abolition

U of capital punishment by any State Party to the Covenant.

Article 7 -

Li- - No one shali be subject to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treat-
V 

- 
ment or punishment. In particular, no one shall be subjected without his freâ
consent to medical or scientific experimentation.

[ 1  Article S
1. No one shall be held in slavery; slavery and the slave-trade in all their

r forms shall be prohibited.
2. No one shall be held in servitude.

- 3. (a) No one shall be required to perform forced or compulsory labour;
(b) Paragraph (3) (a) shall not be held to preclude, in countries where im-

1] prisonment with hard labour may be imposed as a punishment for a crime, the
I I performance of hard labour In pursuance of a sentence to such punishment by a

competent court; - V

fl (c) For the purpose ci this paragr aph the term forced or compulsory
labour shall not include

_  ft 
-
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- I

Li (I) Any work or service, not referred to In sub-pa ragraph (b), nor-
mally required of a person who Is under detention in consequence
of a lawful order cia  court, or cia person during conditional ic-

Li 
lease from such detention; -

(Ii) Any service of a military character and, in countries where con-
acient lous objection is recognized, any national service required

— by law of conscientious objectors;

Li - (iii) Any service exacted in cases of emergency or calamity threaten-
ing the life or well-being of the community;

- 
(lv) Any work or service which forms part of normal civil obliga-

-- U 
tions.

Art icle 9 
- 

-

V 
1. Everyone has the right - to liberty and security of person. No one shall be

I I subjected to arbitrary arrest or detention. No one shall be deprived of his lib-
Li erty except on such grounds and In accordance with such procedure as are estab-

lished by law. ~~~~~~~•-_ • _ •~~~_~ ~—— - -  — -- V

— i~1 - 2. Anyone who is arrested shall be Informed, at the time of arrest, of the
LI reasons for his arrest and shall be promptly Informed of any charges against

— 

- him.

U 
- S. Anyone arrest ed or detained on a criminal charge shall be brought

- 
- promptly before a judge or other officer authorized by law to exercise judicial

power and shall be entitled to trial within a reasonable time or to release. It
- shall not be the general rule that persons awaiting trial shall be deta ined in cus-

r - tody, but release may be subject to guarantees to appear for trial , at any other
stage of the judicial proceedings, and , should occasion arise , for execution of the
judgement.

- 4. Anyone who Is deprived of his liberty by arrest or detention shall be en-
titled to take proceed ings before a court , In order that that court may decide

- without delay on the lawfulness of his detention and order his release If the de-
tention Is not lawful. - -

ii 5. Anyone who has been the victim of unlawful arrest or detention shall have
an enforceable right to compensation.

Article lO

Li 1. AU persons deprived of their liberty shall be treated with humanity and
with respect for the inherent dignity of the human person.

- 2. (a) Accused persona shall , save in exceptional circumstances, be segre-
[] gated from convicted persons and shall be subject to separate treatment appro-
-- pilate to their statue as unconvicted persona.

(b) Accused juvenile persons shall be separated from adults and brought

{j : as speedily as possible for adjudication .
V - 3. The penitentiary system shall comprise treatment of prisoners the easen-

tial aim of which shall be their reformation and social rehabilitation. Juvenile
offenders shall be segreated from adults and be accorded treatment appropriate

U to their age and legal status.

L 
V 

- 
‘ . ArtIcle 11 

- 
-- - - - -

fl No one shall be imprisoned merely on the ground of inability to fulfil a con-
LI - tractual obligation.

- - -  - - - - - -

~ 
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ii - - Article 12
Li 1. Everyone lawfully within the territory of a State shall, within that terri-

tory, have the right to liberty of movement and freedom to choose his residence.

11 2. Everyone shall be free to leave any country, Including his own.
3. The above-mentioned rights shall not be subject to any restrictions except

those which are provided by law, are necessary to protect national security, pub-
lic order (ordre public), health or morals or the rights and freedoms of others,
and are consistent with the othe r rights recognized in the present Covenant.

4. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of the right to enter his own country.

- Article 13
U An alien lawfully In the territory of a State Party to the present Covenant

may be expeiled therefrom only In pursuance of a decision reached in accordance

Ij with law and shall, except where compelling reasons of national security other-
wise require, be allowed to submit the reasons against his expulsion and to have

- 
his case reviewed by, and be represented for the purpose before, the competent

- 
- 

- - -—--- ---- authority or a person or persona especially designated by the competent authority.

J Article 14

- 
1. All persons shall be equal before the courts and tribunals. In the deter-

- I mination of any criminal charge against him, or of his rights and obligations in a
suit at law, everyone shall be entitled to a fair and public headng by a competent,
independent and impartial tribunal established by law. The Press and the public

U may be excluded from all or part of a trial for reasons of morals, public order
(ordre public) or national security In a democratic society, or when the Interest
of the private lives of the parties so requires, or to the extent strictly necessary
in the opinion of the court in special circumstances where publicity would preju-

FT dice the Interests of justice; but any judgement rendered In a criminal case or In
LI a suit at law shall be made public except where the interest of juvenile persons

otherwise requires or the proceedings concern matrimonial disputes or the
guardianship of children.

2. Everyone charged with a criminal offense shall have the right to be pre-
sumed innocent until proved guilty according to law.

3. In the determination of any criminal charge against him, everyone shall
[1 - be entitled to the following minimum guarantees, in full equality~U - 

(a) To be informed promptly and in detail In a language which he under-
stands of the nature and cause of the charge against him;

(b) To have adequate time and facilities for the preparation of his defence
and to communicate with counsel of his own choosing;

(c) To be tried without undue delay.
(dj Tobetried in his pressnc ,and to defeud himseif In person or through

[J legal assistance of his own choosing; to be informed, if he does not have legal as-
sistance, of this right; and to have legal assistance assigned to him, In any case

- 
- where the interests of jus tice so require, and without payment by him In any such

fl case If he does not have sufficient means to pay for it; V

- (e) To ~~~ nlne, or have examined, the witnuses *gsIn~t him and to ob-
tain the attendance and examination of witnesses on his behalf under lb. same
conditions as witnes ses against him; -

fl - 
(I) To have the free assistance of an Interpreter If he cannot understand

U or spesk the languag. us.d in court;
(g) Not to be compelled to testily against ~ a..I1 or to confess guilt.
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4. In the case of juvenile persons , the procedure shall be such as wIll take
account of their age and the desirability of promoting their rehabilitation.

I 5. Everyone convicted of a crime shall have the right to his conviction and

U sentence being reviewed by a higher tribunal according to law.
6. When a person has by a final decision been convicted of a criminal offence

and when subsequently his conviction has been reversed or he has been pardoned
on the ground that a new or newly discovered fact shows conclusively that there

U - has been a miscarria ge of justice, the person who has suffered punishment as a
-
~ result of such conviction shall be compensated according to law, unless it is

proved that the non-disclosure of the unimown fact In time Is wholly or partly at-

U 
tributable to him.

E 7. No one shall be liable to be tried or punished again for an offence for
which he has already been finally convicted or acquitted in accordance with the

L - law and penal procedure of each count ry.

[1   ~—~~~ - - -

______ -  1. No one shall be held guilty of any criminal offence on account of any act 
- -

or omission which did not constitute a criminal offence, under national or Inter-
- national law, at the time when it was committed. Nor shall a heavier penalty be

- - imposed than the one that was applicable at the time when the criminal offence

U 
was committed. If, subsequent to the commission of the offence, provision Is
made by law for the imposition of a lighter penalty, the offender shall benefit
thereby.

2. Nothing In this article shall prejudice the trial and punishment of any per-
son for any act or omission which, at the time when it was committed, was crimi-
nal accordin g to the general principles of law r ccgnized by the community of
nations.

* 1] I 
- 

Arti cle l6 
-

- Everyone shall have the right to recognition everywhere as a person before
the law.

1_i - Article l7
- - 1. No one shall be subj ected to arbitrary or unlawful interference with his

U - - privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to unlawful attacks on his honour
and reputation.

2. Everyone has the right to the protection of the law against such Interfer-

[] ence or attacks.

- 
Article 18

~ 1. Everyone shall have the right to freedom of thought , conscience and re-
- ligion. This right shall lnclude freedom to have or tO aIlOPt&refl$ion Or belief Ot

his choice, and freedom, either Individually or In community with others and in - -

public or private , to manifest his religion or belief in worship, observanc e, pine-

U tlce and teachlng.
2. No one shall be subject to coercion which would Impair his freedom to

- -  
have or to ado ptareli glonor bellef of his chOice. -

3. Freedom to manifest one’s religiOn or beliefs may be subject only to math
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U
- - - limitations as are prescribed by Law and are necessary to protect publi c safety,[] order, health, or morals or the fundamental rights and freedoms of others.

4. The States Parties to the present Covenant undertake to have respect for
the liberty of parents and, when applicable, legal guardians to ensure the re-

U Ugtous and moral education of their children in conformity with their own con-
victions.

Article l9 V -

1] 1. Everyone shall have the right to hold opinions without interference.
2. Everyone shall have the right to freedom of expression; this right shall

U
- Include freedom to seek, receive and impart information and Ideas of all kinds,

regardless of fronti ers, either ora lly, In writing or in print , In the form of art,
or through any othe r media of his choice.

3. The exercise of the rights provided for In paragraph 2 of this article car-

U ! ~~~ with It special duties and responsibilities. It may therefore be subj ect ~~ V

cert ain restrictions, but these shall only be such as are provided by law and are- necessar y: 
- —- - - .~~~~~~~ _-.. _ -- --— -~- -

U-- - (a) For respect of ~ rights or reputations of others; -

0) For the protection of national security or of public order (ordre pub-
lic), or of public health or morals.

U Article 2O
- 1. Any propaganda for war shall be prohibited by law.

- 
2. Any advocacy of national, racial or religious hatred that constitutes In-

U citeinent to discrimination, hostility or violence shall be prohibited by law.

Article 21

[J The right of peaceful assembly shall be recognized. No rest rictions may be
placed on the ~zerc lse of this right other than those Imposed in conformity with
the law and which are necessary In a democratic society in the Interests of na-
tional securi ty or - public safety, public order (ordre pub lic), the protection of —Li public health or morals or the protection of the rights and freedoms of others.

ArtIcle 22

Li 1. Everyone shall have the right to freedom of association with others, in-
- - cluding the right to form and join tra de unions for the protection of his interests.

2. No restrictions may be placed on the exercise of this rIght other than

U those which are prescr ibed by law and which are necessary In a democratic so-
ciety In the interests of national security or public safety, public Order (ord re
public), the protection of public health or morals or the protection of the rights

U and freedoms of others. This art icle shall not preve nt the ImposItion of lawful —

restrictions on members of the armed forces and of the police in their exercise
of this right.

3. NothIng in thi s article shall authorIze States Parties to the International
Vabour Organization Convention of 1048 concern ing Freedom of Associat ion and

U Protection of the Right to Organize to take legislative measures which would
prejudice, or to apply the law in such a manner as to prejudice, the guarantees

- - provided for in that Convention.
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H - Artlcle 23
U - 1. The family Is the natural and fundamental group unit of society and Is en-

titled to protection by society and the State.

U -i 2. The right of men and women of marriageable age to marry and to found a
family shall be recognized.

- 
3. No marriage shall be entered into without free and fuil consent of the In-r~ -~-~ 

- tending spouses. - -
- - - - - 4. States Parties to the present Covenant shall take appropriate steps to en-

L 
- sure equality of rights and responsIbilIties of spouses as to marriage, during

marriage and at its dissolution. In the case of dissolution, provision shall be
made for the necessary protection of any children.

Li
V - Article 24

U - - 1. Every child shall have, without any discrimination as to race, colour, sex, 
language , religion, national or social origin, property or birth , the right to such

-~~ 
measures of protection as are required by his status as a minor, on the part of
his family, society and the State . - - -

—: 
- [ j 2. Every child shall be registered immediately after birth and shall have a
: flame.

1 
) 3. Every child has the right to acquire a nationality. -

LI Artic le 25

- 

- Every citizen shall have the right and the opportunity, without any of the dis-

U - tinct ions mentioned in artIcle 2 and without unreasonable restrictions:
(a) To take part In the conduct of public affairs, directly or through freely

chosen representatives; .

(b) To vote and to be elected at genuine periodic elections which shall be
by universal and equal suffrage and shall be held by secret ballot, guaranteeing

- - - - - the free expression of the will of the electors; - 
-

(c) To have access, on general terms of equality, to public service in his

H ;- country.

Article 26
All persons are equal before the law and are entitled without any dlscrimtna-

ton to the equal protection of the law. In this respect, the law shall prohibit any
discrimination and guarante. to all persons equal and effective protection against
discrimination on any ground such as race, colour, sex, language, religion,
political or other opinIon, national or social origin, property, birth or other

- 
status.

• [1 - 

Article~~
In those States In which ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities ~~lst, per-

ons beiongingtosuch minorities shali not be denied the right, lfl Colflmuflity with —

fl - the other members of their group, to enjoy their own culture, to profess and

- 

practise their own religion, or to use their awn language.

El - - V

— V
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U 
- PART IV

- V Article 28

fl 
- 1. There shall be established a Human Rights CommIttee (hereafter referred 

- 
—

to In the present Covenant as the Committee). It shall consist of eighteen mem-
bers and shall carry out the functions here inafter provided.

- 
:- - 2. The Committee shall be composed of nationals of the States Parties to ~~

U present Covenant who shall be persona of high moral character and recognized
competence In the field of human rights, consideration being given to the useful-
ness of the particIpation of some persons having legal experience.

3. The member s of the Commlttee shall be elected and shall serve in theIr -1 -

U personal capacity. 
- -

Article 29 -

U 1. The members of the CommIttee shall be elected by secret ballot from a
list of persons possessing the qualifications presc ribed in article 28 and nomi- V

- nated for the purpose by the States Parties to the present Covenant. -- .--- --- 
- 2. Each State Party to the present Covenant may nominate not more than two

persona. These persons shall be nationals of the nominating State.
3. A person shall be eligible for renomination.

U 
-

-

1. The initial election shall be held no later than slz months after the date of
- 

- the entry into force of the present Covenant.
- 2. At least four months before the date of each election to the Committee,

L other than an election to fill a vacanc y declared in accordance with article 34, the
Secretary-General of the United Nations shall address a written invitation to the

[J States Parties to the present Covenant to submit their nominations for member-
ship of the Committee within three months.

3. The Secretary -General of the United Nations shall prepare a lIst In alpha-
r betical order of all the persons thus nominated, with an indication of the States

V Parties which have nominated them, and shall submit it to the States Parties t~
the present Covenant no later than one month before the date of each election. S -- 4. Elections of the members of the Committee shall be held at a meeting of

J] the States Parties to the present Covenant convened by the Secretary-General of
[j - - the United Nations at the Headquarters of the United Nations. At that meeting,

for which two thirds of the States Parties to the present Covenant shall constitute
r i  a quorum, the persons elected to the Committee shall be those nominees who ob-
I I tam the largest number of votes and an absolute majori ty of the votes of the rep-
U resentatives of States Parties present and voting.

H Article 31
U 1. The Committee may not include more than one national of the same State.

2. In the election of the Committee, consideration shall be given to equitable

El geographical distribution of membership and to the representation of the differ-
m t  form s of civilization and of the principal legal systems. - -

- ArtIcle 32 - - - _-
~~~~~~~

- -

II - 1. Th. members of the Committee shall be elected for a ter m of four years.

- - V ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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They shall be eligible for re-elect ion If renominated. However, the terms of nine
of the membera elected at the flrst election shall expire at the end of two years ;
Immediately after the first election, the names of these nine members shall be

H 
chosen by lot by the Cha irman of the meeting referred to In article 30, para-
graph 4.

2. Elections at the expiry of office shall be held in accordance with the pre-
- ceding articles of this part of the present Covenant.

[j - Article 33
1. 11, in the unanimous opinion of the other members , a member of the Corn-

U mittee has ceased to carry out his functions for any cause other than absence of a
S temporary character, the Chairman of the Committee shall notify the Secretary-

General of the United Nations , who shall then declare the seat of that member to
be vacant. -

2. In the event of the death or the resignation of a member of the Committee,
the Chairman shall Immediately notify the Secretary-General of the United Na-

L - _____ -- tions, who shall declare the seat vacant from the date of death or the date on
which the resignation takes effect. ~~~ - - -

Article 34 -

1. When a vacancy is declared In accord ance with article 33 and if the term
of office of the member to be replaced does not expire within six months of the
declaration of the vacanc y, the Secretary-General of the United Nations shall

- notify each of the States PartIes to the present Covenant , which may within tWo
-months submit nominations in accordance with article 29 for the purpose of fill-

I ing the vacancy . -

2. The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall prepare a list In alpha-- betical order of the persons thus nominated and shall submit it to the States Par-
- 

ties to the present Covenant. The election to fill the vacancy shall then take place
V in accordance with the relevant provisions of this part of the present Covenant.

- V 3. A member of the Committee elected to fill a vacancy declared in accor-
dance with article 33 shall hold office for the remainder of the term of the mem-
ber who vacated the seat on the CommIttee under the provisions of that article.

U 
Art icle 35 

V

The members of the Committee shall , with the approval of the General As-
sembly of the United Nations, receive emoluments from United NatIons resources —

on such terms and conditions as the General Assembly may decide, having is-

H gard to the Importance of the Committee’s responsibIlities.

11 1 Article 36

LI - - - The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall provide the necessary
staff and facilities for the effective performance of the functions of the CommIt-

J ~ tee under the present Covenant.

Article fl
- 1. The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall convene the Initial

U meeting of the Committee at the Headquarters of the United Nations.
2. After Its Initial meeting, the Committee shall meet at such times as shall

be provided In its rules of procedare.

~~~
-
~~~~~~~~~ —‘-~~--- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - - - - -
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U 3. The Committee shall norma lly meet at the Headquarters of the United Na-
lions or at the United Nations Office at-Geneva.

- 

- 

Art icle 38

LI - 
Every member of the Committee shall, before taking up his duties , make a

- solemn declaration in open committee that he will perform his functions linpa r-
S - - daily and conscientiously. V

J Artic le 39
- 1. The Committee shall elect its officers for a term of two years. They mayH be re-elected. 

V

Li 2. The Committee shall establish its own rules of procedure , but these rules
- shall provide , inter alia, that:

[J (a) Twelve members shall constitute a quorum;
- (b) Decisions of the Committee shall be made by a majority vote of the

members present.

H - Artlcle 4O
1. The States Parties to the present Covenant undertake to submit reports on

U 
the measures they have adopted which give effect to the rights recognized herein —

and on the progress made In the enjoyment of those rights:
(a) Within one year of the entry into force of the present Covenant for the

- States Parties concerned;

[] (b) Ther eafter whenever the Committee so requests.
2. All reports shall be submitted to the Secretary-General of the United Na-

dons, who shall transmit them to the Committee for consideration. Reports shall - - -

V ~~ - indicate the factors and difficulties, if any, affecting the Implementation of the
- 

present Covenant.
3. The Secretary-General of the United Nations may, after consultation with

the Committee , transmit to the specialized agencies concerned copies of such
V parts of liii reports as may fall within theIr field of competencc .

[ 4. The Committee shall study the reports submitted by the States Parties to
the present Covenant. It shall transmit Its reports and such general comments

- - as It may consider appropriate , to the States Parties. The Committee may also
- transmit to the Economic and Social Council these comments along with the

— ii V - - - copies of the reports it has received from States Parties to the present Cove .ant. 
V

- - - - - 5. The States Parties to the present Covenant may submit to the Committee
[ 1  observations on any comments that may be made in accordance with paragraph 4

- [j - 
of this artic le.

- Article 4l[1 1. A State Party to the present Covenant may at any time declare wider this
article that it recognizes the competence of the Committee to receive and con-
sider communications to the effect that a State Party claims that amiuisr State

[‘ 
Party Is not fulfilling It. obllg2tlons under th . present Covenant. Comnainica- V

lions under this article may be received and considered only If submitted by a
- 

State Party which has made a declaration recognizing In regard to itself the

D competence of the Committee. No communication shall be received by the Corn- V

mittee If it concerns a State Party which has not mmdi such a declaration. Corn-
munications received under this articl, shall be dealt with In accordance with the
following procedere 

V V

- 11 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~
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1 - (a) If a State Party to the present Covenant considers that another State
L - Party is not giving effect to the provisions of the present Covenant, it may, by

written communication , bring the matter to the attention of that State Party.

H Within three months after the receipt of the communication, the receiving State
shall afford the State which sent the communication an explanation or any other
statement In writing clarifying the matter, which should include, to the extent

H 
possible and pertinent, reference to domestic procedures and remedies taken,

- - pending, or ava ilable in the matter.
(b) If the matter is not adjusted to the satisfaction of both States Parties

concerned within six months after the receipt by the receiving State of the init ial
ii 

-  communication , either State shall have the right to refer the matter to the Corn-
rnittee , by notice given to the Committee and to the other State.

(c) The Committee shall deal with a matter referred to It only after it has -:

1  
ascertained that all available domestic remedies have been invoked and exhausted V

In the matter , in conformity with the generally recognized principles of inter na-
Li tional law. This shall not be the rule where the applicatIon of the remedies i~ 

~~reasonably pro longe&

[I : - - 
- (d) The Committee shall hold closed meetings when examining commu- - 

- -
- nications under this article. - 

V

-
. (e) Subject to the provisions of sub-paragraph (c), the Committee shall

make s”ailable its good offices to the States Parties concerned with a view to a
1 friendly solution of the matter on the basis of respect for human rights and fun-
Li damental freedoms as recognized in the present Covenant.

- (1) In any matter referred to it, the Committee may call upon the States
Parties concerned , referred to in sub-paragraph (b), to supply any relevan t In-
formation .

- (g) The States Parties concerned , referred to In sub-paragraph (b), shall
- have the right to be represented when the matter is being considered In the Corn -
- mittee and to make submiss ions orally and/or in writing.

- (h) The Committee shall, within twelve months after the date of receipt of
notice under sub-paragraph (b), submit a report: — - -

1 (1) If a solution within the terms of sub-paragraph (e) is reached, the
] Committee shall confine it~ report to a brief statement of the facts- and of the solution reached;

(II) If a solution within the terms of sub-paragraph (e) is not reached,. —
[1  the Committee shall confine Its report to a brief stateme nt of the si
LI facts; the wri tten submissions and record of the oral submissions

made by the States Parties concerned shall be attached to the re-

ii - 
- 

port.
1 - [I In evCLy matter , the report shall be communIc ated to the States Parties con- - - -

cerned.
- -  

2. The provisions of this article shall come Into forc e when ten States Par- - -
~

ties to the present Covenan t have made declarations under paragraph 1 of this
L - article . Such declarations shall be deposited by the States Parties with the

Secretary-General of the United Nations, who shall transmit copies thereof to the

U other States Parties . A declaration may be withdrawn at any time by notification
to the Secretary-General. Such a withdrawal shall not prejudice the consideratIon

- - of any matter which i~ the subject of a communication already transmitted under
- V this article ; no further communication by any State Party shall be received after

notification of withdrawal of the declaration has been received by the Secretary-
General, unless the State Part y concerned has made a new declaration.

- - -  
_ _______ --~~~ --- —~~~ —~~~~ —~~~~~ --~--- -——-- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -
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Article 42 
-

Li 1. (a) If a matter referred to the Committee In accordance with artIcle 41 is -not resolved to the satisfaction of the States Parties concerned, the Committee - V

- may, with the prior consent of the States Parties concerned, appoint an ad hoc[ ConcIliation Commission (hereinafter referred to as the Commission). The good
offices of the Commission shall be made available to the States Parties con-

U cerned with a view to an amicable solution of the matter on the basis of respect
- for the present Covenant;

(b) The Commission shall Consist of five persons acceptable to the States
Parties concerned. If the States Parties concerned fail to reach agreement within

[j three months on all or part of the composition of the Commission , the members
of the Commission concerning whom no agreement has been rea ched shall be
elected by secret ballot by a two-thirds majori ty vote of the Committee from V

U : among Its members.
2. The members of the Commission shall serve in thei r personal capacity. V

They shall not be nationals of the States Parties concerned , or of a State not
-
_____ - - party to the present Covenant , or of a State Party which has not made a declara- - - - - -

U lion under artIcle 41.
3. The Commission shall elect its own Chairman and adopt its own rules of

- procedure.
- - 4. The meetings of the Commission shall normally be held at the Headquar-

V 

ters of the United Nations or at the United Nations Office at Geneva. However ,
they may be held at such other convenient places as the Commission may deter-

V mine in consultation with the Secretary-General of the United Nations and the

U - States Parties concerned.- - - 5. The secretariat provided In accordance with artIcle 36 shall also service
the commissions appointed under this article.

V - 6. The Information received and collated by the Committee shall be made
available to the Commission and the Commission may call upon the States Par-

— ties concerned to supply any othe r relevant Information .
7. When the Commission has fully considered the matter, but in any event

1 not later than twelve months after having been seized of the matter , It shall sub- - V

11 Lj mit to the Chairman of the Committee a report for communication to the States
Parties concerned.

~ (a) If the CommissIon Is unable to complete Its consideration of the mat-
tsr within twelve months, It shall confine Its report to a brief statement of the

- status at its consideration of the matter;
(b) If an amicable solution to the matter on the basis of respect for human

[1 rlgits as recognized in the present Covenant Is reached , the Commission shall
LI confine its report to a brief statement of the facts and of the solution reached.

- (c) if a solution within the terms of sub-paragraph (b) is not reached, the
Comn isslon’s report shall embody its findings on all questions of fact relevant to
the Issues between the States PartIes concerned, and Its views on the possibilities

• of an amicable solution of the matter. This report shall alao contain the written
submissions aid a record of the oral submissions made by the States Parties

[I conserned.
- (~ If the Comailsaice’s report Is submitted under sub-paragraph (c), the

States Parties concerr~sd shall, within three months of the receipt of the report,
notify the Chairman of the Committee whether or not they accept the contents of[1 - the report of the Commiseton. - -

- -~~ -— ~~•_____ _
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~ 
- 8. The provision s of this article are without prejudice to the responsibilitIes

- 
- of the Committee under ar ticle 41.

9. The States Parties concern ed shall share equally all the expenses of the

U members of the Commission in accordance with estimates to be provided by the
Secretary-General of the United Nations.

10. The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall be empowered to pay
the expenses of the members of the Commission , if necessary, before reimbur se-

[I ment by the States Parties - concerned , in accordance with paragraph 9 of this
article. —

1~ 1 - 
Article 43

- LI The members of the Committee , and of the ad hoc conciliation commissions
which may be appointed under article 42, shall be entitled to the facilities , privi-

- U 
- leges and immunities of experts on mission for the United Nations as laid down In

the relevant sections of the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the
United Nations.

U - Article 44
- The provisions for the implementation of the present Covenant shall apply

- 
without prejudice to the procedures prescribed In the field of human rights by or

U under the constituent Instr uments and the conventions of the United Nations and of
the specIalized agencies and shall not prevent the States Parties to the present
Covenant from having recourse to other procedures for settling a dispute in ac-
cordance with general or special international agreements in force between them.

Li - Art icle 45
- The Committee shall submit to the General Assembly of the United Nation s,

- through the Economic and Social Council , an annual report on its activities.

- U - PART V

- - Article 46

Li’ 
- — - -

Nothing In the present Covenant shall be Interpreted as Impairing the provi-
- - sions of the Charter of the United Nations and of the constitutions of the special-

- 

- 
- Ized agencies which define the respective responsib ilities of the various organs

of the United Nations and of the specIalized agencies In regard to the matters
dealt with in the present Covenant. 

- 

-

- 
Article 47

— I] - Nothing in the present Covenant shall be Inte rpreted as impairing the in-
- herent right of all peoples to enjoy and utilize fully and freely their natural wealth -- and resources.

I] PART VI

- - Artlcle 48 V - V

U 1. The present Covenant Is open for signature by an~ State Member of the
United Nations or member of any of Its specialized agencies by any State Party to

~~~~~~~~~ ‘ 
~~ - ---- - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -L - -

~~~~~~
_
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U the Statute of the International Court of Justice , and by any other State which has
V been Invited by the General Assembly of the United Nations to become a party to

the present Covenant.

U 2. The present Covenant Is subject to ratification. Instruments of ratifica-
tion shall be deposIted with the Secretary-General of the United Nations.

- 3. The present Covenant shall be open to accession by any State referred to- in paragraph 1 of th is article. V

[I 4. Accession shall be effected by the deposit of any Instrument of accession
[J with the Secretary-Genera l of the United Nations.

5. The Secretary-Gen eral of the United Nation s shall inform aU States which - 2-
have signed this Covenant or acceded to it of the deposit of each instrum ent of[] ratification or accession .

Article 49 
V[1 1. The present Covenant shall enter into force three month s after the date of

- the deposit with the Secretary- Genera l of the United Nations of the thirty-fifth In-
--——--------- --- — - strument of ratification or instrument of accession .

U - 2. For each State rat ifying the present Covenant or acceding to it after the
deposit of the thirty-fifth instrument of ratification or Instrument of accession ,
the present Covenant shall enter Into force three months after the date of the de-

1-1 posit of Its own Instrument of ratification or instr ument of accession.

Article 50 
V 

V

The provisions of the pr esent Covenant shall extend to all parts of federalU States without any limitations or exceptIons.
‘~ 

~ Article 51
-

- [F 1. Any State Party to the present Covenant may prop ose an amendment and
- file it with the Secreta ry-General of the United Nations. The Secreta ry-General

of the United Nation s shall thereup on commun icate any proposed amendments to
the States Parti es to the present Covenant with a request tha t they notify him
whether they favour a conference of States Parti es for the purpose of considering
and voting upon the proposals. In the event that at least one third of the States

U Parties favours such a conference , the Secretary- General shall convene the con-
ference under the auspices of the United Nations . Any amendment adopted by a
majori ty of the States Par ties present and voting at the confer ence shall be sub-
mitted to the Genera l Assembly of the United Nations for approval .

[‘ 
2. Amendments shall come into force when they have been approved by the

General Assembly of the United Nations and accepted by a two-thirds majori ty of
the States Part ies to the present Covenant In accordance with their respective

U constitutional processes. -

3. When amendments come into force , they shall be binding on those States
Parties which have accepted them , other State s Parties still being bound by the
provisions of the present Covenant and any earlier amendment which they have

I] 
accepted. 

-

- Article 53
fi 1. The present Covenant, of which the Chinese , English, French, Russian and
U Spanish texti are squally authentic, shall be deposited In the érchlves of the

United Nations . - -
‘ - 

- -

_______ - ~~~~~ ~~~~~A 2 - ~~~~~~ -~~~~~~J~~~ d~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ -
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[] 2. The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall transmit certified
copies of the present Covenant to all States referred to in article 48.

U OPTIONAL PROTOCOL TO ThE INTERNATIONAL COVENANT
ON CIVIL AND POLITICAL RIGHTS

- - THE STATES PARTIES TO ThE PRESENT PROTOCOL ,

J Considering that in order to further achieve the purposes of the Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights (here inafter referred to as the Covenant) and the 1w-
plementat lon of Its provisions It would be appropriate to enable the Human Rights

V Committee set up on part IV of the Covenant (hereinafter refe rred to as the Corn-
- mittee) to receive and consider , as provided in the present Protocol , commun ica-

- tions from individuals claiming to be victims of violations of any of the rights set - 

—
- - forth in the Covenant ,

- 
- Have agreed as follows: -

- ~~~~~ -~~~~--- Art lcle l

J A State Party to the Covenant that becomes a party to the present Protocol
recognizes the competence of the Committee to receive and consider communica-

V tions from individua ls subject to its juri sdiction who claim to be victims of a yb-

~ 1 ’  lation by that State Party of any of the rights set forth in. the Covenant. No corn-
-
~ municat ion shall be received l~y the Committee U it concerns a State Party to the

Covenant which is not a party to the present Protocol.

[1 - Artlcle 2

- 
- Subject to the provisions of article 1, individuals who claim that any of their

r]  - rights enumerated in the Covenant have been violated and who have exhausted all
available domestic remedies may submit a written communication to the Corn-

- 

- 
mittee for consideration .

[1 -

- 

The Committee shall consider Inadmissible any communication under the
present Protocol which Is anonymous , or which It considers to be an abuse of the[ right of submission of such communications or to be Incompatible with the pro-
visions of the Covenant .

I -

- - 1. Subject to the provisions of article 3, the Committee shall brin g any Corn -
munication s submitted to It under the present Protocol to the attention of the State

V Party to the present Protocol alleged to be violating any provisions of the Cove-

~-j 1~i nant.
2. Within six months, the receiving State shall submit to the Committee

written explanations or statements clarifying the matter and the remedy, if any,[] that may have been taken by that State.
- 

Article 5

(] 1. The Committee shall consider communications received under the present
Protocol in the light of all written information made available to It by the m d i -
vidual and by the State Party concerned.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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2. The Committee shall not consider any communication from an indivIdual• 
~~ unless it has ascertAined that:

-
- (a) The same matter is not being examined under another procedure of Vinternational investigation or settlement;

[] - (b) The individual has exhausted all available domestic remedies. Thisshall not be the rule where the application of the remedies is unreasonably pro-longed. -

- 3. The Committee shall hold closed meetings when easinmn~ng conimunlca- 
V V- 

~ tions under the present Prot ocol.
4. The Committee shall forward Its views to the State Party concerned and

- 
to the Indivickial. -U ArUcle I

The Committee shall Include In its annual report under article 45 of the
- [J Covenant a summary of its activities under the present Protocol.

- - - - .- - ArtIcle 7 
~~~~~~~ — . - . - - -- -

Ej 
-

~ 

I 
- - 

Pending the achievement of the objectives of resolutIon 1514 (XV) adopted by
- the General Assembly of the United Nations on 14 December 1960 concernIng the 

V 
VDeclaration on the Gr2nfhig of Independence to Colonial Count ries and Peoples,the provisions of the present Protocol shall in no way limit the right of petition

- U granted to these people. by the Charter of the Unttsd NatIons and other Interna- 
V- tional conventions and instruments under the United Nations and its specialized- - agencies.

ArtiCle S
1. The present Protocol Is open for signatur, by any stat. wk ~ has signed

[] the Covenant.
- 2. The present Protocol is subject to ratification by any Stat. which ha.ratified or acceded to the Covenant. Iimtruu*snts of ratification shall be deposited

- with the Secretary-General of the United Nations.[I s. The pre sent Protocol shall be open to accession by any Stats which has- ratified or acceded to the Covenant.
- 4. Accession shall be effected by the deposit of an iastrumeat of accession

U - with the Secretary-General of the United Nations.
5. The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall Irdorm all StM~~ which- have aim ed the present Protocol or acceded to it of the deposit of each thstru-- ment of i’atlflcation or accession.

j L Article 9
- 1. Subject to th, entry into force of the Covenant, th. present Protocol shallfl enter into force three months after the dat. of the deposit with the Secretary-L General of the United Nation s of the tenth instrument of ratification or instru-ment of accession.

-~~ 2. For each Stat, ratifying lb. present Protocol or acceding to it after thedeposit of the tenth Instrument of ratification or Instrument of aCcessIon, thepresent Protocol shall enter into force k.. months after th dat. of the deposit - 

- -
Vof its own Instrument of ratification or instrument of accession.I]
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- - Article lO —[1 The provisions of the present Protocol shall extend to all part. of federal

States without any limitations or exceptions.

[1 Article 11
1. Any State Party to the present Protocol may propose an amendment --d

file it with the Secreta ry-General of the United Nations. The Secretary-General

fl - shall thereupon communIcate any proposed amendments to the States Parties to
the present Protocol with a request that they notify him whether they favour a - —

conference of States Parties for the porpos e of considedng and voting upon the

U proposal. In the event that at least one third of the States Parties favours such a
conference, the Secretary-General shall convene the conference under the ens-
picee of the United Nations. Any amendment adopted by a majority of the States

- Parties present and voting at the conference shall be submitted to the General
Assembly of the United Nations for approval.

L 2. Amendments shaft come Into force when they have been approved by the
_ _ _ _ _  -~~ ~~ General Assembly of the United Nations and accepted by a ~~~~~~~ majority of

the States Parties to the present Protocol In accordance wIth their respective
constitutional processes.

1. 3. When amendments come into force, they shall be binding on these States — 

Parties which have accepted them, other States Parties still being bound by the
11 provisIons of the present Protocol and any earlier amendment which they have
Li accepted.

- 
- 

- 
Article 12

Li - 
- 1. Any State Party may denounce the present Protocol at any time by written

notifIcation addressed to the Secretary-General of the United Nations. DenuncIa-
- lion shall take effect thr ee months after the date of receipt of the notification by

the Secretary-General.
2. DenuncIation shall be without prejudice to the continued application of the

provisions of the present Protocol to any communication submItted under ar-

11 
- 

- - 

- tick 2 before the effective date of denunciation.

ArticLe 13 
-

11- - - - Irre.pective of the notifications made under article 8, paragraph 5, of the
present Protocol, the Secretary-General of the UnIted Nations shall Inform all

- 
— States referred to in article 48, paragraph 1, of the Covenant of the following

U - particulars:
V (a) lignatures, ratifications and accessions under article 8;

- O~
) The date of the entry Into force of the present Protocol under article S

and the date of the entry into force of any amendments under article 11;

[] (c) Denunciations under article 12.

Article 14
fl - 1. The present Protocol, of -uhich the Chines., Inglish, French, ~ isstan and

~ 11 ~~saish texts Sr. squally anthentic, shall be deposited in the archives of the
V Uuitsd Nations.

U
- - V 2. The $.cr.tary-Ges.ral of the United Nations shall transmit certified

OOØIS of ~~ present Protocol to all states rshrred to in article 4$ of th Coy.- :-- ~~~, -~saM.
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AMERICAN CONVENTION Oti HUMAN RIGHTS

H.
The American states sIgnatory to the present Convention,
Reaffirming their Intention to consolidate in this hemisphere, within the V

framework of democratic Institutions, a system of personal liberty and social
- justice based on respect for the essential rights of man;

fl ~~~~5~ [that the essential rights of man are not derived from one’s being
a national of a certain state, but are based upon attributes of the human person-

- ,  aitty, and that they thereföre justify International protection In the form of a con- -

- vention reinforcing or complementing the protection provided by the domestic law
of the American states;

Considering that these principles have been set forth In the Charter of the
- Organization of American States, In the American Declaration of the Rights and

- U Duties of Man, and In the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and that they
have been reaffirmed and refined in other international instruments, worldwide
as well as regional in scope;

U Reiterating that, In accordance with the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, the Ideal of free men enjoying freedom from fear and want can be achieved
only If conditions are created whereby everyone may enjoy his economic, social,
and cultural rights, as well as his civil and political rights; and

Considering that the Thir d Special Inter-American Conference (Buenos
Aires, 1967) approved the Incorporation Into the Charter of the Organization Itself

V of broader standards with respect to economic , social, and educational rights and
resolved that an Inter -American convention on human rights should determine V

the structure , competence , - and procedure of the organs responsible for these
matters ,

U 
Have agreed upon the following:

- - PART I — STATE OBLIGATIONS AND RIGHTS PROTECTED

~ri 
- - -

CHAPTER I — GENERAL OBLIGATIONS

V 
Article 1. OblIgation to Respect Rights

1. The States Parties to this Convention undertake to respect the rights and
f~eedoms recognized herein and to ensure to all persons subject to their juris-

fl diction the free and full exercise of those rights and freedoms, without any dis-
crimInation for reasons of race, color, sex, language, religion, political or other
opinion, national or social origin, economic status, birth, or any other social
condition.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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- ArtIcle 2. Domestic Legal Effects
- 

- Li Where the exercise of any of the rights or freedoms referred totharticte l
- - Is not already ensured by legislative or other provisions, the States Parties

undertake to adopt, in accordance with their constitutional processes and the pro-
L visions of this Convention, such legislative or other measures as may be neces-

sary to give effect to those rights or freedoms.

CHAPTER II— CWIL AND P9LITICAL RIGHTS

U Article 3. Right to Juridical
1 
PersonalIty 

V

Every person baa the right to recognition as a person before the law.
- - Article 4. RighttoL lfe -

1. Every person has the right to have his life respected. ThIs rIght shall be
- - protected by law and, In general, from the moment of conception. No one shall be

- arbitrarily dspriv.d of his life.
1 2. In countries that have not abolished the death penalty, it may be Imposed - 

- 
-

- only for the most serious crimes and pursuant to a fInal judgment rendered by a - 
—

competent court and in accordance with a law establishing such punishment, en- -:

acted prior to the commission of the crime. The application ot such punishment
shall not be extended to crimes to which It does not presently apply.

S. The death penalty shall not be reestablished in states that have abol-
V ished it.

LI 4. In no case thall capital punishment be Inflicted for political offenses or
related common crimes.

- 
- 5. CapItal punishment shall not be imposed upon persons who, at the time the[~ crime was commItted , were under 18 years of age or over 70 years of age; nor

shall It be applied to pregnant women.
- I - - - . 6. Every person condemned to death shall have the right to apply for am-

- nesty , pardon, or commutation of sentence , which may be granted In all cases.
Capital punishment shall not be Imposed while such a petition is pending decision
by the competent authority.

U - Article 5. Right to Humane Treatment
1. Every person has the right to have his physical , menta l, and moral in-

- 
tegrity respected.

- 2. No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel , Inhuman , or degrading
- punishment or treatment. All persons deprived of their liberty shall be treated

V with respect for the inherent dignity of the human person . 
V

[I 3. Punishment shall not be extended to any person other than the criminal.
- . 4. Accused persona shall , save in exceptIonal cIrcums~~ ces, be segregated

from convicted persons , and shall be subject to separate treatment appropriate to
V their status as unconvtcted persons.[J 5. Minors while subject to criminal proceedings shall be separated from

adults and brou ght befor e specIalized tribunals, as speedily as possible , so that - -

- - they may be treated In accordance with their status as minors.

U
- 6. PunIshments consisting ci deprivation of liberty shall have as an essential

aim the reform and social readaptation of the prisoners.
- (  V
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[1 reasonable time, by a competent, independent , and Impartial tribunal, previously 
- 

-

established by law, in the substantiation of any accusation of a criminal nature
- made against him or for the determination of his rights and obligations of a civil,

I labor, fiscal, or any other nature.
- 

2. Every person accused of a criminal offense has the right to be presumed
Innocent so long as his guilt has not been proven according to law. During the
proceedings, every person is entitled, with full equality, to the following minimum

Li guarantees: -

a. the right of the accused to be assisted without charge by a translator
or interpreter , If he does not understand or does not speak the Ian-

[] - - guage of the tribunal or court ;
b. prior notification in detail to the accused of the charges against him;

- c. adequate time and means for the preparation of his defense;
d. the right of the accused to defend himself personally or to be assisted

by legal counsel , of his own choosing, and to communicate freely and
- privately with his own counsel;
-

. -- -
~~ 

— -—-- — --— e. the Inalienable right to be assisted by counsel provided by the state , -

- paid or not as the domestic law provides, If the accused does not de-
Li- fend himself personally or engage his own counsel within the time pe-

rind established by law; V

f. the right of the defense to examine witnesses present in the court and
to obtain the appearance, as witnesses , of experts or other persons
who may thr ow light on the facts;

g. the right not to be compelled to be a witness against himself or to
- plead guilty; and

- Ii. the right to appeal the Judgment to a higher court.
3. A confession of guilt by the accused shall be valid only if it Is made with-

- out coercion of any kind.
4. An accused person acquitted by a nonappealable ju dgment shall not be

V 
subjected to a new trial for the same canse.

5. CrIminal proceedings shall be public, except insofar as may be necessary

[] to protect the lnterestsofjustice.

Article S. Freedom from Ix Post Facto Laws
[ 1 I No one shall be convicted of any act or omission that did not constitute a
LI criminal off ense, under the applicable law, at the time it was committed. A

heavier penalty shall not be imposed than the one that was applicable at the time
the criminal offense was committed. If subsequent to the commission of the ci-
fense the law provides for the imposition ci a lighter punishment, the guilty per-

- - j son sha ll benefit therefrom.

U Article 10. RIght to Compensation
- 

- - 
Every person has the right to be compensated In accordance with th. law

in the event he has been sentenced by a final judgment through a miscarriag, of

[j justice. -

I Article 11. RIghtto Privac~ -[1 1. Everyone has the right to have his honor respected and his dignity recog- ~ 
- 

-
nissd. -
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2. No one may be the object of arbitrary or abusIv e interference with his
UI private life, his family, his home, or his correspondence, or of unlawful attacks

- on his honor or reputation.
3. Everyone has the right to the protection of the law against such interfer-

[[1 
ence or attacks.

Article 12. Freedom of ConscIence and Religion
ía 1. Everyone has the right to freedom of conscience and of religion. This
Lii right Includes freedom to maintain or to change one’s religion or beliefs , and

freedom to profess or disseminate one’s religion or beliefs, either individually —

11~1 4 or together with others, in public or in private.
U 2. No one shall be subject to restrictions that might impair his freedom to

maintain or to change his religion or beliefs.
- V 

3. Freedom to manifest one’s religion and beliefs may be subject only to the r
limitations prescribed by law that are necessary to protect public safety, order,

- Lii - health, or morals, or the rights or freedoms of others.
- - - -~ - - 

4. Parents or guardisns, as the case may be, have the right to provide for

[] 
- the religious and moral education of theIr children or wards that Is in. accord

with their own convictions.

Article 13. Freedom of Thought and Expression

VJ 1. Everyone has the right to freedom of thought and expression. This right
includes freedom to seek, receive, and Impart information and ideas of all kinds,

- 

U : regardless of frontiers, either orally, In writing, in print, in the form of art , or
through any other medium of one’s choIce.

2. The exercise of the right provided for In the foregoing paragraph shall not - -
be subject to prior censor ship but shall be subject to subsequent Imposition of - - -

[I f liability, which shall be expressly establis hed by law to the extent necessary to 4} enaure
a. respect for the rights or reputations of others; or

Ii 
b. the protection of national security, public order, or public health or

morals.
3. The right of expression may not be restricted by Indirect methods or

means , such as the abuse of government or private controls over newsprin t, radio
1 I  broadcasti ng frequ encies, or equipment used In the dlssen~inatIon of Information,

or by any other means tending to impede the communication and circulatIon of
Ideu and oplnions.

4. NotwIthstanding the provisions of paragraph 2 above, public entertain-U meats may be subject by law to prior censorship for the sole purpose of regulat- “

lug access to them for the moral protection of childhood and adolescence. V

5. Any propaganda for war and any advocacy of national, racial, or religious

II hatred that constitute Incitements to lawless violence or to any other similar
illegal action against any person or group of perso ns on any grounds Including
those of race, caine , religion, language , or national origin shall be considered as - 

—

offe.s.s puntshabt. by law. - •~
II Article 14. Right of Re~Iy - -

- 1. Anyone Injured by Inaccurate or offensive statements or Ideas dissemi- 1 -

nated to th. public in general by a k~~I1y regulated medium of co,nmwiication

—V ___ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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[J 
has the right to reply or to make a correction using the same communications
outlet, under such conditions as the law may establish.

2. The correction or reply shall not in any case remit other legal liabilities
that may have been Incurred. —

I 3. For the effective protection of honor and reputation, every publisher, and
L I  

- 
every newspaper , motion picture, radio , and television company, shall have a
person responsible who Is not protected by Immunities or special privileges .

U Article 15. Right of Assembly
V The right of peaceful assembly, without arms, Is recognized. No restrictions

11 may be placed on the exercise of this right other than those Imposed in confor-
(J mity with the law and necessary In a democratic society in the interest of nat ional

security, public safety or public order, or to protect public health or morals or
- the rights or freedoms of others.

ArtIcle 16. Freedom of Association
-- - -—- ----- -- -~- —- - -- -- -- 1. Everyone ~hu the right to associate freely for Ideological, religious, po- - - -

- U litical, economic, labor, social, cultural, sports, or other purposes.• 2. The exercIs e of this right shall be subject only to such restrictions es-
- - tablished by law as may be necessary in a democratic society, in the interest of

U national security, public safety or public order, or to protect public health or
morals or the rights and freedoms of others. V

V 
. 3. The provisions of this article do not bar the imposit ion of legal restric-

- V - tlons, including even deprivation of the exercise of the right of association, on[I - members of the armed forces and the police. 
V

- 
- 

- ArtIcle 17. Rights of the Family - —

[1. 1. The family ii the natural and fundamental group unit of society and Is en-J titled to protection by society and the state.
2. The right of men and women of marriageable age to marry and to raise a

11 family shall be recognized, if they meet the conditions required by domestic laws,
Li insofar as such conditions do not affect the princIple of nondiscrimination estab-

lished In this Convention.
3. No marriage shall be entered Into without the free and full consent of the

ii Intending spouses.
U 4. The States PartIes shall take appropriate steps to ensure the equality of

rights and the adequate balancing of responsibilities of the spouses as to mar-

[I n ags, during marriage, and in the event of Its dissolution. In case of dissolution ,
provision shall be made for the necessary protection of any children solely on the

- basis ci their own best Interests.
J - - - S. The law shali recognize equal rights for chlldren born out ofU - 

— 

- 

those born In wedlock. 
-

- : 
- 

- Article 18. Right to a Name - 

V

II - 
- 

- 
Every person has the right to a given name and to the surnames of his par-

ents or that of one of them. The law shall regulate the manner in which this right
- shall be ensured for all, by the use of assumed names If necessary.

11
-~~ V
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~
Article 19. Rights of the Child —

- H Every mInor child has the right to the measures of protection required by
hls condition asamlnor on the part of hls fami-ly, society, and the state.

ArtIcle 20. Right to Nationality V

1. Every person has the right to a nationality. -

- 2. Every person has the right to the nationality of the state In whose ten-
ritory he was born if he does not have the right to any other nationality.

3. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his nationality or of the right to
change It.

LI ArtIcle 21. Right to Property
1. Everyone has the right to the use and enjoyment of his property. The law

may subordinate such use and enjoyment to the intere st of society.
2. No one shall be deprived of hIs property except upon payment of just com-

- - 
- pensatlon, for reasons of public utility or social interest , and in the cases- and 

- - - 

V

— —----— —- -- -. acco~~ng to the forms established by law. 
I I - 3. Usury and any other form of exploitation of man by man shall be pro- —

Li hibited by law.

U - I Article 22. Freedom of Movement and Residence
1. Every person lawfully in the territory of a State Party has the right to V

move about in It, and to reside In It subject to the provisions of the law.
i i 2. Every person has the right to leave any country freely, including his own. •

LI 3. The exercise of the foregoIng rights may be restricted only pursuant to a
- law to the extent necessary in a democratic society to prevent crime or to pro-

- - teu national security, public safety, public order, public morals , public health ,
- or the rights or freedoms of others.

H 4. The exercise of the rights recognizedinparagraphlmay also be re- -
-Vstr lcted by law in designated zones for reasons of public Interest. -

r i 5. No one can be expelled from the territory of the state of which he is a na-
U tional or be deprived cf the nlgbt to enter lt.

6. An alien lawfully in the territory of a State Party to this Convention may
- - be expelled from It only pursuant to a decision reached In accordance with law.

I- i - - 7. Every person has the right to seek and be granted asylum in a foreign
- U- territory, in accordance with the legislation of the state and International conven-

V I tions, In the event he is being pursued for political offenses or related common
~- 1 ~ crimes. - HIi - 8. In no case may an alien be deported or returned to a country, regardless

- of whether or not it is his country of origin, if In that country his right to life or
personal freedom Is in danger of being violated because of his race, nationality,
religion, social status, or political cpinlons.

8. Th, collective expulsion of aliens ii prohibited.

Article 23. Right to Participate In Government
1. Every citizen shall enjoy the following rights and opportunities

- a. to take part In the conduct of public affairs, directly or throug h freely

~ 
[J - 

chosen representatives;

L ~n ... ~~~. 
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I b. to vote and to be elected In genuine periodic elections, which shall be
L~ 

by universal and equal suffrage and by secret ballot that guarantees
the free expression of the will of the voters; and

U 
c. to have access, under general conditions of equality, to the public

- 
- service of his country.

2. The law may regulate the exercise of the rights and opportunities referred
to in the preceding paragraph only on the basis of age, nationality, resIdence ,

— U - language, education, civil and mental capacity, or sentencing by a competent court
in criminal proceedings.

U 
Article 24. Right to Equal Protection - -

~~~:

All persons are equal before the law. Consequently, they are entitled, with- - — -

• out discrimination, to equal protection of the law.

H Article 25. Right to Judicial ProtectIon -

1. Everyone has the right to simple and prompt recourse, or any other of-
________ - -

~-~ fective recourse, to a competent court or tribunal for protection against acts that —— 
- violate his fundamental rights recognized by the constitution or laws of the state

concerned or by this Convention, even though such violation may have been corn-
- 

mitted by persons acting In the course of their official duties.

U 2. The States Parties undertake: - - 
V

a. to ensure that any person claiming such remedy shall have his rights
determined by the competent authority provided for by the legal sys-

U 
tem of the state;

b. to develop the possibilities of judicial remedy; and
- 

c. to ensure that the competent authorities shall enforce such remedies
- 

- when granted.
- - V—~ 1 —

L - 
- CHAPTER Ifl — ECONOMIC , SOCIAL, AND CULTURAL RIGHTS

- - {] - Article 26. Pro gressive Development
V 

- The States Parties undertake to adopt measures , both internally and through
- - international cooperation, especially those of an economic and technical nature,

U with a view to achieving progressively, by legislation or other appropriate means,
the full realization of the rights implicit In the economic, social, educational, sci-
entific, and cultural standards set forth In the Charter of the Organization of

U 
American States as amended by the Protocol of Buenos Aires.

- CHAPTER IV — SUSPENSION OF GUARANTEES ,
- 

- 
INTERPRETATION, AND APPLICATION

- - 
- 

- . - 
- 

Article 27. ~ispension of Guarantees
1. In time of war , public danger , or other emergency that threatens the m dc-

fl pendence or securi ty of a State Party, It may take measures derogating from Its
U obligations under thepresent Conventlontothe extent m d  for the period of time

- strictly required by the exigencies of the situation, provided that such measures
are not inconsIstent 11th its- other obligations under International law and do not
Involve discrimination on the ground of race, color, sex, Language, religion, or 

- - -
social origin. U

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~. 
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V

2. The foregoing provision does not authorize any s-us-pens-Ion of the following

~ LI articles-: Article 3 (Right to Juridical Per sonality), ArticLe 4 (Right to Life), Ar-
tId e 5 (RIght to Humane Treatment), ArtIcle 6 (Freedom from Slavery), Article 9

- - , - (Freedom from Ex Post Facto Laws), ArtIcle 12 (Freedom of Conscience and Re-
V ligion), Article 17 (RIghts of the Family) , Article 18 (RIght to a Name) , Article 19

U (Rights of the Chth~, Articl e 20 (RIght to Nationality), and ArtIcle 23 (Right to
Participate in Government), or of the judicial guarantees essential for the pro-
tect ion of such rights. -

J 3. Any State Party availing Itself of the right of suspension shall immediately
Inform the other States Parties, through the Secretary General of the Organiza-
tlon of American States , of the provisions the application of which It has SUB-
pended , the reasons that gave rise to the suspension , and the date set for the
termination of such suspension. V

- 1 1  ArtIcle 28. Federal Clause
- Li 1. Where a State Party is constituted as a federal state , the national govern-

ment of such State Party shall Implement all the provisions of the Convention
over whose subject matter It exercises legislative and judicial jurisdiction.

2. WIth respect to the prov isions over whose subject matter the constituent
units- of the federal state have jurisdiction , the national government shall imme-
dtately take suitable measures , in accordance with its constitution and its laws,

U to the end that the competent authorities - of the constituent units may adopt s-p-
propriate provisions for the fulfillment of this Convention .

3. Whenever two or more States- Parties agree to form a federation or other
1 type of association, they shall take care that the resulting federal or other corn- 

V

- - J pact contains the provisions necessary for continuing and render ing effective the
standards of this Convention In the new state that ii organized.

- 
- [I Article 29. Restrictions Regardin g Interpretation 

V

No provision of this Convention s-hall be Interpreted as:
a. permittIng any State Party, group, or person to suppress the enjoy-

~~ - U ment or exercise of the rights and freedoms recognized In this Con-
vent lon or to restrict them to a greater extent than Is provided for

- - - herein;

U b. restricting the enjoyment or exercise of any right or freedom recog-
nized by virtue of the laws- of any State Party or by vlrtue of another

V convention to which one of the said stat es- Is- a party;
c. precluding other rights or guarantees that are Inherent in the human

U personality or derived from representative democracy as a form of
government; or V

d. excluding or limiting the effect that the American Declaration of the
Rights and Duti es of Man and other International acts of the same na-[J lure may have.

ArtIcle 30. Scope of Restrictions-
The restrictIons that, pursuant to this Convention, may be placed on the en-

joyment or szsrcise of the rights or freedoms recognized herein may not be ap-
plied except in accordance with laws enacted for reasons of general Inte rest and -

~1TT TT1T T1T TTV ;-
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-- Article 31. RecognItion of Other Rights V

-
~~ Other rights and freedoms recognized In accordance with the procedures es-

- tab lished In Art Icles 76 and 77 may be included in the system of protection of this
Convention .

— r - 
CHAPTER V — PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITIES

LI Article 32. RelatIonshi p between Duties and Rights-

U
i. Every person has responsibilities to his family , his- community, and man-

- kind.
2. The rights of each person are limited by the rights of others, by the s-c-

curtty of all, and by the just demands of the general welfare , in a democratic
society.

- ~~~~~~~~~~~ 
- ---~~ -—- -~~ -- PART U—MEANS OF PROTEC TION -.- - 

CHAPTER V I —  COMPETENT ORGANS

— [j Article 3S -

The following organs shall have competence with respect to matters relating
— - to the fulfI llment of the commitments made by the States Parties to this Con-

ventiorn
L a. the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights , referred to as

‘The Commission ’; and .

I b. the Inter- American Court of Human Rights-, referred to as ‘Ther Court.’

[] . CHAPTER VII — INTER-A MERICAN COMMISSION ON HUMAN RiGHTS

SectIon 1. OrganizatIon - - —

1- - Art icle 34
The Inter-Americ an Commission on Human Rights s-hall be composed of

U seven members -, who shall be persons of high moral character and recognized
competence in the field of human rights.

fl I ArtIcLe 35

- 
U - The Commission shall represent all the member countries of the Organiza-

tion of American States-. - - -

4 n  -

I U ArticLe SS -

- V 1. The members of the Commission shall be elected In a personal capacity
-~ fl by the General Assembly of the Organization from a list of candi dates proposed
-
~ U by the governments of the member Mate..

2. Each of those governments may propose up to three candidates , s-ho may : -

- I ~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~
--
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be nationals of the states proposing them or of any other member state of the
- 

- 
Organization of American States. When a-slate of three is proposed, at least one 

- 
-

of the candidates shall be a national of a state other than the one proposing the
slate. -

V

Article 37

U
i. The members of the Commission shall be elected for a term of four years-

and may be reelected only once, but the terms of three of the members chosen in
the first election shall expire at the end of two years. Immediately foilowlng that
election the General Assembly shall determine the names of those three members

U by lot.
2. No two nationals of the same state may be members of the Commission.

U 
Article 38 -

Vacancies that may occur on the Commission for reasons othe r than the nor-
mal expiration of a term shall be filled by the Permanent Council of the Orga-

F nization In accordance with the provisions of the Statute of the Commission .

-
~ 

- Art icle 39 -

• - I The Commission shall prepare its Statute, which it shall submit to the Gen-

U era ! Assembly for approval. It shall establish Its own Regulations.

- 
Article 40

Secretariat services for the Commission shall be furnished by the appropri - 
V- ate specialized unit of the General Secretariat of the Organization. This unit

shall be provided with the resources required to accomplish the tasks assIgned to —

I -
~ It by the Commission.

U
- Section 2. Functions

V 

-
- - [J Article 4l

The main function of the Commission shall be to promote respect for and de-
- tense of human rights. In the exercise of Its mandate, it shall have the following

U - functIons and powers:
- 

- 
a. to develop an-awareness of human rights among the peoples of Amer-

ica;

Ij b. to make recommendations to the governments of the member states, - 
V

when it considers- such action advisable, for the adoption of progres-
s-lye measures in favor of human rights within the framework of their

U domestic law and constitutional provisions - as well as appropriate mea-
s-tires to further the observance of those rights;

- 
c. to prepare such studies or reports - as It considers advisabLe in the

- 
performance of its duties;

d. to request the governnients of the member states to supply it wtth ln-
formation on the measures adopted by them In matters 01 hems-n rights;

•. to respond, through the General Secretariat 01 the OrganIzation 01
- American States-, to inquiries made by the member states on matters

Li related to human rights and, within the lImits ci its po.stbllitles, to
provide those states with the advisory services they request; 
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f to take action on petitions and other communications pursuant to its
authority under the provisio ns of Articles 44 through 51 of this Con-
vention ; and

- g. to submit an annual report to the General Assembly of the Organiza-
L. tion of American States. - 

;_ _ -

V Article 42

L - - The States Parties shall transmit to the Commission a copy of each of the ~:
reports and studies that they submit annually to the Executive Committees of tI)e V - —

Inter-American Economic and Social Council and the Inter-American Council for
Education , Science, and Culture , in their respective fields , so that the Commis-

- s-Ion may watch over the promotion of the rights Implicit in the economic, social, - 
V

educational, scientific , and cultur al standards set forth in the Charter of the Or-

U ganizatlon of American States as amended by the Protocol of Buenos Aires. -

- Article 43
- 

- - - - The States Partiel undertake to provide the CommissIon with such infor-
mation as it may request of them as to the manner in which their domestic law

- - - ensures the effective application of any provisions of this Convention . 
- - -

U Section 3 Competence

U - - - - ArtIcle 44 -
~

Any person or group of persons , or any nongovernmental entity legally rec-
- - ognized in one or more member states of the OrganizatIon, may lodge petitions

~
- with the Commission containing denunciatio ns or complaints of violatio n of this -

L 
Convention by a State Party.

- - 

- Artlcle 45

I i  - j - - 1. Any State Party may, when it deposits its- instrument of ratification of or
adherence to this Convention , or at any late r time , declare that It recognizes the

- 
- - 

- competence of the Commission to receive and examine communic ations In which
- -  

- a State Party alleges- that another State Party has committed a violation of a hu- ~ -

V

man right set forth In this Convention. -

2. Communications presented by virtue of this article may be admitted and
examined only if they are presented by a State Party that has made a declaration

I I recognizing the aforementioned competence of the Commission. The Commission
-~~ U shall not admit any communication against a State Party that has not made such a ~~~

- :- - 
-

declaration

Ij 
3 A declaration concerning recognItion of competence may be made to be ~

— 
- valid for an indefinite time, for a. specified period, or for a specific case. 

- 

- 
V

4. Declarations- shall be deposited with the General Secretariat of the Orga- - 

~~ - 
—

1 nlzation of American States , which shall transmit copies thereof to the member V 
-

- 

I i  
states of that Organization. - - - 

-

Art icle 46 -

11 1. Admission by the Commission of a petition or communic ation lodged in 
-

- accordance with ArticLes 44 or 45 s-hall be subject to the following requirem ents:

L ~L -. 

—
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fl 
- 

- - a. that the remedies under domestic law have been pursued and ex-
V 

hausted in accordance with generally recognized principles - of interna-
-~ tional law;

r b. that the petition or communication is lodged within a period ci six
I months from the date on which the party alleging vlolatiofl of his rights
U - was notified of the final judgment;

c. that the subject of the petition or communication is not pending In an-
[ -  other internat ional proceed ing for settlement; and

- d. that, in the case of Article 44, the petition contains the name , nation-
- V ality, profession , domicile , and signature of the person or persons or I
r - of the legal representative of the entity lodging the petition.

2. The provisions of paragraphs l.a and 1.b of this article shall not be appli-
L — - cable when:

- 
- a. the domestic legislation of the s-tate concerned does not afford due

[1 - process of law for the protection of the right or rights that have a!-
Li legedly been violated;

b. the party alleging violation of his rights has been denied access to the
- 

[f 
- -  - - remedies under domestic law or has been prevented from exhausting -

them; or
- c. the re has been unwarranted delay in rendering a final judgment under

the aforementioned remedies. -

[1 Art icle 47
The Commission shall consider Inadmissible any petition or communication

U
- submitted under Articles 44 or 45 11:

a. any of the requirements Indicated in Article 46 has not been met;
b. the petition or communication does not State facts that tend to es-tab-

V Us-h a violation of the rights guaranteed by this Convention;
[ r c. the stat ements of the petitioner or of the state indicate that the pe-

- tit lon or communication is manifestly groundless or obviously out of
order; or

[} - d. the petition or communication Is substantially the same as one pre-
- 

- viously studied by the Commission or by another international orga-
- 

- - nizatlon.

U section 4. Procedure

Article 48
1. When the Commission receives- a petition or communication alleging y b -

- lation of any of the rights protected by this Convention, It shall proceed as follows-:
a. If It considers- the petition or communication admissible , It shall re- -V

F 

quest information from the govern ment of the s-tate Indicated as being
J - responsible for the alleged violations and shall furnish that government

a transcript of the pertinent portions of the petition or communication.

U This- information shall be submitted within a reasonable period to be
determined by the Commission in accordance with the circumstanc es-
of each case.

D 
- - b. After the information has been received , or afte r the period es-tab-

- Ush.d has elapsed and the Information has not been received, the
Commission shall ascertain whether the grounds for the petition or

-
V
- n  - _

- - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~~ 
-
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communication s-till mist If they do not, the Commission s-bali order
the recordtobeclosed

c. The Commission may also declare the petition or communication In- -
~~~

U admIssibLe or out of order on the basis- of Information or evidence 4
- subsequently received. c

- d. If the record has not been closed, the Commission shall, with the -
~~

I knowledge of the parties, ~r2mine the matter set forth In the petition ~ I
U or communication In order to verify the facts. If necessary and ad-

visible, the Commission shall ár ry out an Investigation, for the ci- -
fective conduct of which It s-hall request , and the states- concerned ~

fl shall furnish to It , all necessary facilities. ---i V

e. The Commission may request the states- concerned to furnish any per- ~
tinent Information and, if so requested , shall hear oral statements or :~receive written statement s from the parties concerned.

f. The Commission shall place itself at the disposal of the parties con- ~
- cerned with a vIew to reaching a friendly settlement of the matter on 

- -
~ ; : -  the basis of respect for the human rights recognized in this Conven-. ~~~

- 

I 
- 

- - -  tion. - 

~- I
2. However, In serious and urgent cases-, only the presentation of a petition -~~~

or communicatIon that fulfills- all the formal requirements of admissibIlity s-bali ~be necessary in order for the Commission to conduct an investigation with the 1
- 

- prior consent of the state in whose territory a violation - has allegedly been corn- ~mitted. 
V 

1-

:1 Article 49 -*

U If a friendl y settlement has been reached In accordance with paragraph 1.f of
Article 48, the Commission shall draw up a report, which s-hall be transmitted to -

~~~

ft 
- the petitioner and to the States Parties to this Convention, and shall then be corn - V —

municated to the Secretary General of the Organization of American States for
- publication. This report shall contain a brief statement of the facts- and of the -

- solution reached. If any party In the case so requests, the fullest possible In- ~formation shall be provided to it.
I - 

-

Artic1e~~ -i

- 

D i. Ifasettlement ls not reached, the Cornmission ahali, withln the time llmit
established by Its- Statute, draw up a report setting forth the facts- and si~h4ng its -~~

conclusions. If the report, In w~ole or In part, does not represent the wi~nIn~ous ~

U agreement of the members- of the Commission, any rnember rnay attach to tt a Zseparate opinion. The written and oral statements made by the parties in ac- ~
- cordance with paragraph i.e ci Article 48 s-hall also be attached to the report.

2. The report shall be transmitted to the states concerned, which shall not
•1 - 

~~~~ ~ e iii. .. 4.. 4.~ .~~.kI4.h 44 - -:- -

I 

I
~~S s . w y . .  a. — — —

- - 
- 3. In transmitting the report, the Committee may m~k, such proposals and

V 
recommendations as it sees fit. - 

-

I ~
- Article 5l -

~~

- 1. If, withIn a period of three months from the date of the transmittal of the

I report of the Commission to the states concerned, the matter has not either been
settled or submitted by the Commission or by the stats concerned to the Court ~~~~ 

- 
-

and its- Jurisdiction accepted, the Commission may, by the vote ci an absolute :~~~ ~~~ -

I _ - I  
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - - - - - - - - V 
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fl major ity of its- .~abers-, s-nt forth its opinion and conclusions concerning the
question snbm&d sd for its consideration.

2. Where approprIate, the Commission shall make pertinent recommenda-
tions and s-MU prescribe a period within which the s-tate Is to take the measures-

— that are Inoumbent apon it to reme~~ the s-itus-tiO~ examined.
3. When the prescribed period has- expired, the Commission s-hall decide by

- 
the vote of an absolute majority of Its members whether the state has- taken ads.-
quate measures- and whether to publish Its report.

Ii CHAPTER VIU — INTER-AMERICAN COURT OF HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. OrganIzation - 
- - 

-

[] Article 52

V - - - ~~ - - ~~l.. The Court shall consist of seven judges, nationals of the member states- of - - - -

[II the Organization, elected in an individual capacity from among juri sts of the 
—

- highest moral authority and of recognized competence In the field of human rights ,
who posses-s the qualifications- required for the exercise of the highest Judicial
functions in conformity wtth the law of the s-tate of which they aze nationals or o( V

[] the state that proposes them as candidates.
- 2. No two judges may be nationals- of the same s-tate.

i-- --

~ 

- Article 53
U 1. The judges of the Court shall be elected by secret ballot by an absolute

majority vote of the States Parties to the Convention, In the General Assembly of
the Organization, from a panel of candidates - proposed by those states.

2. Each of the States- Partles may propose up to three candidates, nationals
of the state that proposes them or of any other member s-tate of the Organization
of American States. When a slate of three is- proposed, at least one of the can&-

[] dates - shall be a national of a state other than the one proposing the s-late.

Article 54

I] 
i. The judges-of the Court s-hall be elected for a ter m ot slx years- and may

-

V - be reelected only once. The term of three of the judges- chosen in the first cIsc-
lion shall expire at the end of three years. Immediately after the election, the
names of the three judges shall be determined by lot In the General Assembly.

LI ~~~~- - . 2. A judge elected to replace a judge whose term has not expired shall corn-
- 

- 
~~~~~~~~~~~ plete the term oi the latter.

3. The Judges shall continue in office until the expiration of their term. Bow- - 

- -

- — &~~—— —l.. I~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ L.. ... . .. ~

L

I •v4 , •US.e ~ usIwv~~ .va V~~ wal~~ £ ~I IV ~~.V. 1U4 .U~ 7 UV.V~~ U~~~4MI

~~~~ hear and that are still pending, for which purposes they s-ball not be replaced by
1 the newly elected Judges.

[1 Article 55 -

1. If a judge is a national of any of the States Parties to a case submitted to
the Court, he shall retain his right to hear that case.

U

.- 2. 11 ons of the Judges cali.dupon to heär a cas. should be a ~~tional of one ci
the States Parties to the case, *oy other State Party In the case may appoint a

-
- - 

fl 
person cu t, choice to serve on the Court as an .1 hoc judge.

- -~ - - - - — - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
- - - 
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I S. If among the judges called upon to hear a case none Is a national of any of
-, the States Parties to the case, each of the latter may appoint an ad hoc judge. - 

-

4. An ad hoc judge s-hall possess- the qualifications indicated in Article 52.
- 5. If several States Parties to the Convention should have the same interest

-- - - - - in a case, they shall be considered as a single par ty for purposes of the above
pr ovisions-. In case of doubt, the Court s-hall decide. V

- 

Article 5O
Five judges- s-hall constitute a quorum for the transaction of business- by the

Court. 
-

-- ArtIcle 57

ii 
The Commission shall appear In all cases before the Court.

L - Li - Article 58
1. The Court s-hall have Its- seat at the place determIned by the States- Par- -

H 
- ties to the Convention In the General Assembly of the Organization; however, It

may convene In the territory of any member s-tate of the Organization of American
- States when a majority of the Court consider It desIrabLe, and with the prior con-

fl sent of the s-tate concerned. The s-eat of the Court may be changed by the States
- Parties to the Convention in the General Assembly by a two-thirds vote.
- 2. The Court s-hall appoint its- own Secretary. -

3. The Secretary shall have his office at the place where the Court has Its
seat and shall attend the meetings- that the Court may hold away from Its s-eat.

V ArtIcle 59 - 
- 

- 
—

- 
- The Court shall establish its- Secretariat, which s-hall function under the di-

V rection of the Secretary of the Court, in accordance with the administrative s-tan-
dards of the General Secretariat of the Organization In all respect not incompat-

p Ibis with the Independence of the Court. The staff of the Court’s- Secretariat shall
I be appointed by the Secretary General of the OrganizatIon, in consultation with
- the Secretary of the Court. -

j 
- Article 6O -1:

Th. Court shall draw up its Statute which It s-hall submit to the General As-
~ s.mbly for approval. It s-hall adopt Its own Rules of Procedore.

- - - Section 2. Jurisdiction and Functions- ~~~~~~~~~~~ 
- - 

-

- -
- V

V - . 

-

_U - 
- - — -

~~ 
j  

V 
- - 

- 
- - Article 61 - -~~~~~ 

- - 
______

-
~ 

- - t :  
- 1. Only the States Parties and the Commission shall have the right to submIt _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~ t a case to tha Court . 
_ _ _ _ _

2. In order for the Court to bear a case, It Is necessary that the procedures
-- see forth In Articles- 4$ to 50 s-hall have been completed.

1 1. A State Party may, upon depositing its Iest an snt of ratification or ad- 
- - -

Li — -~ V~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -- ~~~~~~~ - - S~ tS~ A .  flAt
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i_
V 11 herenee to this Convention, or a1’t any s-ubs-equent time, declare that It recognIzes-- 

Li 
- 

as binding, ipso facto, and not requiring special agreement, the jurisdiction of the
- Court on all matters relating to the interpretation or applicatIon of this Conven-

tion. V

-
- 

- 
V 2. Such declaration may be made unconditionally, on the condition of reel-

- procity, for a specified period, or for s-pecific cases-. It s-hall be present ed to the
- Secretary General of the Organization, who s-hall transmit copies- thereof to the V

other member stat es of the Organization and to the Secretary of the Court.
Li 3. The jurisd iction of the Court shall comprise all cases concerning the in-

-
- terpretation and application of the provisions- of this Convention that are submitted

- 

n 
to It , provided that the States Parties- to the case recognize or have recognized
such jurisd iction, whether by special declaration pursuant to the preceding para-
graphs, or by a special agreem ent.

[ - Article 63
1. II the Court finds that there has been a violation of a right or freedom

-
- - - V protected by this Convention , the Court s-hall rule that the injured party be en —

- 
sured the enjoyment of hIs- right or freedom that was violated. It shall also rule,

L~ If appropriate, that the consequences of the measure or situation that constituted
the breach of such right or freedom be remedied and that fair compensation be

-
~ I paid to the injured party.

L - 2. In cases of extreme gravity and urgency, and when necessary to avoid ir- —
reparable damage to persons, the Court s-hall adopt such provisional measures as V

- it deems pertinent in matters- it has under consideration . With respect to a case— H not yet submitted to the Court, it may act at the request of the Commission.

Article 64
I 1. The member states- of the Organization may consult the Court regarding

the Interpretation of this- Convention or of other treati es concerning the protec-
tion of human rights- In the American states. Within theIr spheres of competence,
the organs- listed in Chapter X of the Charter of the Organization of American

-
- States, as amended by the Protocol of Buenos Aires-, may In like manner consult

- the Court. -

- 2. The Court, at the request of a member state of the Organization, may pro-
vide that state with opinions regarding the compatibi lity of any of Its domestic 

Vlaws- with the aforesaid international Instruments.

H -  Article 65
- V To each regular session at the General Assembly of the OrgnnlKatlon of

American States the Court s-hail submit, for the Assembly’s consideration, a re-
,.

~~ 4+. ,.,.~.fr ,h,,.1 .~, el., ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .. - ~ & ..~~ ..fl . . . .a..  a.. . ..oi...1 .  e~~~

I 

~~~~~ 
•.. 

~~
.‘. r~ — ‘ &.#~.. ~~~~~~ *~ sii~~&& .r~ .u,, a-ia ,.a

cases in which a s-tate has not compiled with Its judgments, making any per tinent
recommendations. 

-

- 1] Section 3. Procedure

-~ - -  - - . - — — - -  -~~~~ ---  

~~Arftcis 66 ~~~~~ 
- - -. .- .—-—

~~
-

~ 
-

U - 1. Reasons s-hall be given for the judgment of the Court. 
- -

- 2. It the Judgment does not represent In whole or In part the unanimous-
— 

n 
- -

~~ 

- 
_ _
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I] - opinion of the judges-, any judge s-hall be entitled to have his dissenting or sepa-
rate opinIon attached to the judgment.

El’ 
Article 61

The ju~~~ ent of the Court s-hall be final ~nd not subject to appeal. In case of
disagreement as to the meaning or scope of the ju dgment, the Court s-hall Inter-

- pest it at the request of any of the parties, provided the request Is made within[] ninety days from the date of notification of the judgment. -

Article 68 
- 

-

.1] 1. The Stat.s Parties - to the Convention undertake to comply with the judg-
meat of the Court in any case to which they are parties -.

2. That part of a judgment that stipulates compensatory damages may be

[J 
executed In the country concerned in accordance with domestic procedure govern-
lag the execution of judgments against the state. V

- Article 69 
- V

- Li The parties to the case shall be notified of the ju~~~ent of the Court and it —s-hall be transmitted to the States Parties- to the Convention.

CHAPTER IX — COMMON PROVIStONS
— 

fl Article 7O
1. The judges ci the Court and the members of the Commis-s-icn s-hall enjoy,

from the moment of their election and throughout their term of office, the lminu-
nities extended to diplomatic agents in accordance with International law. During
the exercise of their official function they s-hall, in addItion, enjoy the diplomatic
privileges- necessary for the performance of their duties-. - V

fl 
2. At no time shall the judges of the Court or the members of the Commls--

s-ion be held liable for any decisions or opinions issued In the exercise of their
functions.

fl Article 7l 
-

U- Ths posItion o( judgeof the Court or member of the Commls-sion is incom-
- patible with any other activity that might affect the Independence or impartiality - 

- 

-

fl A~I I of such judg , or member , as- determined In the respectiv, statutes. -~ - J~~.

______ I - ArtIcle 12 V -~ 
-

us juugse ci is-s ~uuri as-s me ~~au~a--. ci is-s u~~~~’u ~cu enau receive - 

-emoluments and travel aliowancós In the form and under the conditions - set forth
In theIr statutes, with due regard for the Imp~rtance and Independence of their

fl 
c~~cs. Sech emoluments and travel allowances shall be determined In the budget• of the Organization of American States, which shall also Include the expenses ci

- the Court and its Secretariat. To this end, the Court shall des, ep Its own b~,dgstV 

- and submit It for approval to the General Assembly thr~~~ the General h ove- -

fl - tartat. The Latter may not Introduce-say chenges in it.
U V
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Article 73
L 

- 
The General Assembly may, only at the request of the Commission or the - - V

Court, as the case may be, determine sanctions to be applied ag’in~~t members! ci the Commission or judges- of the Court when there-are Justifiable grounds for
U such action as set forth in the respective statutes . A vote of a two-thirds ma-

- - 
- Jority of the member states of the Organization shall be required for a decision

In the case of members of the Commission and , In the case of judges- of the Court,
V 

f - - - - - a two-thirds- majority vote of the States Parties to the Convention shall also be
Li

PART IU — GENERAL AND TRANSITORY PROVISIONS

-

~~~~ fl - CHAPTER X — SIGNATURE , RATIFICATION , RESERVATIONS , 
:

[ AMENDMENTS, PROTOCOLS, AND DENUNCIATION

~
ArtIcle 74

~ 1. ThIs- Convention s-hall be open for signature and ratification by or ad-
-; - herence of any member state of the Organization of American States.

- -~ 2. Ratification of or adherence to this Convention shall be made by the de-
posit of an Instrument of ratification or adherence with the General Secretariat of

- -
~ the Organization of American States-. As soon as eleven states - have deposited

their instruments of ratification or adherence, the Convention shall enter into
- 

- 
- force. With respect to any s-tate that ratifies- or adheres thereafter, the Conven- —

tion shall enter into force on the date of the deposit of Its Instrument ci ratifica-
tion or adherence.

3. The Secretary General s-hall inform all member states of the Organization
I of the entry Into force of the Convention.

Article 75

[] This Convention s-hall be subject to reservations only in conformity with the
provisions of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties- signed on May 23,

- 
1969.

I i  Article 76
-- - 1. Proposals- to amend this- Convention may be submitted to the General As--

U sembly for the action It deems appropriate by any State Party directly, and by the
Commission or the Court throu gh the Secreta ry General.

2. Amendments shall enter Into force for the states ratifying them on the
— 

~4s*m ivh... Ii.o.. ~h4i.d~ ‘if ~hm 5Ia*.. PaiN.. M hi. (~ w vantkwi hair. ~i.n~ait.~I thMr

Ii ( e i n s t l d  ~~~~~~~~~the amendments shall enter into force on the dat es on which they deposit their
reepective Instruments of ratification.

El - ‘~- :  Article ’?? -
-

1. In accordance with Article 31 any State Party and the Commission may

II - submIt proposed protocols to this- Convention for consideration by the Stat..

- - 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - 
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fl 
- 

- - 

Parties at the General Assembly with a view to gradually including other rights-
- and freedoms- within Its system of protectIon.

2. Each protocol s-MU determine the manner of Its entry into force and shall
V be applied only among the States Parties to it.

[1 Artlcle 7S

1. The States- Parties may denounce this Convention at the expiration of a

fl - five-year period starting from the date of Its entry Into force and by means of
- - notice given one year In advance. Notice of the denunciation s-hall be address-ed

- to the Secretary General of the Organization, who s-ball Inform the other States-
- Parties-. -

2. Such a denunciation shall not have the effect of releasing the State Party
concerned from the obligations- contained in this Convention with respect to any

• act that may constitute a violation of those obligations and that has been taken by
that state prior to the effective date of denunciation.

V _ _ _  - - - - 

CHAPT 
- 

ER ~~ - TRA?~~~~R Y PROVI SIONS -
V -

H V

-
- 

V Section 1. Inter-American Commission on Human Rights -

[I~: - 
Artlcle 79 -

-
- 

V 

Upon the entry into force of this- Convention, the Secretary General s-hall, In

U - writing, request each member s-tate of the Organization to present, within ninety
- days, its candidates for members-hip on the Inter-American Commission on Hu-

V 

- man Rights. The Secretary General shall prepare a list in alphabetical order of
- 

- the candidates- presented, and transmIt It to the member states of the Organ iza-

[J. 
lion at least thirty days prior to the next session of the General Assembly.

Article 8O
The members of the Commission s-hall be elected by secret ballot of the

L General Assembly from the list of candidates referred to In ArtIcle 79. The
candidates who obtain the largest number of votes and an absolute majority of the

Ij votes of the representatives- of the member states s-hall be declared elected.
Should it become necessary to have several ballots- in order to elect all the mem-
bers- of the Commission, the candidates who receive the smallest number of votes-
shall be eliminated successively, In the manner determined by the General As-

U sembly. -

R.i tinn s- Tntøi~~A,narI øan C!nsu * ii Ru ms-n RI s-I*.

O - 

- 
-

Upon the entry Into force of this Convention, the Secretary General sh~I t, In

El writing, request .sub Stat. Party to present, within nInety days, its candidates
for member ship on the Inter-American Court of Human Rights. The Secretary

- General shall pr epar, a List In alphabetical order of lb. csadidlt.s presented and
transmit It to lbs Stat.. Parties at isast thtrty days- prior to lb. a~~ ssssics of[I . the General Assembly.
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Article 82
LI The judges- of the Court shall be elected from th list of candidates referred -

to In Article 81, by secret ballot of the SIat.s- Parties to lb. Convention In the
General Assembly. The candidates who obtain the largest aimber of votes and an —

- absolute majority of th. votes of the representatives of the ltat.s- Parties shall
be declared elected, Should it become necessary to have several ballots- Is order- to elect all the judges of the Court, the candidates who receive the ~~aUust sum-fl V ber of votes s-hall be elimips-ted successively , In the manner determined by theU States- Parties. V

STATEMENTS AND RESERVATIOSIS

fl - STATEMENT 
- 

OF CHILE
U The Delegation of Chile signs- this Con~~ntton , subject to Its subsequent par-

-- ---- -- - -- lismentary app~~~~l and ~~UicVlon, In scco~~~nce with ~~ cons-titaftonel rules -

fl
STATEMENT OF ECUADOR

- fl The Delegation of Ecuador has the honor of signing the American Convention
- on Human Rlgt#s-. It does not believe that It Ii necessary to make any specific

reserv ation at this time, without prejudice to the general power set forth In the

~IJ Convention its-elf that leaves the governments free to ratify It or not. -

- 
RESERVATION OF URUGUAY V

• 
U 

Article 80.2 of the Constitution of Uruguay provides that citizenshIp is s-us- -

- - pended for a person Indicted according to Law In a criminal prosecution that may
result in a sentence of Imprisonment in a penitentiary. This restriction on the -

17 among the circumstances provided for In this respect by paragraph 2 of Ar-U tid e 23, for which reason the Delegation of Uruguay expresses a reservation on

4 

exercise of the rights recognized In Article 23 of the Convention Is- not envisaged -

- this- matter. 
~~
j -j

~~~ ~~~~~~~~ 
- -- -

~~
- - - 

- 

-

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned Plenipotentlarles, whose full —- powers were found In good s-nd do. form, sign this Convention, which s-bali be - -

fl called ‘PACT OP SAN JOSE, COSTA RiCA,’ (In the city of San Jo.~, Costa Rica, - - 
-U this twenty-second day of November, nineteen Imudred and sixty-nine).
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